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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 SPUTTERING PHYSICS 
When incident particles irradiate a target, they will set off collision cascades in it due to 
momentum exchange between the ions and atoms in the material. If some of atoms in such cascades 
recoil and reach the target surface with energy above the surface binding energy, the atoms can be 
ejected, or sputtered. Sputtering was discovered experimentally more than a century ago. Both 
experimental and theoretical interest in this phenomenon has increased constantly for many years, 
due to remarkable applications in different fields.  
Sputtering is a typical non-equilibrium, even far-from-equilibrium phenomenon. For example, 
the Maxwell distribution in Equilibrium Statistics Mechanics couldn’t describe the speed distribution 
of sputtered particle in general. Though non-equilibrium phenomena abound in nature, but they are 
still only very poorly understood at a fundamental level. Professor T.D. Lee, Nobel Laureate in 
Physics, pointed out: “How does a mechanical system approaches equilibrium from non-equilibrium 
still is unsolved problem up to now….. At near equilibrium, still could get results by using expansion 
around an equilibrium state. At far-from-equilibrium, one will meet serious difficulty”[134]. From 
some point of view, sputtering research may open a new window to study non-equilibrium physics. 
In 1969, by the aid of the Lindhard power cross-section, Sigmund developed the well-known modern 
sputtering theory [7]. Why can I make the determination and persist in doing hard work on 
sputtering research for along time? The answer is a long story. 
1.2 PHYSICS FOUND ME AND I FOUND PHYSICS 
Thirty-one years ago, on June 9, 1978, I was selected as a graduate student in Institute of 
Theoretical Physics (ITP), the Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, PRC. My major was 
Gravitation theory and Relativistic Astrophysics. 
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30 years before in Beijing, Dr. George Leung, Professor in University of Massachusetts 
Dartmouth, U.S.A., presented me to Dr. P. K. Kuo, Professor in Department of Physics and 
Astronomy, Wayne State University, U.S.A., he decided to recommend me as a graduate student in 
the Department after a short time conversation. In spring 1983, I made a final decision to work on 
sputtering for PhD under the supervision of Prof. K. R. Padmanabhan in the same department At the 
first day, Prof. K. R. Padmanabhan gave me some research reference papers published by P. 
Sigmund [33] and Y. Yamamura [69]. At the beginning, as a layman, I didn’t know anything about 
sputtering and related phenomena.In the following days and weeks, I was trying my best to 
comprehend more and more related reference papers [12][16][70] and build up my background. In 
the meantime, I was working hard in the Lab to get used to the new and strange research area (for 
me at that time) as soon as possible. Beyond my original imagination, I felt in love with sputtering 
due to the logical rigor and internal beauty of Sigmund sputtering theory which is similar to my 
prevous major—the theory of relativity. The true essence of beauty is harmonic. I love harmonic! 
According to the Plan of Work made by Prof. K R Padmanabhan, the title of my PhD 
Dissertation was “SPUTTERING YIELD AND ITS ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION FROM 
COMPOUND TARGET”. The research work for the proposed dissertation concerns:  
i)  The measurement of the angular distribution of material sputtered from stoichiometric    
Group Ⅳa metal nitride compound targets.  
ii) The investigation of surface segregation of the constituent atoms of the target. 
iii) The explanation of the experimental results based on Sigmund Sputtering theory [33][16].  
This work would concentrate on the sputtering yield and surface segregation measurement of 
the Group Ⅳa metal nitrides. These nitrides had been chosen because of their importance as hard 
coating materials. The sputtering yield and yield angular distribution under various conditions of ion 
energy, ion mass and target composition would be investigated. The surface segregation of the 
constituent atoms from these targets due to ion bombardment would also be studied. This work could 
- 3 - 
 
provide fundamental information in understanding the problems associated with composition and 
phases formed in R. F. sputter deposition process of such hard coatings. Since nitrogen is a volatile 
element, it certainly will play an unusual roll in sputtering these metal nitride compound targets.  
1.3 WHAT IS THE REAL MEANING OF “SURFACE HARNESS ENHANCED 
BY ION IMPLANTATION”? 
Unfortunately, I couldn’t complete my research and had to return to China in 1986. Up until 
summer 1986, in the experiment respect, only one experimental work had been down, i.e. the 
sputtering yield angular distribution of Ti and N had been determined by RBS, for TiN target 
bombarded by 100 keV +Xe ion (Chapter-9). In the theory respect, I found a mistake in 
Yamarmura’s paper [7][69][189]. Later, starting from this finding, I established “Zhang” and 
“M-Zhang expressions” (Chapter-8). Besides, I have never forgotten Prof. P.K. Rol, Dean of College 
of Engineering, Wayne State University at that time, because he sent me some his research notes just 
before I left US for China. Among these notes, I found an article published by J. B. Sanders et.al. 
[71]. The article helped me to understand “frozen state (Chapter-2). In September 1986, I came back 
China with “these seeds”. I believed that “these seeds” would help me to stand up. In other words, 
these seeds enhanced my willpower. This is the real meaning of “surface hardness enhanced by ion 
implantation”. 
1.4 MIND HAS NEVER LEFT SPUTTERING 
1.4.1 PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Since came back China, I have concentrated on the analytical theoretical research of 
Sputtering, because, it’s not possible for me to do any experimental work or computer simulation 
due to the lack of least conditions. During the last couple of decades, most of published papers are 
experimental results and computer simulation studies, whereas the analytical work on basic research 
seems to be relatively rare. In spring, 1987, I obtained the first interest result, i.e. found an intrinsic 
relation between two different phenomena: one is the definite systematic deviation of the energy 
- 4 - 
 
dependence of the low energy heavy ion induce sputtering yield from the original Sigmund’s 
formula [1][7], another one is the “under cosine” like sputtering yield angular distribution due to the 
same ion incident. According to the intrinsic relation, by using only one fitting energy parameter in 
the anisotropic correction term [7][69][140], both phenomena can be calculated and fit the 
experimental results very well [84][116][141] (Chapter-8). 
Following Sigmund theory [16], I derived the nonstoichiometry factors of the anisotropic 
correction term for a multi-component target. Specially, I calculated the relative abundance of 
isotopes sputtered in the normal direction compared to oblique direction. The calculated results agree 
with the experimental measurement [86] reasonably well (chapter 8). Until now, to my knowledge, 
no correct analytical calculation of the isotopic effect in the low energy heavy ion sputtering has 
been published. Sigmund had pointed out, "large isotope enrichments observed at very low ion 
energy are asserted to be caused mainly by recoil implantation."[17]. Later, Sigmund has published 
some new simulation of energy dependent isotope sputtering [101]. These results gave my analytical 
formula a very strong support (Chapter 8). All of these facts indicate that, the sign of the anisotropic 
correction term in e modified Sigmund’s formula must be negative. Then, what is the physical origin 
of this term? The physical origin must be due to the momentum deposited on the target surface. 
Furthermore, the negative sign of the anisotropic correction term indicates that the momentum must 
direct inward of target surface for low energy heavy ion incident. Therefore, the momentum depth 
distribution turns to be important.  
1.4.2 BASIC ASSUMPTION OF THE MOMENTUM DEPOSITED ON THE 
TARGET SURFACE 
Sigmund et.al, go so far as to disregard the facts, they are still insist on that, the momentum 
must direct outward, because the back sputtering yield must carry the momentum away (out ward) 
[40], even if the integrated the momentum density deposited on the negative half space outside of 
target determine a ‘mean velocity of sputtered particle [20]. Therefore, they believe that, the 
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anisotropic term contributed by momentum deposition, if exist, only cause a positive correction to 
isotropic flux by narrowing the angular distribution (over cosine like) and broadening the energy 
spectrum of sputtered particle [7]. Sigmund criticized J. B. Sanders and Y. Yamamura et.al.: “give 
the wrong sign of anisotropy, because of ignoring the variation with depth of the deposited 
momentum”[51]. If was positive, the anisotropic term would provide an enhancement in the 
sputtering yield and would increase in importance with decreasing energy and increasing surface 
binding energy [51]. Of course, they knew that all of the features directly contradict the experimental 
measurements and computer simulation results. Therefore, they further pointed out, “this implies 
that the type of momentum asymmetry discussed here can not be the dominating factor determining 
the threshold behavior of the sputter yield”[51]. 
It’s very clear that the key point is the direction of the momentum deposited on the target 
surface for the low energy heavy ion incident. In 1982, taking the threshold energy 1E into account, J. 
B. Sanders et.al.computed the spatial distribution of deposited energy and momentum for self-atom 
bombardment [12]. They came to the conclusion that, the deposited energy density on target surface 
is approximately independent of EE1  for 0EE1.0 1 >≥ , but, the momentum density is very 
sensitive to EE1 , their calculation showed that the momentum is preferably directed inwards as 
long as .045.0EE1 > But, P. Sigmund criticized J. B. Sanders et. al. “the use of an arbitrary, 
undefined, and irrelevant energy parameter 1E in the analysis.”[142]. Later, he emphasized once 
again [40], “in the outer regions of a cascade, the drift velocity implies that the local drift velocity 
must have a component opposite to the initial velocity in certain regions of space.”  Due to the 
same reason, L. G. Glazov also pointed out, “The curve (in [5]) for the case 1.0EE1 = indicates 
positive values of the distribution for ).0x( ≤  It is a very strange result from a physical point of 
view.” Therefore, it’s necessary analyze the physical meaning of the momentum deposited on the 
target surface in detail (Chapter-5). At first, we should note that, the momentum, deposited in the 
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target surface layer ,dx)0~x(P
r
consists of two different parts. One part is ,dx)0~x(Pb
r
 may 
be carried by back-sputtered particles. Of course, the drift velocity of them must be directed outward. 
This part was taken account by P. Sigmund and L. G. Glazov et.al. Another part is ,dx)0~x(Pt
r
 
may be carried by transmission sputtered particles (relative to the surface layer)[7]. The drift velocity 
of which certainly is directed inward, this part was neglected by P. Sigmund et.al. i.e. 
).0(P)0(P)0(P)0(P btb
rrrr ≠+=  
Obviously, the correct expression is  
).0(Pdx)x(Pdx)x(PP)0(P
0
0b
rvvvr ≠=−= ∫∫ ∞−∞ [20] 
Secondly, it's necessary to introduce a threshold energy 1E in the analysis [12], because, each target 
must have a certain value of surface and bulk binding energy ( 0U ). In this dissertation, a plenty of 
momentum deposition depth profiles had been calculated and plotted for many ion-target systems, 
perpendicular incidence and 2.0m =  in chapter 5. Our calculation confirmed the conclusion given 
by J. B. Sanders et.al. [12]. For each ion-target pair and m, must exist a certain threshold, as long as 
incident goes energy beyond the threshold. Just as Yamamura pointed out early [69][70], in a 
collision cascade induced by a low energy ion incidence, after few scattering, both recoil and 
scattered atoms still prefer to keep the incident direction, the drift velocity of them certainly is 
directed inward. The basic assumption in this work is that the momentum deposited in the target 
surface directed parallelly to the ion incidence for the low energy and heavy ion bombardment.  
1.5 BLOSSOM AND BEAR FRUIT 
In the year 1997, I submitted my two virgin papers to Nuclear Instruments and Methods in 
Physics Research Section B (NIM-B) for a publication [18]. Both papers were successfully 
published in 1999. After that, Peter Sigmund, Professor in Physics Department, University of 
Southern Denmark, invited me to present ICACS - 18 (International Conference on Atomic 
Collisions in Solids, August 3-8, 1999, Odense, Denmark). As a chairman of the Conference, Prof. 
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Sigmund was very busy, but drove a car to Odense railway station to greed me and arrange my 
accommodations by himself. I was really moved and couldn’t believe it really happen. As very 
serious physics, Prof. Sigmund gave me tremendous encouragements and at the same time, I 
received a lot of constructive criticisms. Ever since, I have published more than 20 articles in 
professional journals and was the thesis adviser to one master degree student in China. The Project 
“BASIC THEORETICAL STUDIES OF COLLISIONAL SPUTTERING” received the Third-Class 
Prize in Natural Science of Anhui Province of China in 2008. 
In the year 2005, Dr. Dietmar Fink, Editor-in-Chief of Radiation Effects and Defects in Solids, 
wrote me: “As we know from your recent contributions to our journal that you are an outstanding 
scientist in the field of theoretical description of radiation effects, we would like to offer you to 
become the Regional Editor for our journal for China, specifically for manuscripts treating 
theoretical problems”.Up to now, the most important research results are following:   
i) Instead of regular power scattering cross section, the exact scattering cross section was 
introduced to Sigmund theory for a power potential interaction. All traditional transport equations 
can be solved asymptotically [19]. One of the applications of the above exact scattering cross section 
is reducing the large discrepancy between Sigmund theory and experimental results of the depth of 
origin of sputtered atoms. Sigmund sputtering formulae remain unchanged, the hard sphere collision 
sputtering theory partly survived [40].  
ii) Taking the momentum deposition into account, a new modified Sigmund Sputtering 
Theory has been developed to describe anisotropic sputtering phenomena induced by low energy and 
heavy ion bombardment, including sputtering yield energy and angular distributions as well as 
isotopic effect. The momentum deposition usually ignored, but could play an important role in the 
atom collisions in solid, such as the anisotropic transport in the ion mixing [73]. For BN target 
bombarded by low energies +Xe ion, our new theory predicted that N is preferentially sputtered and 
the surface enrichment of B and light isotope of boron B10 preferentially sputtered. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LINEAR TRANSPORT EQUATIONS 
IN SPUTTERING THEORY 
2.1 BASIC TRANSPORT EQUATIONS 
2.1.1 BACKWARD BOLTZMANN EQUATIONS  
Consider a random, infinite n-components medium with Njα  atoms of type j (atomic 
number jZ , atomic mass jM ) per unit volume. )1;10(
j
jjj =α≤α≤α ∑ is the concentration of 
j- atoms, and N the atom number density [atoms/cm3] [1]. Let’s assume an i-atom starting its motion 
at 0t = and 0r =r with velocity υr . The basic quantity of interest is ,dtrdd)t,,,r(G 3030ij rrvvv υυυ  
which is the statistical average number of j-atoms moving in a time interval )dt,t( and in a volume 
element )rd,r( 3
rr
with velocity ( )030 d, υυ rr . After a time tδ , it may or may not have made a 
collision. Because of the translation invariance in space and time, see Fig. 2.1.1, we have 
( ) ( )[ ]
[ ] ( ) ( )t,,,rGtt,,,trG)(tN1
t,,,rGt,,,rG),;(dtN
0ij0iji
n
1k
0kj0ijikk
υυ=δ−υυδυ−υσυδ−+
υυ ′′+υυ′υ ′′υ′υσαυδ ∑ ∫
= vvvvvvvr
vvvvvvrrr
           (2.1.1) 
Here υ ′′υ′υ ′′υ′υσ=υ ′′υ′υσ rrrrrrrr 33ikik dd),;(),;(d is the differential cross section for scattering 
between an i-atom moving with velocity υr  and a k-atom at rest. υ′r andυ ′′r represent the velocities 
of scattered and recoiled atoms respectively, see Fig.2.1.2, ( ) ∫ υ ′′υ′υσ≡υσ ),;(d ikik rrrr is the 
corresponding total cross-section, and ∑
=
υσα≡υσ
n
1k
ikki )()(
rr
.  
The initial condition is given by 
( ) ( )0ij0ij r)0t,,,r(G υ−υδδδ==υυ rrrvvv                                  (2.1.2) 
Since )(tN i υσυδ r represents the probability for making a collision, so must be less than unity. Thus, 
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Eqs. (2.1.1) is tenable only for finite )(i υσ r  [2]. The solution may be extended to ( ) ∞=υσ ri  
finally, if it exists. But, even so,  tδ approaching to zero should be executed first, then ( ) ∞=υσ ri  
to guarantee against the occurrence of .)(tN i ∞→υσυδ r  
After expansion of this Eq. (2.1.1) in powers of tδ , from the first order terms, one obtained 
the Backward Boltzmann: 
( )
( ) ( ) ( )[ ]t,,,rGt,,,rGt,,,rG
),;(dNt,,,rG
t
1
0kj0ij0ij
n
1k
ikk0ijr
υυ ′′−υυ′−υυ×
υ ′′υ′υσα=υυ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ∇⋅υ
υ+∂
∂
υ− ∑ ∫= vvvvvvvvv
rrrvvvr
             (2.1.3) 
Great successes of which made many authors take it for granted that Eqs. (2.1.3) must be equivalent 
to Eqs. (2.1.1). If the total cross-section is infinite, this equivalence may not always be true. For 
example, a Russian theoretician, Dr. Lev G. Glazov, created a paradox [3][4][5] in the calculation of 
energy and momentum depth distribution by using the famous power cross-section [1][2]. The 
paradox here refers to a self-contradiction: an equation derived based on the space translation 
invariance has such a solution that violates the invariance. 
 
 
  
Fig.2.1.1 Geometry for derivation of transport equation. 
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Fig. 2.1.2 Scattering of a moving i-atom collides with a k-atom at rest in the laboratory system. 
 
 
2.1.2 EQUIVALENCE BETWEEN FORWARD AND BACKWARD 
    BOLTZMANN EQUATION 
As everyone knows, the Boltzmann Equation in the Statistical Mechanics [6] reads 
[ ])(f)(f)(f)(f
ddd),;,()t,,r(f
t
1kjkj1
33
n
1k
1
3
1jkjr
υυ−υ ′′υ′υ−υ×
υ ′′υ′υυ ′′υ′υυσ=υ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ∇⋅υ+∂
∂ ∑∫
= rrrrrr
rrrrrrrrrr
            (2.1.4) 
For a dilute cascade, this equation can be linarized to Forward Boltzmann equation [7]. 
[
]),;()t,,r(),;()t,,r(
),;()t,,r(ddN
)t,,r(
t
1
kjkjjkjk
k
jkjk
33
jr
υυ′υ ′′συ ′′Ψα−υ ′′υυ′συ′Ψα−
υ ′′υ′υσυΨαυ′′υ′=
υΨ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ∇⋅υ
υ+∂
∂
υ−
∑∫ ∫
rrrrrrrrrr
rrrrrrr
rrr
           (2.1.5) 
Here ( )t,,,rG)t,,r( 1ijj υυυ≡υΨ vvvvv is the flux of j-atom.  
Introducing propagator functions )t,,r;t,,r(G 000ij υυ rrrr by way of the definition 
)t,,r;t,,r(G)t,,r(gdrd)t,,r(g 000mj000m0
3
m
0
3
j υυυυ=υ ∫∑∫ rrrrrrrrrr   
it’s straightforward to prove equivalence between Backward Boltzmann equations (2.1.3) and 
Forward Boltzmann equations (2.1.5) in a multi-component medium [8], see Appendix IIA. 
In most of the applications, we are only interested in the functions [1] 
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∫∞ υυ≡υυ 0 0ij0ij dt)t,,,r(G),,r(G vvvvvv  
Taking the initial conditions (2.1.2) into account, directly integrating Eqs. (2.1.3, 5), we obtained 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ]
( ) ( ) ( ),,,rGnr1
,,rG,,rG,,rG),;(dN
0ijr0ij
0
n
1k
0kj0ij0ijikk
υυ∇⋅−υ−υδδδυ=
υυ ′′−υυ′−υυυ ′′υ′υσα∑ ∫
=
vvvrrrr
vvvvvvvvvrrr
     (2.1.6)  
[
] ( ) ( ) ),r(nr),;(),r(
),;(),r(),;(),r(ddN
jr1ijkjkj
k
jkjkjkjk
33
υΨ∇⋅−υ−υδδδ=υυ′υ ′′συ ′′Ψα−
υ ′′υυ′συ′Ψα−υ ′′υ′υσυΨαυ′′υ′∑∫ ∫
rrrrrrrrrrr
rrrrrrrrrrrr
    (2.1.7)  
Here υυ≡ /n vr  and ( ).,,rG),r( 1ijj υυυ=υΨ vvvvv   
 
2.2 FREEZING STATE OF COLLISION CASCADE 
2.2.1 THREE DENSITIES: ijF ,
s
ijF AND
c
ijF  
Freezing recoil density ijF , scattering density
s
ijF  and collision density
c
ijF  were introduced 
and derived asymptotically by Sanders, et al. for a monatomic medium [9][10][11][12]. Following 
their track [13][14][15], a particle with energy above a threshold energy U is able to create a cascade 
and slows down till it’s energy UME 20j210 ≤υ≡ , then the particle will keep on moving with it’s 
final energy .E0 In other words, if a incident particle with energy ,UME
2
i2
1 >υ≡ a collision 
cascade is induced until a steady state established. Finally, there aren’t any particles with 
energy UE0 > , i.e. 
( ) ( ) ( ) ,0U,,,rFU,,,rFU,,,rF 0cij0sij0ij =υυ=υυ=υυ vvrvvrvvr   if .UE0 >        (2.2.1) 
An incident particle with energy UE ≤ has no capability to create any collision cascade, thus 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),rU,,,rFU,,,rF 0ij0sij0cij υ−υδδδ=υυ=υυ vvvvvvvvv      if .UE ≤        (2.2.2) 
For 0EUE ≥> , ijF , sijF and cijF are related to particle fluxes in the following way 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∫∑∫ ≤′′ υ−υ ′′δυ ′′υ′υσυΨυα=υυ UE 0pkjpk
k
p
3
j0ij ,;d,rdNU,,,rF
vvvvvvvvvvv
   (2.2.3) 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∫∑ ∫ ≤′ υ−υ′δυ ′′υ′υσυΨυα=υυ UE 0pjkpj
k
p
3
k0
s
ij ,;d,rdNU,,,rF
vvvvvvvvvvv
   (2.2.4) 
( ) ( ) ( )U,,,rFU,,,rFU,,,rF 0sij0ij0cij υυ+υυ=υυ vvvvvvvvv                         (2.2.5) 
Freezing free can be considered as a special case of Freezing: ,EU 0= i.e. 
( ) ( )00ij0ij EU,,,rH,,rH =υυ≡υυ vvrvvr                                    (2.2.6) 
Here, ijH stands for one of ,Fij
s
ijF  and .F
c
ij  In Freezing free case, the collision cascade can go on 
forever theoretically [16][17][18], no steady state could be reached.  
Substituting (2.2.3~5) into Eqs. (2.1.6), we have the following equations for cijF : 
[
] ( )
( ) ( ) ( )⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
≤υ−υδδδ=υυ
υυ∇⋅−=υυ ′′−
υυ′−υυυ ′′υ′υσα ∫∑
.UEif,rU,,,rF
U,,,rFn)U,,,r(F
)U,,,r(F)U,,,r(F),;(dN
0ij0
c
ij
0
c
ijr0
c
kj
0
c
ij0
c
ijik
k
k
rrrvvr
vvrrvvr
vvrvvrrrr
               (2.2.7) 
(2.2.2) appeared in (2.2.7) stands for the incident particle, it’s usually ignored by others authors 
[11][13][15], but, it certainly plays a critical role in the entire linear transport theory of sputtering  
[11]. No incident particle causes no collision cascade. 
 
2.2.2 ENERGY AND MOMENTUM DEPOSITIONS: DijF , DijP
v
, RECOIL AND 
    SCATTERING NUMBERS: ijN ,
s
ijN  IN A FREEZING STATE 
According to the “frozen in” picture, it’s natural to define space distribution functions as 
following [11][13][19][20], 
( )∫ υυ⋅υ⋅υ=υ U0 0cij20j2103)ij( )U,,,r(FMd)U,,r(F vvrvvr                       (2.2.8) 
( )∫ υυ⋅υ⋅υ=υ U0 0cij0j03)ij( )U,,,r(FMd)U,,r(P vvrvvvrv                         (2.2.9) 
∫ υυ⋅υ=υ U0 0ij03ij )U,,,r(Fd)U,,r(N vvvvvv                                 (2.2.10) 
∫ υυ⋅υ=υ U0 0sij03sij )U,,,r(Fd)U,,r(N vvvvvv                                 (2.2.11) 
(2.2.8,9) are equivalent to the definitions of energy and momentum distribution functions in [11].  
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The energy and momentum deposition space distribution functions of i-particle are defined as, 
∑ υ≡υ
j
)ij()i( )U,,r(F)U,,r(F
vvvv
                                       (2.2.12) 
∑ υ≡υ
j
)ij()i( )U,,r(P)U,,r(P
rvrrvr
                                       (2.2.13) 
By using (2.2.8,9) and (2.2.12,13), directly taking integration and summation of Eqs. (2.2.7), we 
have the fallowing equations for )U,E,r(F )i(
v
and )U,,r(P )i( υrv
r
respectively: 
[
] ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
≤υδ=υδ=υ
υ∇⋅−=υ ′′−
υ′−υυ ′′υ′υσα ∫∑
.UEif,MrU,,rPor,ErU,,rF
U,,rHn)U,,r(H
)U,,r(H)U,,r(H),;(dN
i)i()i(
)i(r)k(
)i()i(ik
k
k
rrvvrrvv
vrrvr
vrvrrrr
      (2.2.14)  
Here, )i(H stands for one of )i(F and )i(P
v
. Directly integrating Eqs. (2.2.14) over entire space yielded 
( ) EU,,rFrd )i(3 =υ⋅∫ rvv                                               (2.2.15) 
υ=υ⋅∫ rvvrv i)i(3 M)U,,r(Prd                                            (2.2.16) 
(2.2.15,16) represent the energy and momentum conservations respectively. Even though (2.2.15,16) 
are important for space moments computation, but they still can’t take the place of incident 
conditions in Eqs. (2.2.14).  
 
2.3 PARTICLE ENERGY SPECTRUMS AND DISTRIBUTIN FUNCTIONS 
2.3.1 PARTICLE ENERGY SPECTRUMS 
Total particle energy spectrums are defined by entire space integration and then expanded in 
terms of Legendre Polynomials [16~19]:  
( ) ( ) ∑∫ ∞
=
− η+π=υυ⋅=υυ
0L
0L0
L
ij
1
0ij
3
0ij )(P)E,E(H)1L2()4(,,rHrd,H
rrvvrr
    (2.3.1) 
Here, ijH stands for one of ,Gij ,Fij ,F
s
ij  ,F
c
ij  000 /n υυ= rr , 00 nn rr ⋅=η  and )(P 0L η  are 
Legendre Polynomials. By using (2.2.3,4), directly integrating Eqs.(2.1.6) over entire space and 
expanding them in terms of Legendre Polynomials respectively, finally we obtained, 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0ij100Lij0L EENE,EGE −δδυ=σ −                              (2.3.2) 
( ) ( ) ( ),E,E]EE[PU,E,EFU 0ijm0Lj0LijL σα=σ                     (2.3.3) 
( ) ( )
( )0jk0jk0jkL
k
kij
0
sL
ij
L
EE,E]EEVEEU[P
U,E,EFU
−σ+αδ=
σ
∑              (2.3.4) 
)U,E,E(F)U,E,E(F)U,E,E(F 0
sL
ij0
L
ij0
cL
ij +=      
( )[
( ) ] ( )1ijLkkjLkjjk
E
0
L
jjkLjkk
L
jjkk
EE)TE(cosP)E,TE(
)TE(cosP)T,TE()E()T,E(dTN
−δδ=+ψφ′+σα−
+ψφ ′′+σα−ψσα∑∫
   (2.3.5) 
Here );,;(ddT)T,E()T,E(d ikikik υ ′′υ′υσ≡σ=σ rrr ;)MM(MM4 2kikiik −+≡γ  
;ET ikm γ≡ ( ) ( );M2MMU ikiik +≡ ( ) ( )ikiik M2MMV −≡  and 
( ) ( )
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
=φ ′′
−+−=φ′
mik
ikikik
TTcos
TEEVETEUcos
                           (2.3.6) 
( )ULσ , acting on ( ),E,i is such a linear operator that, for any set of functions ( ),EH Li  we have    
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){
( )[ ] ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )}.THcosPTU1TEHcosPTEU1
EHT,EdEHU
L
kikL
L
iikL
L
iik
k
T
0k
L
i
L m
φ ′′−θ−−−φ′+−θ−−
−σα≡σ ∑ ∫
 
(2.3.2~4) were derived by P. Sigmund [16][17] for freezing free and .0L =  From now on, we 
make an agreement: if ,0L = “0” can be neglected, such as ( ) ( ).U,E,EHU,E,EH 00ij0ij ≡  
 
2.3.2 NUMBER OF FRENKEL 
Based on a simple physics consideration, for single element medium, we can define 
( ) 0U U5.0 0cF Ed)U,E,E(FEN ∫≡                                      
as the average number of Frenkel-pairs (vacancy- interstitial) [21][22]created by a primary knock-on 
atom with energy E. Directly integrating (2.3.3,4) yields 
( ) ( ) [ ]∫ −σ+σ=σ U U5.0F )TE,E(d)T,E(dENU           or               (2.3.7)  
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( ) ( )⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
≤−θ−−θ=
=−−−σ∫
UEif,EU5.0EU)E(N
0)]T(N)TE(N)E(N)[T,E(d
F
E
0 FFF             
Here U5.0 is effective displacement threshold energy. The later equation appeared in [22]. 
2.3.3 ENERGY & MOMENTUM PARTITIONING AND PARTIAL PARTICLE NUMBERS 
Energy & momentum partitioning, partial recoil & scattering number [11][13][19] are defined 
( ) ( )U,,rHrdU,EH ij3ij υ⋅= ∫∞∞− vvv                                        (2.3.8) 
Here ijH stands for one of ,F )ij( ,P )ij(
r
ijN and
s
ijN . By using (2.2.8~11), directly integrating 
Eqs.(2.2.7) over entire space and taking the incident condition into account , we derived 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )TET,EdTT,EdU,EFU
k
ik
E
UEkijij
U
0j)ij(
−σαδ+σα=σ ∑ ∫∫ −        (2.3.9) 
( ) ( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )∑ ∫
∫
−φ′σαδ+
φ ′′σα=σ
−
k
jikik
E
UEkij
jijij
U
0j)ij(
1
TEM2cosT,Ed
TM2cosT,EdU,EPU
                     (2.3.10) 
( ) ( ) ( )T,EdU,ENU ijU0jij σα=σ ∫                                     (2.3.11) 
( ) ( ) ( )∑ ∫ σαδ=σ −
k
ik
E
UEkij
s
ij T,EdU,ENU                                (2.3.12) 
Here ( ) ( ).U,EPnU,EP )ij()ij( ⋅≡ vr  Substituting (2.2.3~5) into (2.2.8~11) respectively and using 
Eqs. (2.3.5), we have: [11][13~19]  
( )[ ] ( ) ( )EEUUEU1)U,E(F ijj)ij( −θδ+ω⋅−θ−=                       (2.3.13)  
( )[ ] ( ) ( ) EM2EUUEU1)U,E(P iijj)ij( −θδ+ξ⋅−θ−=                 (2.3.14) 
( )[ ] ( )UEU1)U,E(N jij ζ⋅−θ−=                                     (2.3.15)  
( )[ ] ( ) ( )EUUEU1)U,E(N ijjsij −θδ+χ⋅−θ−=                         (2.3.16)  
Here ( ) ∑ ∫∫∫ ⎥⎦⎤⎢⎣⎡ −′′σα′ψ+′σα′ψ′≡ω ′−′k
E
UE jkkj
U
0 kjjk
E
Uj
)TE)(T,E(d)E()T,E(d)E(EdNU  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )}TEM2cosdTT,EE
TM2cosdTT,EEEdNU
jjk
E
UE jkk
1
j
k
E
U jkj
U
0 kjj
1
kj
−′φ′′σα′ψ+
φ ′′′σα′ψ′≡ξ
∫
∑∫ ∫
′
−′
    
( ) ∫∑∫ ′σ′ψα′≡ζ U0 kj
k
kj
E
Uj
)T,E(d)E(NEdU                           
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( ) ∫ ∫∑ ′−′ ′σα′ψ′≡χ EU E UE jk
k
kjj )T,E(dN)E(EdU  
Using Eqs. (2.3.5), taking the derivative of (2.3.13~16) with respect to U, [11][13][19], then 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ]
 
.UEif,E)U,E(F
0 US)U(US)U(NUU,EF
ij)ij(
k
kjjkjkkj)ij(
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
≤δ=
=αψ−αψ+∂∂− ∑
      (2.3.17) 
( ) ( )[ ]
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
≤δ=
=αψαψ+∂∂− ∑
.UEif,EM2)U,E(P
0 UT)U(-UT)U(NU)U,E(P
iij)ij(
k
kjj
1
kjkk
1
j)ij(
       (2.3.18) 
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
≤=
−=∂∂−
.UEif,0)U,E(N
)U(F)U(F U)U,E(N
ij
j
c
jij                                   (2.3.19) 
( )
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
≤δ=
=∂∂−
.UEif,)U,E(N
UF U)U,E(N
ij
s
ij
j
s
ij
                                         (2.3.20) 
Here ;)U,E()E(NEd)U(F
E
U
k
kjkjj ∫ ∑ ′σ′ψα′≡  
);U()U(N)U(F kj
k
kj
c
j σψα≡ ∑  
( ) ( )TT,UdUS ijU0jk σ≡ ∫  
is the nuclear stopping cross section and 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) UM2USMMTM2cosT,EdUT jjkkjkjkjkU0jk ⋅+=φ ′′σ≡ ∫  
is the momentum transfer cross section [11].  
By using Eqs.(2.3.17,18) and (2.3.20), it’s straightforward to prove that ),U,E(F )ij(  
)U,E(P )ij( and )U,E(N
s
ij are continuous functions of U at  ,EU = at least for ( ) . Ei ∞=σ  
If further assume 
UEif,0)U,E(N)U,E(P)U,E(F sij)ij()ij( ≤===                   (2.3.21) 
Eqs. (2.3.17,18,20) will be mathematically equivalence to the corresponding equations  appeared in 
earlier references [11][13]. It appears that the authors of these references ignored the incident 
condition (2.2.2), because, (2.3.21) contradicts the second equations (2.3.17,18) and (2.3.20), 
which’s derived from (2.2.2). 
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2.4 MOMENTS EQUATIONS FOR DEPORSITED ENERGY AND 
 MOMENTUM DEOTH DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS 
For simplicity, lets consider the planar Geometry [11][18][20]. For a semi-infinite target with 
a plane surface at ,0z = the z-axis is chosen along the inward surface normal with a unit vector .zv  
Thus, as long as we make the following replacements: 
( ) ( ) ,dtztr,zˆn,zr,zzHrHn,dzrd r3 ηυ−→δυ−⋅≡η→∂∂η→∇⋅→ vvrvrr  
all of the expressions mentioned previously turns out to be suitable for the planar Geometry.  
In this work, we are only interested in z component of momentum deposition ).U,,z(PDi υr  
The moments are defined and expanded in terms of Legendre Polynomials as fallowing: 
( ) ( ) ∑∫ ∞
=
∞
∞− η+=υ⋅≡υ
0L
L
n
L)i()i(
nn
)i( )(P)U,E(H)1L2(U,,zHzdzU,H
rr
        (2.4.1) 
Here, H stands for one of F and P. Substituting (2.4.1) into (2.2.14~16), we derived 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
Δ=σ
δ=δ=
U,EHU,EHUN
EM2U,EPor;EU,EF
n
L)i(
n
L)i(
L
1Li3
10
L)i(0L
0
L)i(
                    (2.4.2) 
Here Δ , acting on ( ),L,n is such an operator that, for any set of numbers nLH  we have 
( ) ( )[ ]1n 1L1n 1LnL H1LLH1L2 nH −+−− +++=Δ . 
 
APPENDIX ⅡA: 
Statement: The equivalence between Forward and Backward Boltzmann Equationin 
multi-component medium  
In the transport theory of sputtering, many authors [1][18][19] use backward Boltzmann 
Equations as basic equations, many other authors [13][23] like to use forward Boltzmann Equations 
as a starting point. Of course, these two equations are obviously identical in physics. Sigmund 
introduced a propagator function and gave a simple proof of equivalence between forward and 
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backward Boltzmann equations in a monatomic medium by using the propagator [7]. In view of 
development of sputtering theory, author of this work thinks that it is necessary to generalize the 
theorem to a multi-component medium.  
As is well known, Boltzmann Equation determines each component distribution function 
)n,,2,1i(),t,,r(f j L
vr =υ , where υυ rrvv 33j drd)t,,r(f  is a statistical average over the number of 
j-atom in a volume element )rd,r( 3
rr
moving with a velocity ( )d, 3υυ rr at time t, for n-components 
medium. In general, Boltzmann Equation reads [89] 
[ ])(f)(f)(f)(fddd),;,(
)t,,r(fF
m
1
t
1kjkj1
33
n
1k
1
3
1jk
j
j
r
υυ−υ ′′υ′υ−υ⋅υ ′′υ′υυ ′′υ′υυσ=
υ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ∇⋅+∇⋅υ+∂
∂
∑∫
=
υ
rrrrrrrrrrrrr
rrrr
 (IIA.1) 
where υ′′υ′υ ′′υ′υυσ rrrrrr 331jk dd),;,( is the differential cross section for a j-projectile with initial 
velocity υr  and a k-target atom moving with initial velocity 1υr to scatter each other into velocities 
( υ′υ′ rr 3d, ) and ( υ ′′υ ′′ rr 3d, ) respectively. In addition, )t,,r(f)(ff jjj υ≡υ≡ rrr  and )t,,r(FF jj υ≡ rr
rr
 
is an external force acting on the moving j-atom. According to a similar discussion in [6], we have 
),;,( 1jk υ ′′υ′υυσ rrrr = ),;,( 1jk υυυ ′′υ′σ rrrr  
= ),;,( 1kj υ′υ ′′υυσ rrr = ),;,( 1kj υυυ′υ ′′σ rrrr                                  (IIA.2) 
For our purpose, external forces can usually be ignored ( 0Fj =
r
) and the target atom can assumed at 
rest initially, for sufficiently fast projectiles, i. e. 
)(N)0,,r(f 1j1j υδα=υ rrr                                              (IIA.3) 
where δ is the Dirac delta function, N is the target atomic number density [ 3cmatoms ], and jα  
( ∑ =α≥α≥
j
jj 1,01 ) is the concentration of j-atoms. 
Two important limiting cases can be specified. If only the fate of the projectile is of interest, 
the motion of target atom need not be followed, and by using (IIA.2), (IIA.3) can be reduced to  
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[ ]∫∑ υυ′συ′υ′−υ′υσυυυ′α=
υ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ∇⋅υ+∂
∂−
);()(f);()(fdN
)t,,r(f
t
jkjjkj
3
k
k
jr
vrrrrrr
rrr
                 (IIA.4)  
Conversely, when the motion of recoil atoms is important, (IIA.1) can be linearized for a dilute 
cascade, i.e. where only am small fraction of atoms participate the collision cascade. 
)t,,r(F)(N)t,,r(f jjj υ+υδα=υ rrrrr                                      (IIA.5) 
where )t,,r(Fj υrr is “small”, by using (IIA.2), Eq.(IIA.1) can be simplified to 
)],;(F),;(F
),;(F[ddN)t,,r(F
t
kjkjjkjk
k
jkjk
33
jr
υυ′υ ′′σ′′υ ′′α−υ ′′υυ′σ′υ′α−
υ′′υ′υσυαυ′′υ′=υ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ∇⋅υ+∂
∂− ∑∫ ∫
rrrrrr
rrrrrrrr
         (IIA.6) 
Here )t,,r(FF jj υ≡ rr , )t,,r(FF jj υ′≡′ rr and )t,,r(FF jj υ′′≡′′ rr ,  
),;0,(),;( jkjk υ′′υ′υσ≡υ′′υ′υσ rrrrrr and ∫ υ ′′υ′υσυ ′′≡υ′υσ ),;(d);( jk3jk rrrrrr . 
Eq.(IIA.4) can be used as basis for ion penetration theory, while Eq.(IIA.6) can serve as basis 
for the theory of linear collision cascades and usually be called Forward Boltzmann equation. 
Introduce propagator functions ijG by way of the definition 
)t,,r;t,,r(G)t,,r(Fdrd)t,,r(F 000mj000m0
3
m
0
3
j υυυυ=υ ∫∑∫ rrrrrrrrrr            (IIA.7) 
Here 0tt ≥ , such that 
)()rr()t,,r;t,,r(G 00ij0000ij υ−υδ−δδ=υυ rrrrrrrr                           (IIA.8) 
Now, take the derivative of (IIA.7) with respect to 0t , and insert (IIA.6) for 
)t,,r(F
t 000m0
υ∂
∂ rr
then yield 
54321 IIIII0 ++−−=                                              (IIA.9) 
Here )t,,r;t,,r(G
t
)t,,r(FdrdI 000mj
0
000m0
3
m
0
3
1 υυ∂
∂υυ= ∫∑∫ rrrrrrrr   
)t,,r(F)t,,r;t,,r(GdrdI 000mr0000mj0
3
m
0
3
2 0
υ∇⋅υυυυ= ∫∑∫ rrrrrrrrr  
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[ ]),;()t,,r(F
ddN)t,,r;t,,r(GdrdI
0mk000m0k
k
33
000mj0
3
m
0
3
3
υ ′′υ′υσυυα
υ′′υ′υυυ= ∑∫ ∫∫∑∫
rrrrr
rrrrrrrr
  
[ ]),;()t,,r(F
ddN)t,,r;t,,r(GdrdI
0mk00mk
k
33
000mj0
3
m
0
3
4
υ ′′υυ′συ′υ′α
υ ′′υ′υυυ= ∑∫ ∫∫∑∫
rrrrr
rrrrrrrr
  
[ ]),;()t,,r(F
ddN)t,,r;t,,r(GdrdI
0km00km
k
33
000mj0
3
m
0
3
5
υυ′υ ′′συ ′′υ ′′α
υ ′′υ′υυυ= ∑∫ ∫∫∑∫
rrrrr
rrrrrrrr
 
Partial integration of 2I  with respect to 0r  yields 
∑∫ ∫ υυ∇⋅υυυ=
m
000mjr0000m0
3
0
3
2 )t,,r;t,,r(G)t,,r(FdrdI 0
rrrrrrrrr
 
Replacing integration variable in 4,3I gives 
[ ])t,,r;t,,r(G),;(
ddN)t,,r(FdrdI
000mj0mk
k
33
k0000m0
3
m
0
3
3
υυυ′′υ′υσ
υ′′υ′αυυυ= ∑ ∫ ∫∫∑∫
rrrrrrr
rrrrrr
 
[ ])t,,r;t,,r(G),;(
ddN)t,,r(FdrdI
00mjmk
k
33
k000m0
3
m
0
3
4
υ′υυ ′′υ′υσ
υ ′′υ′αυυυ= ∑ ∫ ∫∫∑∫
rrrrrrr
rrrrrr
 
Interchanging 0υr and υ ′′r , k  and m  yield 
[ ])t,,r;t,,r(G),;(
ddN)t,,r(FdrdI
00kj0mk
m k
33
k0000m0
3
0
3
5
υ ′′υυ ′′υ′υσ
υ′′υ′α⋅υυυ= ∑∫ ∫ ∑ ∫ ∫
rrrrrrr
rrrrrr
         
Substituting these relations into (IIA.9), we obtained 
[ ])t,,r;t,,r(G)t,,r;t,,r(G)t,,r;t,,r(G
),;(ddN
)t,,r;t,,r(G
t
00kj00mj000mj
0mk
k
33
k0
000mjr0
0
0
υ ′′υ−υ′υ−υυ
υ ′′υ′υσυ ′′υ′αυ=
υυ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ∇⋅υ+∂
∂
∑ ∫ ∫
rrrrrrrrrrrr
rrrrr
rrrrr
     
( IIA.10) 
Since )t,,r(F 000m υrr are arbitrary distribution functions. Because of translational invariance in 
space and time, we have 
)tt,,,rr(G)t,,r;t,,r(G 000mj000mj −υυ−≡υυ rrrrrrrr  
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so that 
mjr0mjr0
0
G
t
G
t 0
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ∇⋅υ+∂
∂−=⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ∇⋅υ+∂
∂ rr
                           (IIA.11) 
Inserting (IIA.11) into (IIA.10), setting 0t,0r 00 ==r  and interchangingυr and 0υr ，we found 
[ ])t,,,r(G)t,,,r(G)t,,,r(G
),;(ddN)t,,,r(G
t
0kj0mj0mj
0mk
k
33
k0mjr
υυ ′′−υυ′−υυ
⋅υ ′′υ′υσυ ′′υ′αυ=υυ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ∇⋅υ+∂
∂− ∑ ∫ ∫
rrrrrrrrr
rrrrrrrrr
   (IIA.12) 
Here υ ′′υ′υ ′′υ′υσ=υ ′′υ′υσ rrrrrrrr 33mkmk dd),;(),;(d  
and  IIA.8）reduced to 
)()r()0t,,,r(G 0ij0ij υ−υδδδ==υυ rrrrrr                                （IIA.13） 
Therefore, The propagators ijG  satisfy the Backward Boltzmann equation (IIA.12).  
For a collision cascade initiated by one −i incident particle, we use )t,,r(F 000im υrr to 
represent the distribution function of atom-m type, then, we have 
)()r()0t,,r(F 100im000im υ−υδδδ==υ rrrrr                                (IIA.14) 
Substituting (IIA.14) into（IIA.7），we obtained  
)t,,,r(G)0,,0;t,,r(G)t,,r(F 1ij1ijij υυ=υυ=υ rrrrrrrr      
and (IIA.6) turned out to be 
)],;(F),;(F
),;(F[ddN)t,,r(F
t
kjmkjjkmjk
jk
k
mjk
33
mjr
υυ′υ ′′σ′′υ ′′α−υ ′′υυ′σ′υ′α−
⋅υ ′′υ′υσυαυ′′υ′=υ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ∇⋅υ+∂
∂− ∑∫ ∫
rrrrrr
rrrrrrrr
      (IIA.15) 
Since the propagator ijG  are identical with the distribution function ijF ，of course,  they must also 
satisfy the Forward Boltzmann Equation (IIA.15). 
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CHAPTER 3 
SOLUTIONS FOR SEPARABLE SCATTERING 
CROSS-SECTIONS 
3.1 LAPLACE TRANSFORMS OF SOLUTIONS  
For the following separable scattering cross sections 
dX)X(A)E(Q)T,E(d ijiij =σ                                        (3.1.1) 
where, ,and,ET,0TTX1 ijmm γ≡γγ=≥≡≥ following Sigmund method [16~20], let’s 
introduce the new variables uUeE = , vUeT =  and take the Laplace Transform on both sides of 
Eqs. (2.3.2) with respect to u, we obtained (see Appendix ⅢA) a set of algebraic equations, 
)]E(QEN[)]s(G~)s(G~)s()[s( 0i00ij
k
L
kj
L
ij
L
ik
L
ik υδ=−εβ∑                   (3.1.2) 
then solving it exactly yields 
)E(QEN
)s(
)s(G~
0j00
L
jiL
ij υ
Π=                                             (3.1.3) 
By using the same method, it’s easy to derive the Laplace Transforms of solutions of Eqs. 
(2.3.3,4), (2.3.7) and (2.3.9~12),  
∑ Π⋅= −
k
L
kj
L
kiki
L1
0
L
ij )s(R)s()]s(D[E)s(F
~
                               (3.1.4) 
∑Π⋅= −
k
L
kj
L
ji
1
0
sL
ij )s(S)s(E)s(F
~
                                        (3.1.5) 
[ ]{
[ ] })x1()x1(A)x(Adx
x)x1(A)x(Adx)12(
)s(sD
1)s(N~
s1
5.0
5.0
0
ss
F
−−++
−+−=
∫
∫
                   (3.1.6) 
})]s(B)s(E[)s()s(B)s({U)s(F~
k
jkjkji
k
kjki)ij( ∑∑ +Π+Π−⋅=             (3.1.7) 
})]5.0s(BU)s(E[)s(
)s(B)s({UM2)s(P~
k
jkjk
1
jk
1
ji
k
1
kj
1
kij)ij(
∑
∑
++Π+
Π−⋅=
                       (3.1.8) 
∑ β−βΠ=
k
kjkj
L
kiij )]s()0()[s()s(N
~
                                   (3.1.9) 
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∑ εβΠ=
k
jkjkji
s
ij )s()s()s()s(N
~
                                       (3.1.10) 
Where ∫∞ −⋅= 0 0u )E,Ue(H)suexp(du)s(H~ and H stands for one of ,G Lij  ,FLij  ,FsLij  ,NF  
,F )ij( ,P )ij( ijN  and .N
s
ij )s(D
L
ij  is the element (i, j) of the determinant )s(D
L  and ij
L )]s(D[  
is the algebraic cofactor for element (i, j). 
[ ]⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
δ−εβ=
≠β−=
∑
k
ik
L
ik
L
ik
L
ii
L
ij
L
ij
)s()s()s(D
jifor          ),s()s(D
 
)]s(D[)]s(D[)s( Lij
LL
ij ≡Π  
( )XPX)X(AdX)s( Lsij10sjLij ∫γα=β                                  (3.1.11) 
[ ]
( ) ( )[ ]{ }5.0ij5.0ijLsij10
1L
ijj
L
ij
X1VX1UP)X1(1)X(AdX
)s()s(
−
−
γ−+γ−γ−−⋅
βα=ε
∫      (3.1.12)    
( ) ( )∫ γγα= UE0 Lsijs0jLij 0 XPX)X(AEU)s(R                             (3.1.13) 
( )
( ) ( )[ ]∫ −γ −γ−+γ−γ−⋅
α=
1
)
U
E
1(1
5.0
ij
5.0
ijL
s
ij
s
0j
L
ij
0
X1VX1UP)X1)(X(dXA
EU)s(S
     (3.1.14) 
( ) 1,0Lfor,1L5.0s)]L5.01()s([)s(B LijLijLij =−+−β−β=  
( ) 1,0Lfor,1L5.0s])MM()s()[L5.01()s(E L5.0ijLijLijLij =−+−ε−β=  
In the freezing free case, ,EU 0= (3.1.13,14) reduced to  
)s()s(R Lij
L
ij β=  and  )s()s()0()s(S LijLijijLij εβ−β=                      (3.1.15) 
Specially, we have  
[ ( )
( )( ) ( ) LL
L
+γ−−−−+
+γ−+γ=ε
−−
−
ij
1n1n
ijij
s1
ij
xss1ns2s1
!n
1
xss1
!2
11ss)s(
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( ) ( )
[ ][ ( ) [ ]
( )( ) ( ) [ ] LL
L
++−+γ−−−−+
++++γ−++−+γ=
+−εγ++ε=ε
−−
−
−
ij
1n
ij
1n
ijijijij
s1
ij
5.1s
ij
ij
ij
i
j1
ij
x5.0snVs5.0s5.1ns5.1s5.0
!n
1
x5.0sV2s5.0s5.0
!2
115.0sVs5.0
x5.0s5.0s
V
5.0s
M
M
)s(
  
Here )x(xf)x(Adxx)x(Adx)x(fs ij
1
0
1
s
ij
1
0ij ∫∫
−
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡≡                  
A simple calculation shows    
0)0(ij =ε                                              
,111)1(
ijij
==ε                                                       
5.0
ij
1
ij )M/M()5.0( =ε                                                  
( ) )5.0s(REU)5.0s(R 1ij5.00ij +⋅γ=+                              
( ) )s(SEU)5.0s(S 1ii5.00ii ⋅=+       
)s(B)5.0s(B 1ij
5.0
ij ⋅γ=+         
)s(E)5.0s(E 1iiii =+       
jjji )]1(D[)]1(D[ =       
5.0
jijj
1
ji
1 )MM()]5.0(D[)]5.0(D[ ⋅=     
∑−=
jk
kjki )s(E)]s(D[)1s()s(D                                       (3.1.16) 
∑−=
jk
5.0
ik
1
kjki
11 )MM)(s(E)]s(D[)5.0s()s(D                        (3.1.17) 
The next step is to evaluate the inverse Laplace transform of )s(H~ . The main problem is to 
find the poles and corresponding residues of )s(H~ [7].  
 
3.2 EXPLAINING MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS BY SIGMUND THEORY  
In 1992, H. M. Urbassek and U. Conrad presented a wider variety of solutions of Eqs. (2.3.5) 
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in binary media ( )121 =α+α for general power law cross sections (“UC” theory), 
dTTEC)T,E(d ijij m1mijij
−−− ⋅=σ          1ij =γ                       (3.2.1)  
In addition, these equations were also solved numerically by means of a Monte Carlo simulation 
with 1ij =γ . The authors of [23] demonstrated that “UC” theory agreed with the simulation results 
in the asymptotic regime of small recoil energies. Seeing that the general power law cross sections 
(3.2.1) couldn’t fit our separable scattering cross sections (3.1.1), thus, Sigmund method [17] 
couldn’t be used. In 1999, the present author uses conventional power cross sections  
dTTEC)T,E(d ii m1mijij
−−− ⋅=σ          1ij =γ                       (3.2.2) 
to approximate (3.2.1) by choosing a proper ,mi then, Sigmund method can be used. The energy 
0E  is measured relative to the bombarding energy E, i.e. E/Ex 0≡ , and distribution functions 
are normalized as 
( ) )E,E(GENC)x( 0ij0m111ij 11 υ⋅=ψ − ,                                 (3.2.3) 
)E,E(EF)x(f 0ijij =                                                 (3.2.4) 
to make them dimensionless. The values of the coefficients in cross sections  (3.2.1,2) are given in 
a normalized way as  
     )mm(2
111
ijj
ij
j1E
C
C
C~ −⋅α
α=                                              
With the help of the above considerations, the inverse Laplace transforms of (3.1.3,4) are    
{ }
[ ]
[ ]{ }⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
α−εα+α−=ψ
−α=ψ
−α=ψ
α−εα+α−=ψ
−
−
−
−
)s(d]C~)s()C~C~)[(ms(Lx)x(x
)s(d)ms(LC~x)x(x
)s(d)ms(LC~x)x(x
])s(d]C~)s()C~C~)[(ms(Lx)x(x
111111221112
1m2
22
1
1
211
m2
21
2
1
122
m2
12
222222222111
1m2
11
2
1
2
1
    (3.2.5)  
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( ){ }{ }{ }
( ){ }⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
−εα+αα=
εα+αα=
εα+αα=
−εα+αα=
−
−
−
−
)s(d]0d)s()C~C~(C~[xL)x(fx
)s(d)]s()C~C~(C~[xL)x(fx
)s(d)]s()C~C~(C~[xL)x(fx
)s(d]0d)s()C~C~(C~[xL)x(fx
11122111222
1
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2
11122111211
1
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2
22222211122
1
12
2
22222211111
1
11
2
            (3.2.6)  
Here ( ) ( ) ]C~s)C~C~[(]C~s)C~C~[()s(d 2222222221111111122111 α−εα+α⋅α−εα+α≡   
]C~C~ 211221 ⋅αα−                                             (3.2.7) 
( ) ( )( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( ) ( )
( )
( )
( )( ) ( )
( ) ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ +−
−−−−++−
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⎤⎢⎣
⎡
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Γ
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−Γ+=ε
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1mss
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ms
1
s
ms
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s1s
                  
Specially, we have   
( )2112221121 C~C~C~C~)0(d −αα=  
( ) 01d =                                                           (3.2.8) 
( ) ( )]1)[C~C~(C~]1)[C~C~(C~)1(d 2222221112211122111211 ′εα+αα+′εα+αα=′                        
( ) ( )]0)[C~C~(C~]0)[C~C~(C~)0(d 2222221111111122111222 ′εα+αα−′εα+αα−=′                   
( )   ,][]1[ 1mii i −Γ=′ε  )].m1()1(/[mm −ψ−ψ=Γ   
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ +−++−+−−=′ε LL iiiiii mnn
1
m22
1
m11
1m]0[       
Some typical values of mΓ have been calculated and collected in table (3.2.1).      
Obviously, (3.2.8) provided the highest pole ,1s = and gave the leading terms of (3.2.5,6),  
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
ψ≡⋅α−Λ=ψ=ψ
ψ≡⋅α−Λ=ψ=ψ
−
−
)x(xxC~)m1(2)x(x)x(x
)x(xxC~)m1(2)x(x)x(x
2
2m2
12222212
1
2m2
21112111
2
1
            (3.2.9)   
Table 3.2.1 Some typical values of mΓ  
m 0.2 0.24 0.30 0.40 
mΓ  0.51574 0.49693 0.46670 0.41519 
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           (3.2.10)  
where 
12
21
m222211122m122111211
mm
)C~C~(C~)C~C~(C~ Γα+αα+Γα+αα
ΓΓ=Λ       
All simulations in [23] have been performed for ,5.021 =α=α thus, (3.2.5~7) further 
reduced to 
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1
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1
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    (3.2.12)  
( ) ( ) 21122222222111111211 C~C~]C~s)C~C~[(]C~s)C~C~[()s(d4 ⋅−−ε+⋅−ε+≡     (3.2.13) 
The subsequent terms stem from other poles except 1s = . It may be sufficient to analyze the 
possibility of poles occurring between zero and one for several special cases simulated by Urbassek 
and Conrad [23]. 
 
3.2.1 “DETAILED BALANCE” 
Parameters in (3.2.1) for Monte Carlo simulations in [23] are 
1C~          100C~         100C~            1C~
20.0m        24.0m       40.0m      30.0m
22211211
22211211
====
====
              (3.2.14) 
Since 22112112 C
~C~C~C~ =>>= , the most frequent collision in the cascade takes place between 
atom-1 and atom-2. The energy distributions of the two species are closely coupled together and a 
situation of “detailed balance” is established [23]. Therefore, it is natural to choose the following 
parameters  
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24.0m    and     40.0m 21 ==                                       (3.2.15) 
for (3.2.2). Then (3.2.13) reads 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ]99ssss[101)s(d4 22112211 −ε−ε−εε=                          (3.2.16) 
and has been evaluated and plotted in part (A) of Fig. (3.2.1) as a function of s, for ,0s1 ≥≥ see 
curve “i”. Except ,1s = obviously, no extra zero of )s(d can be found. Thus, (3.2.9,10) themselves 
turn out to be the best solutions, i.e.  
 
x104025.3)x(x)x(x)x(x
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52.03
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21111
⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ ⋅⋅=ψ=ψ=ψ
⋅⋅=ψ=ψ=ψ
−−
−−
                 (3.2.17)   
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⎪⎨⎧ ===
===
2261.0)x(fx)x(fx)x(fx
2261.0)x(fx)x(fx)x(fx
22
2
12
2
2
2
21
2
11
2
1
2
                            (3.2.18) 
They are plotted in part (A) of Fig. (3.2.2) and Fig. (3.2.3) respectively. One can see that (3.2.17,18) 
reproduce the Monte Carlo simulation results very precisely for .E02.0E0 <  
 
   
 
Fig. 3.2.1 Calculated results of (3.2.16), as a function of s. (A) Curve “i” stands for “Detailed 
balance”. Curve “iv” stands for “Ignorance & Detailed balance”. No any extra zeros can be found. 
(B) “Dominance”, two extra zeros can be found.  (C) “Ignorance”, one extra zero can be found.  
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Fig. 3.2.2 Normalized energy distributionsThick: Monte Carlo Simulation results are copied from 
[23]; Thin: Sigmund analytical theory (3.2.9). (A) “Detailed balance”, calculated by (3.2.17); (B) 
“Dominance”, calculated by (3.2.21); (C)“Ignorance”, calculated by (3.2.25); (D)“Ignorance & 
Detailed balance”, calculated by (3.2.29). 
 
 
Fig. 3.2.3 Normalized recoil densities.Thick: Monte Carlo Simulation results are copied from [23]; 
Thin: Sigmund analytical theory (3.2.10). (A)“Detailed balance”, calculated by (3.2.18); (B) 
“Dominance”, calculated by (3.2.22); (C) “Ignorance”, calculated by (3.2.26). 
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3.2.2 “DOMINANCE” 
Parameters in (3.2.1) for Monte Carlo simulations in [23] are 
100C~          1C~         100C~            1C~
24.0m        21.0m       40.0m      30.0m
22211211
22211211
====
====
              (3.2.19)    
Since 21112212 C
~C~C~C~ =>>= , the most frequent collision is that atom-1 strikes atom-2 and 
atom-2 strikes atom-2. The species 2 behaves as in a monatomic medium, while the energy 
distribution of species 1 is determined by the one of species 2 in a complicated way. This case is 
called the “dominance” of species 2 over species 1 [23]. Therefore, it is natural to choose parameters 
(3.2.15) for (3.2.2). Then (3.2.13) reads 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )]ss100ss[101)s(d4 22112211 ε−ε−εε=                           (3.2.20)  
and has been evaluated and plotted in part (B) of Fig. (3.2.1) as a function of s, for .0s1 ≥≥  
Except ,1s = two extra zeros of )s(d can be found, 3986.0s0 = and .0s1 = Taking account of 
contributions of ,1s = 0s and ,s1 (3.2.11,12) turn out to be 
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⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
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⋅⋅+⋅=
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α
)x(fx100)x(fx
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)x(fx100)x(fx
)x2906.01()x(fx)x(fx
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2
22
2
3
221
2
11
2
12
2
1
2
11
2
                            (3.2.22)  
Here ;6014.0s1 0 =−≡α  
 
x103822.7)x(x
   x108281.5)x(x
0.52-3
2
-0.205
1
⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ ⋅⋅=ψ
⋅⋅=ψ
−
−
                               (3.2.22 a) 
3
2
2
1
2 109053.4)x(fx)x(fx −⋅== .                                   (3.2.22 b) 
(3.2.21, 22) are calculated and plotted in part (B) of Fig. (3.2.2) and Fig. (3.2.3) respectively. One 
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can see that ),x(11ψ ),x(12ψ ),x(22ψ )x(f12 and )x(f22 reproduce the Monte Carlo simulation 
results very precisely. ),x(21ψ )x(f11 and )x(f11 agree with the simulation results reasonably well. 
Particularly, for )x(x 11ψ , the large deviation from the corresponding asymptotic solution 
  x108281.5)x(x -0.251 ⋅⋅=ψ −  
is contributed by the third highest pole ,0s1 =  i.e. the third term in the bracket of the first relation 
of (3.2.21) . However, the pole makes no contribution to )x(xfij at all.  
 
3.2.3 “IGNORANCE” 
Parameters in (3.2.1) for Monte Carlo simulations in [23] are 
1C~    01.0C~        01.0C~            1C~
24.0m        20.0m       30.0m      40.0m
22211211
22211211
====
====
              (3.2.23)  
Since 21122211 C
~C~C~C~ =>>= , the most frequent collision is that atom-1 strikes atom-1 and 
atom-2 strikes atom-2, each species shows the same energy dependence as in a monatomic medium. 
Therefore, this case is called “ignorance”. Therefore, it is natural to choose parameters (3.2.15) for 
(3.2.2). Then (3.2.13) reads 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ]99.0ss100ss01.1[01.1)s(d4 22112211 +ε−ε−εε=                 (3.2.24) 
and has been evaluated and plotted in part (C) of Fig. (3.2.1) as a function of s, for .0s1 ≥≥  
Except ,1s = one extra zero of )s(d can be found, .9909515.0s0 = The curve showed in large 
circle is enlargement part of )s(d near .1s = Taking account of contributions of 1s = and 0s , 
(3.1.16,17) turn out to be 
      
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
⋅+⋅ψ=ψ
⋅−⋅ψ=ψ
⋅−⋅ψ=ψ
⋅+⋅ψ=ψ
α
α
α
α
)x1893.11()x(x)x(x
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)x8306.01()x(x)x(x
222
121
212
111
                             (3.2.25) 
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α
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                              (3.2.26) 
Here  0090585.0s1 0 =−≡α  
 
x3402.0)x(x
   x2686.0)x(x
0.52-
2
-0.2
1
⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ ⋅=ψ
⋅=ψ
      
2261.0)2(fx)x(fx 2
2
1
2 == .          
(3.2.25,26) are calculated and plotted in part (C) of Fig. (3.2.2) and Fig. (3.2.3) respectively. One can 
see that )x(f  and )x(f  ),x(),x(),x( 2211212211 ψψψ reproduce the Monte Carlo simulation 
results accurately, and )x(f  and )x(f),x( 211212ψ agree with the simulation results reasonably 
well. Because, second highest pole ,19909581.0s0 ≈=  very close to the main pole ,1s =  it’s 
very easy to be ignored. In the energy window concerned, the first and second highest poles provide 
almost identical contributions in magnitude, thus neither of them can be neglected. This was the 
reason why Urbassek et.al couldn’t give the analytical solutions, but still could determine the energy 
energy distributions in this regime [23]. 
 
3.2.4 “IGNORANCE & DETAILED BALANCE ” 
Parameters in (3.2.1) for Monte Carlo simulations in [23] are 
      1C~  100C~  100C~       1C~
24.0m20.0m30.0m40.0m
22211211
22211211
====
====
              (3.2.27) 
Due to the same reason as in “Detailed balance”, it is natural to choose  
24.0m    and     30.0m 21 ==                                       (3.2.28) 
for (3.2.2). Then (3.2.13) reduced to (3.2.16) again and has been evaluated and plotted in part (A) of 
Fig. (3.2.1) as a function of s, for ,0s1 ≥≥ see curve “iv”. Except ,1s = obviously, no extra zero of 
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)s(d can be found. Thus, (3.2.9,10) themselves turn out to be the best solutions, i.e.  
 
x10881.3)x(x)x(x)x(x
x10396.3 )x(x)x(x)x(x
6.03
22122
4.03
21111
⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ ⋅⋅=ψ=ψ=ψ
⋅⋅=ψ=ψ=ψ
−−
−−
                   (3.2.29) 
which has been plotted in part (D) of Fig. (3.2.2). One can see that (3.2.29) reproduce the Monte 
Carlo simulation results very precisely for .E02.0E0 <  
In conclusion, on the one hand, the Monto Carlo simulations, which had been performed by H. 
M.Urbassek. et [23], provided a very strong support for Sigmund theory. On the other hand, 
Sigmund theory gave the all of these simulation results [23] a best explanation.  
 
3.3 STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS 
3.3.1 ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTIONS 
The excellent agreement between Sigmund theory and the Monte Carlo simulation results in 
[23] is full proof that each inverse Laplace transform of (3.1.3~10) must be the exact solution of 
corresponding integral equation. Unfortunately, it has not been possible, so far, to evaluate the 
inverse Laplace transform in closed form for general case. But, in the most of applications, we are 
looking for solutions in the energy region ,UE >>  i.e. large values of u. The procedure of 
determining asymptotic solutions is a generalization of the one described in detail in [16]. The main 
problem is to find the highest single pole of (3.1.3~10). The poles may occur at the zeros of the 
determinant )s(DL . From (3.1.16,17), Sigmund gave a beautiful proof [16] which showed 
that )s(D has a highest zero at .1s = In Appendix ⅢB, we provided a simular proof which showed 
that )s(D1 has a highest zero at 5.0s = . Therefore, from (3.1.16,17), these two highest poles 
generate the following asymptotic solutions of Eqs. (2.3.3,4), (2.3.7) and (2.3.9~12) respectively 
[11][19][24][25]: 
For :0L =  
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( )jj1jjjjjjjLjjjjj )1(HHand )1(GG ΓαΠβ≡ΓαΠβ≡  are nonstoichiometric 
factors appeared in literatures [7].  
 
3.3.2 ANISOTROPIC DIFFERENTIAL PARTICLE FLUX 
Inserting (3.3.1) and (3.3.8) into (2.3.1), only the L= 0,1 terms are considered. We obtain  
⎥⎥⎦
⎤
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where  
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Particularly, for a binary medium (3.3.12) reads, 
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Here [ ] [ ])1(E)1(E)1()1(E)1(E)1(D 222112121121 +β++β=  
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(3.3.13) was first derived by Sigmund et al. for a binary medium with nearly equal masses 
( )21 MM ≈ [17]. Furthermore, replacing E and iPr  by deposited energy and momentum spatial 
distribution functions respectively (3.3.13) turns out to be the form which was given by Sigmund et 
al. in 1996 [11]. 
 
3.3.3 SOME IMPORTANT IDENTITIES 
From (3.3.5,11), one can see that the asymptotic energy and momentum are independent of U, 
then, substituting (3.3.5,11) into (2.3.17,18) respectively, .we obtained 
( ) ( ) UEfor,0]US)U(US)U([
k
kjjkjkkj >>=αψ−αψ∑            (3.3.14)   
( ) ( ) UEfor,0]UT)U(-UT)U([
k
kjj
1
kjkk
1
j >>=αψαψ∑            (3.3.15)  
Directing summation of (3.3.14) or (3.3.15) over j only yields .00 = Therefore, the identities (3.3.14) 
or (3.3.15) couldn’t be considered as a set of equations for the particle fluxes )U(jψ or 
),U(1jψ because, these equations are not independent.                       
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In addition, direct summation of (3.3.5,11) yielded 
E)U,E(F)U,E(F
j
)ij()i( == ∑                                        (3.3.16) 
i
j
)ij()i( P)U,E(P)U,E(P
vvv == ∑                                        (3.3.17) 
It’s similar to (2.2.15,16) that even though (3.3.5,11) are asymptotic energy & momentum partitions 
( )UE >> , must also satisfy energy & momentum conservation laws respectively.  
In freezing free case [16][17], substituting (3.1.15) into (3.3.2, 3), we have 
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Substituting (3.3.1) into (3.3.18,19), we obtain 
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Here 1
k
jkoj0
c
j ])0()E(NQ[)E(L
−∑β=  is the mean free path of j-atom with energy 0E and 
1
k
jkoj0j ])1()E(NQ[)E(L
−∑β=  is the mean slowing down distance with energy 0E . 
 
3.3.4 ATOM EJECTION PROCESS 
For a single element target, (3.3.1) and (3.3.18-21) reduced to  
;EE)E(L)E( 2000
−Γ=ψ                                              (3.3.22) 
2
00 EE)E(F
−Γ=                                                     (3.3.23)  
)E(F)E(L)E(F)E(L)E( 0
c
0
c
000 ==ψ                                (3.3.24) 
From (3.3.20,21), one can see that (3.3.24) is tenable only for a single element medium. In order to 
explain (3.3.24) in relation to the average depth of origin of sputtered atom [28~31], lets derive the 
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atom flux produced by a homogeneous and isotropic atom source ( ) 00 dEEf  in an infinite uniform 
medium. First of all, we knew that the atom flux must be homogeneous and isotropic, due to a 
simple symmetry consideration. Thus, it can be treated as a one dimensional problem (x-axis). To 
determine the energy spectrum ( ) 00 dEEψ of the atom flux, Falcone and Sigmund have proposed 
two different theories. 
i) Falcone-Sigmund theory 
     The basic assumption of Falcone-Sigmund theory is that each flux atom must come from some 
atom sources, and the source atom slows down continuously along a straight line to contribute the 
atom flux[18][32][33]. Thus, all particles in the atom flux ( ) 00 dEEψ at the origin O of the x-axis 
must slow down from a uniformly distributed atom source ( )dEEf on the positive (or negative) 
side of the x-axis, i.e. ( )∞∈ ,0x . The energy loss of each atom is  
)E(NSdxdE n−=  or [ ]∫= EE n0 )E(NSdEx                            (3.3.25) 
which defines a function ( )x,EEE 0= . A direct differentiation of (3.3.25) yields 
( ) [ ])E(NSdEdx nE0=   and  
( ) 01000n0nx dEE)E(NL)E(SdE)E(SdE −== .  
Then we have, 
( ) ( )
0E0
1
00x dEdEE)E(LdxdE
−=⋅                                      (3.3.26) 
where ( )wdH  represents the differential of H, with W remaining constant [6]. The energy spectrum 
of the atom flux at the origin O is given by 
∫∞=ψ 0 x00 dx)dE)(E(fdE)E(                                        (3.3.27)  
Inserting (3.3.26) into (3.3.27) yields  
)E(F)E(L)E( 000 =ψ                                               (3.3.28)  
Here ( ) .dE)E(fE1)E(F
0E
00 ∫∞= If ( ),Ef)E(F 00 = we have ( ) ,EEf 200 −∞ which is satisfied by 
(3.3.23). Therefore, considering the recoil density )E(F 0 as an atom source, Falcone-Sigmund theory 
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can give a correct atom flux (3.3.22). In other words, any loss of particles due to scattering from a 
given direction of motion is compensated by an equivalent gain [32][33]. However, 
Falcone-Sigmund theory is tenable only for single element medium. 
ii) Falcone theory 
Different from Falcone-Sigmund theory, G. Falcone believes that each flux atom must come 
from some atom sources without undergoing collision on its way [34][35].. In this case, we have to 
choose collision density )E(F 0
c as an atom source to generate the correct atom flux (3.3.20). 
However, in order to estimate the average depth of origin of the sputtered atoms, Falcone chose the 
recoil density )E(F 0 as an atom source in his analysis, i.e. ).E(F)E(L)E( 00
c
0 =ψ As we see, this 
relation contradicts our basic transport theory (3.3.20), thus, can not be a tenable theory. In general, 
).E(F)E(F 00
c ≠  
 
APPENDIX ⅢA:  
Statement: If  
( ) ( ) ( ){ ( ) ( )
( ) ( )} mLkikL
L
iikL
L
i
T
0 mik
L
ik
TdTTHcosP
TEHcosPEHTTAEW m
φ ′′−
−φ′−= ∫                (ⅢA.1) 
where ( ) .0UEHLi =<                                                   (ⅢA.2) 
and   
⎩⎨
⎧
<>=
≥≥≥
hXor11for,0)X(A
0X1for,0)X(A
ik
ik                             (ⅢA.3) 
Introducing the new variables  
uUeE = ,  vUeT =                                                (ⅢA.4) 
and taking the Laplace Transform with respect to u, we have  
)]s(H~)s(H~)s()[s()s(W~ Lk
L
i
L
ik
L
ik
L
ikk −εβ=α                              (ⅢA.5) 
Here ,ET,0h1 m γ≡≥> ikγ≡γ  and   
.)Ue(W)suexp(du)s(W~
0
uL
ik
L
ik ∫∞ −⋅=      
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Proof:  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∫∫ == 10 ikLimLiT0 mik1 dXXAEHTdTEHTTAEW mQ  
( ) ( ) ( )∫=∴ 10 ikLi1 dXXAsH~sW~                                        (ⅢA.6) 
Considering (ⅢA.2) and (ⅢA.3), we have  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )TH
T
EV
E
TUP
E
dT
E
TEA
TdTTEHcosPTTAEW
L
iikikL
E
U ik
m
L
iikL
T
0 mik2
m
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +γ⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎜⎝
⎛
γ
−=
−φ′=
∫
∫
                (ⅢA.7) 
Substituting (ⅢA.4) into (ⅢA.7), we have  
( )
( )[ ]{ } ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ] ( )
( )[ ]( )[ ] ( ) [ ]uLiu5.0iku5.0ikLuuik
vL
i
vu
ik
vu5.0
ikL
u
0
vuvu
ik
u
2
UeHeVeUPee1A
UeHeVeUdvPee1A
UeW
⊗+γγ−=
+γγ−=
−−−
−−−−−−−∫     (ⅢA.8) 
Where, ⊗ stands for the convolution. Therefore, taking the Laplace Transform of (ⅢA.8) with 
respect to u, we have 
( ) ( )[ ] [ ]
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )[ ]5.0ik5.0ikLsik10Li
s5.0
ik
5.0
ikLik
1
0
L
i2
X1VX1UPX1XAdXsH~
dXXXVXUPX1AdXsH~)s(W~
−
−
γ−+γ−γ−⋅=
γ+γ−⋅=
∫
∫
  (ⅢA.9) 
Considering (ⅢA.2) and (ⅢA.3), we have  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) mEU LkikLmik
T
0 m
L
kikLmik3
TdTTHcosPTTA
TdTTHcosPTTAEW m
∫
∫
φ ′′=
φ ′′≡
                      (ⅢA.10) 
Substituting (ⅢA.4)) into (ⅢA.10), we have  
( ) ( )[ ] ( )[ ] ( )[ ] ( )
( )( ) ( ) )Ue(HePeeA
UeHePdveeAUeW
uL
k
u5.0
L
uu
ik
vL
k
vu5.0
L
u
0
vuvu
ik
u
3
⊗γγγ=
⋅γγ⋅γ=
−−−
−−−−−−∫      (ⅢA.11) 
Therefore, taking the Laplace Transform of (ⅢA.11) with respect to u, we have 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ).XPXXAdXsH~
sH~XPXXAdXsW~
L
s
ik
1
0
sL
k
L
k
s
L
s
ik
1
03
∫
∫
γ=
γ=
                          (ⅢA.12) 
Thus, from (ⅢA.6)- (ⅢA.9)- (ⅢA.12), finally we have  
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)]s(H~)s(H~)s()[s(
)s(H~)s()s()s()s(H~
)]s(W~)s(W~)s(W~[)s(W~
L
k
L
i
L
ik
L
ik
L
k
L
ik
L
ik
L
ik
L
i
321k
L
ikk
−εβ=
β−εβ=
−−α=α
                          
which is (ⅢA.5).  End of proof. 
 
 
APPENDIX ⅢB:  
Statement: The determinant )s(D1  has the highest zero .5.0s =  
Proof: Substituting 1ik
1
ik )5.0( β≡β  and 5.0ik1ik )M/M()5.0( =ε into )s(D1 , we have         
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ β++β+ββ−β−β−
β−β−⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ β++β+ββ−
β−β−β−⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ β++β+β
=
−
−−
n
)1n(1
)1n(n
n
31
2n
n
21
1n
1
)1n(n
1
3n
1
1n
1
n2
1
23
2
n1
n2
2
31
23
2
11
21
1
21
1
n1
1
13
1
12
1
n1
n1
1
31
13
1
21
12
1
M
M
M
M
M
M,,,,
,,,
M
M
M
M
M
M
,
,,,,
M
M
M
M
M
M
)5.0(D
LL
MOM
LL
LL
 
( ) ,
0
0
column.kth
M
Mn
1k 1
k
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
=⋅∑
=
MQ  
,0)5.0(D1 =∴ )s(D1 has a zero .5.0s =  
Next step, we want to show that the determinant )s(D1 has no any zeros for .5.0s >  From 
(3.1.11), one can see 
0X)X(AdX)s( 5.0sik
1
0
s
k
1
ik >γα=β +∫  and is a strictly decreasing function of s, thus 
5.0sfor,0)s()5.0( 1ik
1
ik >>β>β                              (ⅢB.1)  
From (3.1. 12), one can see  
( ) ( )[ ]{ }5.0sij5.0sijij10j1ij1ij X1VX1U1)X(AdX)s()s( −+ γ−+γ−−⋅α=εβ ∫    
is a strictly increasing function of s, ,5.0sfor > thus      
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( ){ }
.5.0sfor,)MM)(5.0(
X1UV1)X(AdX)s()s(
5.0
ji
1
ij
ijijij
1
0j
1
ij
1
ij
>β=
γ−−−⋅α>εβ ∫      
Considering (ⅢB.1), we have 
.5.0sfor,)MM()s( 5.0ji
1
ik >>ε                                (ⅢB.2) 
Now, let ( )1ikβ=β  be an arbitrary nn × matrix with positive elements, 01ik >β  and 
let 1ikε )n,,2,1k,i( L= be a set of 2n arbitrary elements, we define another nn × matrix 
( )ikΔ=Δ by  
∑ εβ⋅δ=Δ
j
1
ij
1
ijikik  
and will now prove the following theorem for the determinant   
( )[ ]
( )[ ]
( )[ ]1,,,,
,,,1,
,,,,1
)det(
1
nn
1
nn
1
2n
1
2n
1
1n
1
1n
1
)1n(n
1
3n
1
1n
1
n2
1
23
1
n2
1
n2
1
22
1
22
1
21
1
21
1
21
1
n1
1
13
1
12
1
n1
1
n1
1
12
1
12
1
11
1
11
1
−εβ++εβ+εββ−β−β−
β−β−εβ++−εβ+εββ−
β−β−β−εβ++εβ+−εβ
=β−Δ
− LL
MOM
LL
LL
 
If all elements ( ) ,MM 5.0ik1ik >ε  then .0)det( >β−Δ  
The theorem is proved by induction, increasing the dimension of the matrix from )1n( − to n. 
i)  The case 1n = is trivial: ( ) .01)det( 111111 >−εβ=β−Δ   
ii) The general step :n1n →− we first note that if all ( ) ,MM 5.0ik1ik =ε  then 
.0)det( =β−Δ It is, therefore, sufficient to show that for ( ) ,MM 5.0ik1ik >ε  )det( β−Δ is a 
strictly increasing function of all the all ,1ikε or 
0)det( 1ik >ε∂β−Δ∂  for all ( ) .MM 5.0ik1ki ′′′′ >ε  
For seasons of symmetry, it is sufficient to consider the case ,1i =  we get by differentiation: 
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( )[ ]
( )[ ]
( )[ ]1,,,,
,,,1,
,,,,1
1
nn
1
nn
1
2n
1
2n
1
1n
1
1n
1
)1n(n
1
3n
1
1n
1
n2
1
23
1
n2
1
n2
1
22
1
22
1
21
1
21
1
21
1
n1
1
13
1
12
1
n1
1
n1
1
12
1
12
1
11
1
11
1
ik
−εβ++εβ+εββ−β−β−
β−β−εβ++−εβ+εββ−
β−β−β−εβ++εβ+−εβ
ε∂
∂
− LL
MOM
LL
LL
 
( )[ ]
( )[ ]1,,,,0
,,,1,0
,,,,
1
nn
1
nn
1
2n
1
2n
1
1n
1
1n
1
)1n(n
1
3n
1
n2
1
23
1
n2
1
n2
1
22
1
22
1
21
1
21
1
n1
1
13
1
12
1
k1
−εβ++εβ+εββ−β−
β−β−εβ++−εβ+εβ
β−β−β−β
=
− LL
MOM
LL
L
 
( )[ ]
( )[ ]1,,,
,,,1
1
nn
1
nn
1
2n
1
2n
1
1n
1
1n
1
)1n(n
1
3n
1
n2
1
23
1
n2
1
n2
1
22
1
22
1
21
1
21
1
k1
−εβ++εβ+εββ−β−
β−β−εβ++−εβ+εβ
β=
− LL
MOM
LL
 
The last determinant is a )1n()1n( −×− determinant, but in a form not suited for induction. 
However, the matrix can be brought into a suitable form by defining new quantities 1iiε and 1iiβ  so 
that for n,,2i L=  
1) ( ) ( )11 1ii1ii11i11i1ii1ii −εβ=εβ+−εβ  
2) 01ii >β  
3) .11ii >ε  
which is evidently possible. For ,ki ≠ we define 1ii1ii ε=ε  and .1ii1ii β=β  Thus, 
( )[ ]
( )[ ]1,,
,,1
)det(
1
nn
1
nn
1
3n
1
3n
1
2n
1
2n
1
2n
1
n2
1
n2
1
n2
1
23
1
23
1
22
1
22
1
k1
1
1
ik
−εβ++εβ+εββ−
β−εβ++εβ+−εβ
β=
β−Δε∂
∂
LL
MOM
LL
 
Here 01k1 >β  and the determinant is positive too, since it is a )1n()1n( −×− determinant of the 
type considered. This proves the theorem. 
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CHAPTER 4 
SOLUTIONS FOR ARBITRARY SCATTERING 
CROSS-SECTIONS 
4.1 APPROXIMATE ASYMPTOPIC SOLUTIONS FOR SEMI- SEPARABLE 
 SCATTERING CROSS-SECTIONS 
4.1.1 “AS” THEORY 
For the semi-separable scattering cross sections [23] [25] 
dX)X(AE)T,E(d ij
m2
ij
ij−=σ                                         (4.1.1) 
the pool of asymptotic solutions (3.3.1-11) derived in previous chapter can not be used, because 
cross sections (4.1.1) couldn’t be separable to fit (3.1.1), due to ).E(QE i
m2 ij ≠−  In order to o 
solve the problem, we proposed AS theory [25]. Multiplying both sides of Eqs. (2.3.2) by 
,E im2 introducing the new variables u0eEE = , v0eET =  and taking the Laplace Transform on 
both sides with respect to u, we obtained the following sets of equations, 
)EN(E
)]Ms(G~)Ms(G~)Ms()[Ms(E
00ij
m2
0
k
ikkjikijikikikik
M
0
i
ik
υδ=
+−++ε+β∑ −
          (4.1.2) 
rather than Eqs. (3.1.2) in general. im are free parameters remained to choose for final solutions. If 
ikm is independent of k, it is natural to choose ,mm iki = then ,0Mik =  (4.1.2) reduced to 
(3.1.2), then (3.3.1) gives the exact asymptotic solution. Unfortunately, if ikm is dependent on k, it’s 
almost not possible to solve Eqs. (4.1.2) analytically at least for multi-component media. But, in 
most of applications, we are looking for solution in energy region .EE 0>> In the linear sputtering, 
based on both physics and mathematics considerations, we should have 
00ij0ij EEfor,EEG)E,E(G >>=                              (4.1.3) 
If ikm is related to k, we have to choose such im so that (4.1.3) satisfies the basic symmetric 
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property of asymptotic solutions, i.e. 
.GGGG jnjj2j1 ≡=== L      n,,2,1j L=                       (4.1.4) 
(4.1.3) means that we have the following exact relations, 
)]s1(G~s[LimG ij0sij += →                                               (4.1.5) 
For a non-zero but very small ,s we have the following approximate relations, 
)s1(G~sG ijij +≈                                                    (4.1.6) 
Substituting 1s = into Eqs. (4.1.2) and using (4.1.5, 6), we obtained 
)EN(EG)E(D 00ij
m2
0kj0
k
ik
i υδ=∑                                   (4.1.7) 
where  
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
δ−+ε+β=
≠+β−=
∑ −
−
k
ikikikikikik
M
00ii
ijijij
M
00ij
M])M1()[M1(E)E(D
jifor          ,M)M1(E)E(D
ik
ij
 
Solving Eqs. (4.1.7) yields ijG , then choosing im to satisfy (4.1.4), finally (4.1.3) generates 
approximate asymptotic solutions, named AS theory in this work. In principle, this method is 
suitable for all of other equations (2.3.3,4), (2.3.7) and (2.3.9~12). For simplicity, we only consider a 
binary media ( ).121 =α+α The approximate asymptotic solutions are  
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )⎪
⎪
⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
υ⋅=
υ−⋅=
υ−⋅=
υ⋅=
−
−
−
−
]D[NDEE)E,E(G
]D[NDEE)E,E(G
]D[NDEE)E,E(G
]D[NDEE)E,E(G
011
2m2
0022
012
2m2
0012
021
2m2
0021
022
2m2
0011
2
2
1
1
                           (4.1.8) 
where  
( )
( )2222M021212122
212121
M
021
121212
M
012
1212121111
M
011
M1EE)Ms(DD
M)Ms(ED
M)Ms(ED
)Ms(DM1EED
22
21
12
11
+⋅++ε⋅−=
+β⋅−=
+β⋅−=
+ε⋅−+⋅=
−
−
−
−
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( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( )21122121121221211212MM0
12121212122222
MM
0
21212121211111
MM
0
22221111
MM
021122211
MM1MsMsMsMsE
MMsMsM1EE
MMsMsM1EE
M1EM1EEDDDD]D[
2112
2212
2111
2211
−+ε+ε+β+β⋅+
+ε+β+⋅+
+ε+β+⋅+
++⋅=−=
+−
+−
+−
+−
 
For the recoil density, by using the same method, it’s easy to derive the approximate asymptotic 
solutions,  
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
+β⋅−+β⋅⋅=
+β⋅−+β⋅⋅=
+β⋅−+β⋅⋅=
+β⋅−+β⋅⋅=
−−−
−−−
−−−
−−−
]D[)]M1(DE)M1(DE[EE)E,E(F
]D[)]M1(DE)M1(DE[EE)E,E(F
]D[)]M1(DE)M1(DE[EE)E,E(F
]D[)]M1(DE)M1(DE[EE)E,E(F
121221
M
0222211
M
0
2
0022
222212
M
0121222
M
0
2
0012
111121
M
0212111
M
0
2
0021
212112
M
0111122
M
0
2
0011
1222
2212
1121
2111
 (4.1.9) 
The condition of asymptotic solutions (4.1.4) provided only one choice for im , i.e. 
121 mm =  and ,mm 212 =                                          (4.1.10) 
Thus 
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
−=
==
−=
212222
2112
121111
m2m2M
0MM
m2m2M
                                              (4.1.11) 
Substituting (4.1.10,11) into (4.1.8,9), we obtained sputtered particle fluxes and recoil density 
( )
( )⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ β=ψ
β=ψ
−
−
ND)1(EE)E(
ND)1(EE)E(
12
2m2
002
21
2m2
001
21
12
                                    (4.1.12) 
( )[ ]
( )[ ]⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ β⋅+−β⋅+β⋅=
β⋅β++−β⋅⋅=
−−
−−
D)1(m2m21E)1(EE)E(F
D)1()1(m2m21EEE)E(F
12222111
m2m2
021
2
002
2112111211
m2m2
0
2
001
2221
1112
   (4.1.13) 
where 
)m2m21(E)1(E
)1()1(E)1(E)1()m2m21(E)1(ED
22212212
m2m2
0
2112211211121121
m2m2
0
2221
1112
+−β+
β+β++−β=
−
−
   
(4.1.12,13) belongs to “AS” theory. 
 
4.1.2 COMPARING “AS” THEORY WITH “US” THEORY 
In 1992, H. M. Urbassek and U. Conrad presented a wider variety of solutions of Eqs. (2.3.2,3) 
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for general cross sections (3.2.1)[23]. P. Sigmund set a high value on these asymptotic solutions [51], 
because (3.2.1) does not fit the separable scattering cross sections (3.1.1). However, in their case 
[23], the semi-separable scattering cross sections (4.1.1) reduced to (3.2.1) as long 
as .X)X(A ijm1ij
−−= Therefore, UC theory is a special case of “AS” theory (4.1.12,13). 
Specific case I: “Detailed balance” 
If 1112 mm >  and ,mm 2221 >  AS theory (4.1.12, 13) reduced to 
( )
( )⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ β=ψ
β=ψ
−
−
ND)1(EE)E(
ND)1(EE)E(
12
2m2
002
21
2m2
001
21
12
                                    (4.1.14) 
D)1()1(EE)E(F)E(F 2112
2
00201 ββ== −                                (4.1.15) 
Here )1()1(E)1(E)1(D 21122112 β+β=   
Because all of (4.1.6) related terms have been canceled in the derivation process, (4.1.14,15) 
derived in this work are exact asymptotic solutions. (4.1.14,15) have already been derived by H. M. 
Urbassek and U. Conrad [23], they named (4.1.14,15) “Detailed balance”.  
Specific case II: “Dominance” 
If 1112 mm <  and ,mm 2221 >  AS theory (4.1.12,13) reduced to 
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
⋅+−β
β=Ψ
⋅+−=Ψ
−+−
−
211211
11
m2m2m22
011121121
12
02
m22
0111211
01
NE
E
)m2m21(E)1(
)1()E(
NE
E
)m2m21(E
1)E(
             (4.1.16) 
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
⋅+−
β=
⋅+−
β=
+− 1211 m2m22
0111211
12
02
2
0111211
11
01
E
E
)m2m21(E
)1()E(F
E
E
)m2m21(E
)1(
)E(F
                        (4.1.17) 
(4.1.16,17) are approximate asymptotic solutions, because (4.1.6) is also used for the derivation. 
Two similar formula have been published by H. M. Urbassek and U. Conrad [23], 
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⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
⋅+−β
+−β=Ψ
⋅=Ψ
−+−
−
211211
11
m2m2m22
011121121
121112
02
m22
011
01
NE
E
)1(E)m2m21(
)m2m21()E(
NE
E
)1(E
1)E(
             (4.1.18)  
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
⋅+−β=
⋅β=
+− 1211 m2m22
011
121112
02
2
011
11
01
E
E
)1(E
)m2m21()E(F
E
E
)1(E
)1(
)E(F
                         (4.1.19) 
This case was named “Dominance”[23]. Comparing (4.1.18,19) with (4.1.16,17) one function by one 
function in detail, one can see bit difference in each formula. One may naturally link the origin of the 
bit differences with the choice of .mi We know that (4.1.10) is necessary and sufficient condition to 
guarantee j2j1 GG = and .FF j2j1 = In order to search the origin of the differences between 
(4.1.18,19) and (4.1.16,17), lets try to choose different values for im , i.e. 
111 mm =  and ,mmmm 2112112 +−=  then 
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
<−+−=
<−==
=
0m2m2m2m2M
0m2m2MM
0M
2212212222
12112112
11
                             (4.1.20) 
Substituting (4.1.20) into (4.1.8,9) and considering 1112 mm <  and ,mm 2221 > we obtained, 
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
⋅−ε+−β
+−β=Ψ
⋅=Ψ
−+−
−
211211
11
m2m2m22
0212111121121
121112
012
m22
011
011
NE
E
)M1()1(E)m2m21(
)m2m21()E(
NE
E
)1(E
1)E(
 (4.1.21) 
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
⋅+−β=
⋅β=
+− 1211 m2m22
011
121112
012
2
011
11
011
E
E
)1(E
)m2m21()E(F
E
E
)1(E
)1(
)E(F
                        (4.1.22) 
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
<⋅+ε+β
−=Ψ
⋅−ε=Ψ
−
−
0
NE
E
)M1()M1(
)m2m2()E(
NE
E
)1(E)M1(
1)E(
21
11
m22
012211221
1112
022
m22
0112121
021
              (4.1.23) 
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⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
<⋅+ε+β
+β−=
⋅−+β=
+− 0E
E
)M1()M1(
)M1()m2m2()E(F
E
E
)1(E
)1(E)m2m2()1(
)E(F
1211 m2m22
012221221
22221112
022
2
011
11111211
021
               (4.1.24) 
Obviously, (4.1.21~24) are incorrect formulae, because j2j1 Ψ≠Ψ and .FF j2j1 ≠ Besides, formulae 
(4.1.23, 24) predict the ridiculous “negative particle flux 22Ψ and recoil density” .F22   
Comparing UC formulae (4.1.18,19) with (4.1.21,22), we can see that 
⎩⎨
⎧
+−ε⋅Ψ=Ψ
Ψ=Ψ
)m2m21()E()E(
)E()E(
12112101202
01101                            (4.1.25) 
⎩⎨
⎧
=
=
)E(F)E(F
)E(F)E(F
01202
01101                                                 (4.1.26) 
Therefore, UC formula (4.1.19) is equivalent to the illegal formulae (4.1.22) exactly, UC formula 
(4.1.18) is almost equivalent to the illegal formulae (4.1.25) except a extra factor 
)m2m21( 121121 +−ε  which closes to unity.   
However, in view of 2i1i mm − is small in our derivation, the difference between AS theory 
(4.1.16,17) [25] and UC theory (4.1.18,19) [23] should not be very important qualitatively. 
 
4.2 “SC” THEORY  
4.2.1 INTRODUCTION TO “SC” THEORY 
 For arbitrary interaction cross sections, M. Vicanek, H. M. Urbassek and U. Conrad (VUC) 
[13][23] introduced the stopping cross sections ijS and the (partial) energy slowing down cross 
sections sijσ , rijσ  and ,~ ijσ i~σ as following,  
( )∫ σ≡ mT0 ijij T,ETd)E(S                                             (4.2.1)  
0)T,E(d)]ET(1ln[)]ET(1[)E( m
T
0 ij
s
ij >σ−−−≡σ ∫                    (4.2.2)  
0)T,E(d)ETln()ET()E( m
T
0 ij
r
ij >σ−≡σ ∫                             (4.2.3)  
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)E()E()E(~ ijijij σ+σ≡σ                                             (4.2.4)  
.)E(~)E(~
j
ijji ∑ σα≡σ                                                (4.2.5)  
In particular, for the separable scattering cross sections (3.1.1), the functions (4.2.1~5) reduced to 
( ) )1(EEQ)E(S ijiijj β=α                              
( ) )]1(B)1(E[EQ)E( ijijisijj +=σα     
( ) )1(BEQ)E( ijirijj −=σα    
( ) )1(EEQ)E(~ ijiijj =σα         
( )∑=σ
j
ijii ).1(EEQ)E(~            
For simplicity, we only consider a binary media ( ).121 =α+α The asymptotic solutions 
(3.3.1) and (3.3.2) can be written, 
[ ]
[ ]⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ α⋅=ψ
α⋅=ψ
−
−
)E(ND)E(SEE)E(
)E(ND)E(SEE)E(
00122
2
002
00211
2
001                               (4.2.6) 
[ ]
[ ]⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ α⋅α+α⋅=
α⋅α+α⋅=
−
−
)E(D)E(S)E(S)E(SEE)E(F
)E(D)E(S)E(S)E(SEE)E(F
0012202220211
3
002
0021101220111
3
001           (4.2.7)  
where ).E(~)E(S)E(~)E(S)E(D 0201220102110 σα+σα=  
We noticed that ( )T,Eijσ appears entirely in (4.2.1-7) without separation, i.e. 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ETHT,EdXH)X(AdXEQ E
0 ijij
1
0i
γσ= ∫∫ γ , 
where ( )XH is an arbitrary function. The asymptotic solutions (4.2.6,7) can serve as approximately 
asymptotically correct ones for arbitrary cross sections [19]. We named (4.2.6,7) “SC” theory in this 
work. (4.2.6) has already been derived by VUC based on the condition of detailed balance (3.3.14) 
for a binary media, see Eq. (45) on page 622 in Ref. [13]. On the same pager, “VCU” pointed out: 
“For general power cross sections, however, Eq.(45) does not represent the correct asymptotic 
behavior.” In order to check the vanity of the statement, lets substitute the semi-separable scattering 
cross sections (4.1.1) into (4.2.6,7), then we obtained 
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( )
( )⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ β=ψ
β=ψ
−
−
ND)1(EE)E(
ND)1(EE)E(
12
2m2
002
21
2m2
001
21
12
                                    (4.2.8) 
( )[ ]
( )[ ]⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ β⋅β⋅+β⋅=
β⋅β+β⋅⋅=
−−
−−
D)1(1E)1(EE)E(F
D)1()1(1EEE)E(F
1211
m2m2
021
2
002
211211
m2m2
0
2
001
2221
1112
                 (4.2.9)  
Here )1(E)1(E)1()1(E)1(E)1()1(E)1(ED 2212
m2m2
0211221121121
m2m2
0
22211112 β+β+β+β= −−  
In view of 2i1i mm − is small in the derivation of AS theory, therefore, “SC” theory (4.2.8, 
9) is almost equivalent AS theory (4.1.12,13).  
 
4.2.2 COMPARING “SC” THEORY WITH “AS” THEORY   
Both (4.2.8,9) reduced to (3.3.1,18) respectively if ,mm 2i1i = otherwise, (4.2.8,9) will 
approach one of the following formulae of AS theory asymptotically when :0EE0 →  
i) “Detailed balance” 
If ,mmandmm 22211112 >> (4.2.8,9) exactly reduced to (4.1.14,15) respectively. 
ii) “Dominance” 
If 1112 mm > and ,mm 2122 > (4.2.8,9) reduced to 
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
⋅β
β=Ψ
⋅=Ψ
−+−
−
211211
11
m2m2m22
01121
12
02
m22
011
01
NE
E
)1(E)1(
)1()E(
NE
E
)1(E
1)E(
                          (4.2.10) 
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
⋅β=
⋅β=
+− 1211 m2m22
011
12
02
2
011
11
01
E
E
)1(E
)1()E(F
E
E
)1(E
)1(
)E(F
                                      (4.2.11) 
respectively. In view of 1.0mm 2i1i ≤−  is small, (4.2.10,11) are very close to (4.1.16,17) or 
(4.1.18,19) respectively. 
iii) “Ignorance” 
If 21221211 mmmm >>> and ,mmmm 21221211 −>− (4.2.8) reduced to (4.2.10) 
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for particle flux, but, instead (4.2.11), (4.2.9) reduced to 
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
⋅′εβ
β=
⋅β=
+−+− 22211211 m2m2m2m22
01121
12
02
2
011
11
01
E
E
])1()[1(
)1()E(F
E
E
)1(E
)1(
)E(F
                        (4.2.12) 
for recoil density.  
iv) “New ignorance” 
If 21221211 mm,mm >> and ,mmmm 21221211 −=− (4.2.8,9) reduced to 
( )
( )⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ β⋅=ψ
β⋅=ψ
−−
−−
ND)1(EE)E(
ND)1(EE)E(
12
2m2m4
002
21
2m2m4
001
2221
1112
                               (4.2.13) 
⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ β⋅=
β⋅=
−
−
D)1(EE)E(F
D)1(EE)E(F
21
2
002
12
2
001                                          (4.2.14) 
Here ).1(E)1()1(E)1(D 22121121 β+β=   
Three formulae (4.2.12,13,14) have never been published anywhere. 
 
4.2.3 COMPARING “SC” THEORY WITH MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS  
A wider variety of solutions derived by H. M. Urbassek and U. Conrad in [23] have been 
showed to fit corresponding Monte Carlo Simulations [23]. Following same procedure, “SC” theory  
(4.2.8, 9) can be further written as  
⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ β=ψ
β=ψ
−
−
)x(Dx)x(x
)x(Dx)x(x
12
1m2
2
21
1m2
1
21
12
                                        (4.2.15) 
[ ][ ]⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ β⋅β⋅+β=
β⋅β+β⋅=
−
−
)x(Dx)x(fx
)x(Dx)x(fx
1222
)m2m2(
212
2
211211
)m2m2(
1
2
2221
1112
                         (4.2.16)  
Here ( ) ( ) ,xxxD 1m2212m2m21m1m21121m2111m2m2 2222212112111112 −−−−−− Γββ+Γ+Γββ+Γββ≡  
( )ijijij m1C~5.0 −≡β  
and some typical values of mΓ have been calculated and collected in table 3.2.1. 
Substituting all of parameters (3.2.14), (3.2.19), (3.2.23) and (3.2.27) into “SC” theory 
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(4.2.15,16) respectively, we obtained the following numerical results.  
i) “Detailed balance” 
⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ ⋅⋅=⋅=ψ
⋅⋅=⋅=ψ
−−−
−−−
52.0352.0
2
20.0320.0
1
x1044.3)x(Dx2.333)x(x
x1071.2)x(Dx2.263)x(x
                     (4.2.17)  
( )
( )⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ =⋅+=
=+⋅=
226.0)x(Dx20821930)x(fx
226.0)x(D21930x188)x(fx
04.0
2
2
2.0
1
2
                        (4.2.18)  
Here ( ) .96997x40496997x403xD 08.02.0 =⋅++⋅=  
Comparing (4.2.17,18) with (3.2.17,18) respectively, we can see that they are very close each 
other. Both of them reproduce the Monte Carlo simulation results well. Both (4.1.12,13) are tenable 
in this case.  
ii) “Dominance” 
⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ ⋅⋅=⋅=ψ
⋅⋅=⋅=ψ
−−−
−−−
52.036.0
2
12.0520.0
1
x1054.7)x(Dx3.333)x(x
x1066.5)x(Dx5.2)x(x
                      (4.2.19) 
( )
( )⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ =⋅+=
⋅⋅=+⋅=
−
−
496.0)x(Dx21933.208)x(fx
x1072.4)x(D3.208x786.1)x(fx
08.0
2
2
08.032.0
1
2
              (4.2.20)  
Here ( ) .x44178x441787.905x826.3xD 08.008.02.0 −− ⋅=⋅++⋅=  
Comparing (4.2.19,20) with (3.2.22a, 22b) respectively, we can see that )x(x 2ψ  and 
)x(fx 2
2 in both cases are close each other. )x(x 1ψ and )x(fx 12 given here are even more accurate 
than (3.2.22a, 22b), because, (4.2.19,20) predicted slight different x dependences. Both (4.2.10,11) 
are tenable in this case. 
iii) “Ignorance” 
⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ ⋅→⋅=ψ
⋅→⋅=ψ
−−
−−
40.060.0
2
20.040.0
1
x5694.0)x(Dx02857.0)x(x
x4982.0)x(Dx025.0)x(x
                    (4.2.21) 
( )
( )⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ ⋅→⋅+⋅=
→⋅+⋅=
−−
−−
18.008.04
2
2
42.0
1
2
x3747.0)x(Dx01880.0107857.1)x(fx
4151.0)x(D107857.1x02083.0)x(fx
      (4.2.22) 
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Here ( ) .x03787.0102887.7x05018.0xD 08.042.0 −−− ⋅+⋅+⋅=  
Unfortunately, formulas (4.2.21,22) couldn’t reproduce the Monte Carlo simulation results in 
the energy window ).10x10( 40 −≥≥ The reason of the failure is that the simulated particle energy 
spectrums do not satisfy the basic symmetric property of asymptotic solutions (4.1.4), or the Monte 
Carlo simulation has not reached the asymptotic state yet. In a much lower energy window, for 
example ),10x10( 1410 −− ≥≥ formulas (4.2.21,22) should predict the asymptotic behavior of 
particle spectra well. But, the authors of [23] had never published any simulation results in the 
energy window yet. Both (4.2.10, 12) should be tenable in this case. 
iv) “Ignorance & Detailed balance”  
( ) .x7.37872887x8.501xD
x1092.3)x(Dx286)x(x
x1043.3)x(Dx250)x(x
08.02.0
6.036.0
2
4.034.0
1
−−
−−−
−−−
⋅++⋅=
⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ ⋅⋅=⋅=ψ
⋅⋅=⋅=ψ
                        (4.2.23)  
Comparing (4.2.23) with (3.2.29), we can see that they are very close each other. Both of them 
reproduce the Monte Carlo simulation results well. 
In the energy window ),10x10( 40 −≥≥ we can see 
( ) ,72887x7.37872887x8.501xD 08.02.0 =⋅++⋅= −−  thus, 
(4.1.12) is tenable, therefore, this case belongs to “Detailed balance”. But, in a much lower energy 
window ),10x10( 2420 −− ≥≥ we can see 
( ) ,x8.501xD 2.0−⋅→  thus, 
⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ ⋅→⋅=ψ
⋅→⋅=ψ
−−
−−
40.06.0
2
20.04.0
1
x5699.0)x(Dx286)x(x
x4982.0)x(Dx250)x(x
                         (4.2.24) 
which is almost equivalent to (4.2.21) or (4.2.10). Therefore, this case belongs to “Dominance”. 
However, the authors of [23] have never published any simulation results in the energy window. 
In conclusion, our calculations here demonstrated that (4.2.6,7) can generate all asymptotic 
formulae including some solutions never been simulated yet. 
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4.2.4 CONSTRUCTING “SC” THEORY WITH EXPRESSIONS  
In view of the success of “SC” theory for particle and recoil density, it's possible to build up 
all approximate asymptotic solutions for arbitrary cross sections based on the asymptotic solutions 
(3.3.1-11). We named all of these “build up” solutions “SC” theory in this work. “SC” theory 
consists of two steps: The first step―"S", is Separating approximation. We use dX)X(A)E(Q iji to 
approximate arbitrary cross sections ),T,E(d ijσ  i.e. (3.1.1) in all equations Eqs. (2.3.2-4), (2.3.7) 
and (2.3.9~12), even if )T,E(d ijσ may not be separated, and then solve these equations for 
asymptotic solutions (3.3.1-11). The second step― "C", is Combining approximation. Using 
)T,E(d ijσ to replace dX)X(A)E(Q iji  in asymptotic solutions (3.3.1-11), we obtained all 
approximately asymptotic solutions for arbitrary cross sections for .UorEE 0>>  
N)E(EE)E( 0j
2
00j Π=ψ −                                           (4.2.25) 
,)E(S)E(EE)E(F
k
0kjj0k
3
00j ∑ αΠ= −                                  (4.2.26) 
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ σαΠ+σΠα= ∑∑
k
s
jkkj
k
r
kjkj)j( )U()U()U()U(E)U(F                 (4.2.27) 
( ) )E(PNEP)E( 01j1j00i01j Π=ψ −                                       (4.2.28) 
,)U()U()U(U)U(P)U(P
k
1s
jkk
1
j
k
r
kjkj
1
kji)j( LL⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ σαΠ+σΠα= ∑∑      (4.2.29) 
where )E(D 0
L
ij  is the element ( )j,i  of the determinant )]E(D[ 0L and ij0L )]E(D[  is the 
algebraic cofactor for element ( ) ,1,0Lforj,i =             
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
α=
≠αγ−=
∑
−
k
0ikk
L
ik0
L
ij0
0ijj
L5.0
0
L
ij0
)E(SU)E(DE
jifor          ),E(S)E(DE
 
)]E(D[)]E(D[)E( Lkk
LL
k ≡Π         
;MMU)E()E( jiij
r
ij
1r
ij σ=σ                         
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( ) 0)T,E(d]ET1ln[]U)ET(1[)E( mT
0 ijij
1s
ij >σ−−−=σ ∫                    
);E()E()E(~ rij
1s
ij
1
ij σ+σ≡σ   
.)E(~)E(~
j
1
ijj
1
i ∑ σα≡σ    
1)E()E(
k
1r
ij
L
k =σΠ∑                                                (4.2.30) 
(4.2.6,7) are the special cases of (4.2.25,26) respectively. Direct summation of (4.2.27,29) and using 
(4.2.30) yielded 
E)U(F
j
)j( =∑                                                      (4.2.31) 
EM2)U(P i
j
)j( =∑                                                (4.2.32) 
Substituting (3.3.1) into (3.3.5,11) respectively, we have 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∑ ψσα+ψσα=
k
k
2r
kjjj
2s
jkk)j( ]UUUUUU[N)U(F                (4.2.33) 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )]UUUM2
UUUM2[N)U(P
1
k
231r
kjjk
k
1
j
231s
jkkj)j(
ψσα⋅+
ψσα⋅= ∑
                       (4.2.34)  
Substituting (4.2.33,34) into (4.2.31,32) respectively, we have 
( ) ( ) E]UU~[NU
k
kk
2 =ψσ∑                                          (4.2.35) 
( ) ( ) EM2]UM2U~[NU i
k
1
kk
1
k
5.1 =ψσ∑                             (4.2.36)  
In addition, (3.3.14,15) are approximately asymptotic correct for arbitrary cross sections and 
can be used as the conditions of detailed balance [13].  
We should point out that all of above statistical distribution functions and relations including 
(3.3.14,15) are approximately asymptotic ( )UE >> correct for arbitrary cross sections. However, if 
the scattering cross section is separable i.e. (3.1.1), each of them reduced to the corresponding one 
derived in previous chapter and became asymptotic ( )UE >> correct. (4.2.6). (4.2.31) and (4.2.33) 
have been derived by “VUC” by using a much more complicate methods (so-called age theory [26]) 
and published in [13].  
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4.3 “VCU” THEORY  
4.3.1 INTRODUCTION TO “VCU” THEORY  
In 1993, M. Vicanek, U. Conrad and H. M. Urbassek (called “VCU” in this work) proposed a 
general method to study energy distributions of recoil atoms in collision cascades in composite 
media [13]. According to “VCU”, Eqs. (2.3.5) )0L( = can be reduced to computationally much 
simpler systems of differential equations for arbitrary interaction cross sections, 
( ) ( )[ ]
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )][
( )
 
0EUU
UUUUUUN
dU
d
 )U(US)U(USN
ij
k
k
2r
kjjj
2s
jkk
k
kkjjjjkk
⎪⎪
⎪
⎩
⎪⎪
⎪
⎨
⎧
=−δδ+
ψσα+ψσα+
ψα+ψα−
∑
∑
                 (4.3.1) 
with the “obvious” initial condition,  
( ) .0EUj =>ψ                                                     (4.3.2)  
Adding “j” up in (4.3.1), one obtained 
( ) ( ) ( ) 0EUU]UUU~[N
dU
d
j
j
2
j =−δ+⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ ψσ∑   
Integrating it and using the initial condition (4.3.2), one got 
( ) ( ) ( )2
j
jj NUE]UU~[ =ψσ∑                                         (4.3.3) 
which is equivalent to (4.2.35). Replacing one of the equations of Eqs, (4.3.1), ( )ji = , one obtained 
a set of equations which is equivalent to Eqs, (4.3.1), 
( ) ( )[ ]
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )][
( ) ( ) ( )
 
NUE]UU~[
.ijfor,0UUUUUUN
dU
d
 )U(US)U(USN
2
j
jj
k
k
2r
kjjj
2s
jkk
k
kkjjjjkk
⎪⎪
⎪
⎩
⎪⎪
⎪
⎨
⎧
=ψσ
≠=ψσα+ψσα+
ψα+ψα−
∑
∑
∑
    (4.3.4) 
Considering the “obvious” initial condition (4.3.2) and integrating U on the both sides of Eqs. (4.3.1) 
over ( )+− E,E , we obtained the initial condition (see Postulation of “VCU” theory), 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .E]EEEEEE[N ij
k
k
2r
kjjj
2s
jkk δ=ψσα+ψσα∑                    (4.3.5) 
Eqs. (4.3.4,5) is equivalent to “VCU” theory Eqs. (4.3.1,2) [13] and can be solved for arbitrary cross 
sections. We noticed that the strange initial condition (4.3.5) derived here means that 
)E(jψ couldn’t be all positive. In general, Eqs. (4.3.4,5) may determine a unique solution. However, 
we have to keep our mind that )U(jψ must approximately and asymptotically satisfy (3.3.14), if it 
really expresses approximate asymptotic fluxes.  
 
4.3.2 “VCU” THEORY FOR A BINARY MEDIA 
Specifically for a binary media, Eqs. (4.3.4,5) read 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )
( ) ( )⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
=φ+φ
=φ+φ−φ+φ−
1xx
0xs
x
1xs
x
1xrxr1
dx
d
21
11221122                 (4.3.6) 
( )[ ] ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( )⎩⎨
⎧
=φ−+φ
=φ+φ−
011r111r
111r11r1
2211
2211                                        (4.3.7) 
respectively. The notations here are the same in ref. [13]: 
EUx =  
( ) ),U(U)U(~EN)x( j2jj ψσ=φ    ( )2,1j =                         (4.3.8) 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ]U~UUSxs 11221 σα= , ( ) ,)U(~)U(xr 1r1221 σσα=  
( ) ( ) ( )[ ]U~UUSxs 22112 σα= , ( ) ,)U(~)U(xr 2r2112 σσα=  
Solving Eqs. (4.3.7), one obtained the real initial conditions for solving Eqs. (4.3.6), 
( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ]
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]⎩⎨
⎧
−−−=φ
−−−=φ
1r1r11r1
1r1r11r11
2112
2121                                    (4.3.9)  
Changing variables from ( ) ( ),f,to,x 1 ηφ  
( ) ( ) 1212 rr1r1f φ−−−−≡  and .xln−≡η     
Eqs. (4.3.7,9) reduced to 
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( )[ ]
( )⎩⎨
⎧
=
++−α−=η
00f
sr1fddf 22                                        (4.3.10) 
Here ( ) ( ) 0rr1ss 2121 ≠−−+≡α                                         (4.3.11) 
Eqs. (4.3.12) can be solved exactly,  
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
′
′
′
+α+−=− ∫1x 22 xxdxh sr1xh1xlnf                              (4.3.12) 
Here ( ) .xxdexpxh 1
x ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ′′α−= ∫  Thus,  
( )
( )⎩⎨
⎧
−+−=φ−−
−−−=φ−−
xlnf)x(r)x()rr1(
xlnf)x(r1)x()rr1(
1221
2121                               (4.3.13) 
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
−=
−−=
−
−
).xln(f)U,E(FE
);xln(f1)U,E(FE
)12(
1
)11(
1
                                       (4.3.14) 
.)EU,E(FE j1)j1(
1 δ=→−                                          (4.3.15) 
H. M. Urbassek et. al. published a different formula for the particle flux [13]: 
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ++−=φ−−
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ++−=φ−−
∫
∫
1
x
11
1221
1
x
22
2121
)'x(h
'dx
'dx
dr
'x
s)x(h)x(h)1(r)x()rr1(
)'x(h
'dx
'dx
dr
'x
s)x(h)x(h)]1(r1[)x()rr1(
            (4.3.16)  
which couldn’t satisfy ( ) ( ) ,1xx 21 =φ+φ therefore, (4.3.16) is incorrect.  
If 0>α  or ( ) ,0rr1 21 >−−  (4.3.12) turns out to be 
( ) ( ),sssrsrssr1f 211221122 +−+=α−−=    ,0xfor →             (4.3.17)  
Thus, (4.3.13,14) reduced to 
( )
( )⎩⎨
⎧
+=→φ
+=→φ
2112
2121
sss)0x(
sss)0x(
                                          (4.3.18) 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ).sssrsrs)0U,E(FE
;sssrsrs)0U,E(FE
2121122)12(
1
2112211)11(
1
+−+=→
+−+=→
−
−
                       (4.3.19) 
Substituting (4.3.18) into (4.3.6), we obtained “SC” solution (4.2.6). The condition of detailed 
balance (4.2.37) holds. Therefore, it’s not surprised to see that “VCU” solved Eqs. (4.3.1,2) and 
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found approximate asymptotic solutions for some scattering cross-sections[26]. 
If 0<α  or ( ) ,0rr1 21 <−−  (4.3.12) only can generate ,)(f ∞→∞ thus, for 0x → ,  
(4.3.13,14) turns out to be, 
( ) ( ) 00x0x 21 <→φ⋅→φ                                          (4.3.20) 
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
+∞→→
−∞→→
−
−
.)0U,E(FE
;)0U,E(FE
)12(
1
)11(
1
                                        (4.3.21) 
Therefore, both “VCU” equations (4.3.1,2) and the condition of detailed balance (4.2.37) fail.  
 
4.3.3 COMPARING “VCU” THEORY WITH MONTE CARLO SIMULATION  
For Kr-C potential interaction cross- section, directly solving Eqs. (4.3.10) numerically by the 
Runge–Kutta methods, or using the formula (4.3.12), we obtained ( )xlnf − for HfC system. 
According to (4.3.14), ( )xlnf − is the energy partition function. By using Kr-C potential interaction 
cross section (see Chapter 6), we have calculated ( )xlnf − for HfC bombarded by incident Hf or C 
atoms with energy 6 keV or 100 keV respectively. The calculated results agree with the 
correspondent curves in Fig. 1 of ref.[13] very well. Substituting ( )xlnf − into (4.3.13) then (4.3.8), 
we obtained particle fluxes. Again, the calculated results agree with the correspondent curves in Fig. 
3 of ref.[13] very well too. These agreements showed that the “VCU” must use similar methods 
(4.3.10-15) to do their calculations. The all energy spectra of particle fluxes have been showed to 
agree with correspondent simulations very well. The SU Solutions (4.2.6) predicted the 
approximately asymptotic behavior of all energy spectra for HfC  
For general power law cross sections (3.2.1), we derived and obtained, 
( ) ( ) ]m1[C~x]m1[C~x
2j
2j
ji
1j
m2j2j2
m2
m1j1j1
m2
j Γ−α⋅+Γ−α⋅=σ −−        (4.3.22) 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
σ−α⋅=
σ−α⋅=
−
−
]m1[C~xxs
]m1[C~xxs
221211
m2
2
112122
m2
1
21
12
                                (4.3.23) 
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( ) ( )
( ) ( )⎩⎨
⎧
−=
−=
)m1(xsxr
)m1(xsxr
2122
1211                                             (4.3.24) 
,)x()x( jjj σφ=ψ                                               (4.3.25)  
In order to compare “VCU” theory with Monte Carlo Simulations [23], let’s follow the same 
procedure for each simulation: (1) Substituting all of parameters (3.2.14), (3.2.19), (3.2.23) and 
(3.2.27) into (4.3.23,24) for ( ) ( ),xs,xs 21 ( )xr1 and ( )xr2 ; (2) Solving Eqs. (4.3.10) and 
substituting the solution ( )xlnf −  into (4.3.13) for ( );xjφ  (3) substituting ( )xjφ  and ( )xjσ  
into (4.3.25) for );x(jψ (4) Plotting )x(x jψ as a function of x in Fig. 4.3.1 and directly comparing 
with the corresponding simulation.  
i) “Detailed balance” 
( )
( )⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ σ⋅=
σ⋅=
−
−
2
48.0
2
1
80.0
1
789.65xxs
333.83xxs
      
( )
( )⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ σ⋅=
σ⋅=
−
−
2
48.0
2
1
80.0
1
565.86xxr
89.138xxr
               
⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ ⋅+⋅=σ
⋅+⋅=σ
−−
−−
40.048.0
2
80.060.0
1
x2119.1x54.132
x71.200x5305.1
         
Calculated curves (4.3.25) have been plotted in part (A) of Fig. 4.3.1. “VCU” theory couldn’t 
reproduce their Monte Carlo Simulations at all. One can see that both 2112 andψψ “fly into the sky” 
and 2211 andψψ “sink to the hell”, because “VCU” theory predicted 011 <ψ  and 022 <ψ  in 
the entire energy region .1x0 ≤<  
 ii) “Dominance” 
( )
( )⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ σ⋅=
σ⋅=
−
−
2
40.0
2
1
80.0
1
625.0xxs
333.83xxs
      
( )
( )⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ σ⋅=
σ⋅=
−
−
2
40.0
2
1
80.0
1
781.0xxr
89.138xxr
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⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ ⋅+⋅=σ
⋅+⋅=σ
−−
−−
48.040.0
2
80.060.0
1
x54.132x2119.1
x71.200x5305.1
              
Calculated curves (4.3.25) have been plotted in part (B) of Fig. (4.3.1). It's easy to see that "VCU" 
theory can reproduce the Monte Carlo simulation results approximately, but, the deviation is serious 
in higher energy window. Particularly, "VCU" theory predicted 021 <ψ for 1x4973.0 ≤<  and 
012 <ψ  for .1x4258.0 ≤<  
iii) “Ignorance” 
( )
( )⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ σ⋅=
σ⋅⋅=
−
−−
2
40.0
2
1
460.0
1
00625.0xxs
10333.83xxs
      
( )
( )⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ σ⋅=
σ⋅⋅=
−
−−
2
40.0
2
1
460.0
1
00781.0xxr
1089.138xxr
               
⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ ⋅+⋅=σ
⋅+⋅=σ
−−
−−
48.040.0
2
60.080.0
1
x3254.1x01212.0
x017865.0x0071.2
  
Calculated curves (4.3.25) have been plotted in part (C) of Fig. (4.3.1). "VCU" theory can reproduce 
the Monte Carlo simulation results for 11ψ and 22ψ , approximately reproduce the simulation results 
for 12ψ  and 21ψ . But, It's easy to see 012 <ψ  for 1x2889.0 ≤< and 021 <ψ  for 
.1x3122.0 ≤<  
iv) “Ignorance & Detailed balance”  
( )
( )⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ σ⋅=
σ⋅=
−
−
2
40.0
2
1
60.0
1
5.62xxs
428.71xxs
     
( )
( )⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ σ⋅=
σ⋅=
−
−
2
40.0
2
1
60.0
1
125.78xxr
04.102xxr
               
⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ ⋅+⋅=σ
⋅+⋅=σ
−−
−−
48.040.0
2
60.080.0
1
x3245.1x19.121
x05.153x0071.2
     
Calculated curves (4.3.25) have been plotted in part (D) of Fig. (4.3.1). The situation is same as in 
the case “Detailed balance”. "VCU" theory couldn’t reproduce their Monte Carlo Simulations at all. 
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One can see that both 2112 andψψ “fly into the sky” and 2211 andψψ “sink to the hell”, because 
VCU theory predicted 011 <ψ  and 022 <ψ  in the entire energy region .1x0 ≤<   
     
 
 
Fig. 4.3.1 Normalized energy distributions calculated by using “VCU” theory and simulation 
respectively. The general power cross-sections (3.2.1) with same parameters were used for both 
“VCU” theory and Monte Carlo Simulation. Thick line: Monte Carlo Simulation results [23].Thin 
line: Calculated by “VCU” theory (4.3.1,2), or (4.3.22~25). (A) and (D), “VCU”  theory fails. (B) 
and (C) CU theory succeeds.  
 
 
4.3.4 “VCU” ANALYTICAL THEORY  
As “VCU” theory (4.3.25) is not analytical function of x, the conclusion may not very clear. In 
order to obtain the “VCU” analytical theory, we have to use the separable scattering cross sections 
(3.1.1), thus, 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) .0Br;0Br
;0s;0s
2222212121212121111121
2222212121212121111121
>εβ+εβ−=>εβ+εβ−=
>εβ+εββ+=>εβ+εββ+=
  
Considering all of 2121 r,r,s,s andα  are independent of x, solving Eqs. (4.3.10), we obtained 
( ) ( ) [ ]( )α− −+−+=− x1rssrsssxlnf 12121121                           (4.3.26) 
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( )
( )⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ −+=φ
++=φ
α
α
cxsss)x(
cxsss)x(
2112
2121                                          (4.3.27) 
Here ( ) ( ) ( ).sssrr1r1c 212212 +−−−−≡    
In the previous chapter, we have used conventional power cross sections (3.2.2) to 
approximate general power law cross sections (3.2.1) and derived some analytical expressions to 
explain Monte Carlo Simulations [23] successfully. Seeing that cross sections (3.2.2) belongs to 
(3.1.1), all of 2121 r,r,s,s andα are independent of x, 
( )
( )⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
α+αΓα=
α+αΓα=
122111m2112
122111m1221
C~C~C~s
C~C~C~s
2
1                                     (4.3.28) 
( )iii m1sr −=                                                     (4.3.29) 
( ) ( )[ ]
i
i
mi2i21i1
m2
i m1C
~C~x Γ−α+α⋅=σ −                              (4.3.30) 
Substituting (4.3.28,29) into (4.3.26,27), then (4.3.14, 25), we obtained the energy partition 
( )xlnf −  and particle flux )x(x jψ respectively. Substituting 5.0j =α  and ijC~  in (3.2.14), 
(3.2.19), (3.2.23) and (3.2.27) into )x(x jψ respectively for the individual simulation. All of results 
have been plotted Fig. 4.3.1.  
i) “Detailed balance” — represented by point “A” in Fig.4.3.2 
( )24.0m   ;40.0m 21 ==     
 
)0)x0827.31()x(x)x(x
)x5790.21()x(x)x(x
 )x5326.31()x(x)x(x
 0)x9555.21()x(x)x(x
222
121
212
111
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
<⋅−⋅ψ=ψ
⋅+⋅ψ=ψ
⋅+⋅ψ=ψ
<⋅−⋅ψ=ψ
α
α
α
α
                          (4.3.31) 
where ;07204.2 <−=α )x(x 2ψ and )x(x 2ψ are given by (3.2.17). (4.3.31) confirmed that 
both 2112 andψψ “fly into the sky” and 2211 andψψ “sink to the hell”.  
ii) “Dominance” — represented by point “B” in Fig.4.3.2 
( )24.0m   ;40.0m 21 ==  
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)x03318.01()x(x)x(x
)x7752.21()x(x)x(x
)x2482.31()x(x)x(x
   )x71.2711()x(x)x(x
222
121
212
111
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
⋅+⋅ψ=ψ
⋅−⋅ψ=ψ
⋅−⋅ψ=ψ
⋅+⋅ψ=ψ
α
α
α
α
                              (4.3.32) 
Here ;03489.1 >=α )x(x 2ψ and )x(x 2ψ are given by (3.2.21). 012 <ψ  for ;1x4175.0 ≤<  
021 <ψ  for .1x4692.0 ≤<   
iii) “Ignorance” — represented by point “C” in Fig.4.3.2 
( )24.0m   ;40.0m 21 ==  
 
)x2100.11()x(x)x(x
)x0120.11()x(x)x(x
 )x0120.11()x(x)x(x
 )x8492.01()x(x)x(x
222
121
212
111
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
⋅+⋅ψ=ψ
⋅−⋅ψ=ψ
⋅−⋅ψ=ψ
⋅+⋅ψ=ψ
α
α
α
α
                               (4.3.33) 
Here ;0009147.0 >=α )x(x 2ψ and )x(x 2ψ are given by (3.2.25). 012 <ψ  for 
;1x2714.0 ≤<  021 <ψ  for .1x2714.0 ≤<  
 iv) “Ignorance & Detailed balance”  
( )20.0m   ;30.0m 21 ==  
 
)0)x4039.31()x(x)x(x
)x0782.31()x(x)x(x
 )x6615.31()x(x)x(x
 0)x3111.31()x(x)x(x
222
121
212
111
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
<⋅−⋅ψ=ψ
⋅+⋅ψ=ψ
⋅+⋅ψ=ψ
<⋅−⋅ψ=ψ
α
α
α
α
                           (4.3.34) 
Here ;02625.3 <−=α )x(x 2ψ and )x(x 2ψ are given by (3.2.29). (4.3.34) confirmed that 
both 2112 andψψ “fly into the sky” and 2211 andψψ “sink to the hell”.  Calculated curves 
(4.3.31-34) have been plotted in part (A), (B), (C) and (D) of Fig. 4.3.1 respectively to comparing 
with the corresponding “VCU” numerical theory, we can see that both curves agree very well. 
Therefore, “VCU” analytical theory confirmed the ridiculous “negative particle fluxes” or “sink to 
the hell”. 
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4.3.5 COMPARING “VCU” THEORY WITH SIGMUND THEORY 
Introducing the new variables 
,)C~(C~X 111122 αα≡  )C~(C~Y 222211 αα≡  and ,)m1(W imi i −Γ≡  
zeros of )s(d defined by (3.2.7) have given by the following equation 
( ) ( ) XY]1s)1Y[(]1s)1X[( 2211 =−ε+⋅−ε+                             (4.3.35)  
Obviously, we know that 1s = is the highest solution of Eqs. (4.3.35), then, the next highest 
solution 0s = defines a function ( ) .0Y,Xs = At any point on the curve 
( ) 1]W)1Y(W)1X(1WWXY 2121 =−+−+−+                        (4.3.36)  
we have .and1rr 21 ±∞=α=+ For ,24.0mand40.0m 21 == we have plotted 
( ) 0Y,Xs = and (4.3.36) in Fig. (4.3.2). Two contour lines divided the entire region into three parts, 
.IIIIII ∪∪  In region ,IIIII∪  (3.2.7) has no any positive zeros, except the highest 
zero .1s = Therefore, Sigmund theory (3.2.9) is accurate enough to describe the energy spectra of 
particle flux. The case “Detailed balance” represented by point “A” is an example. Unfortunately, in 
region ,III  duo to 1rr 21 >+  0or <α , “VCU” theory (4.3.10) fails. In region ,III∪  “VCU” 
theory (4.3.10) can give an asymptotic description of the energy spectra of particle flux. In 
theregion ,I  we have consider the contribution from other poles in Sigmund theory for more 
accurate energy spectra, both cases “Dominance” and “Ignorance” are examples represented by 
points “B” and “C” respectively. 
 
4.3.6 POSTULATION OF “VCU” THEORY 
 In view of both particle flux )U(jψ and energy partition ( )U,EF )ij( in (2.3.17) are exact 
without any approximation, we have  
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Fig. 4.3.2 Contour lines were calculated by (4.3.35) and (4.3.36) .The power cross-sections (3.2.2) 
with m1 = 0.40 and m2 = 0.24 have been used for computations. In the region III, “VCU” theory 
(4.3.10) fails. 
 
 
E)EU,E(F ij)ij( δ=−=                                               (4.3.37) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∑ ψσα+ψσα=
=<<
k
k
2r
kjjj
2s
jkk
)j()ij(
]UUUUUU[N
)U(F)EU,E(F
                  (4.3.38) 
For separable cross-section (3.1.1), (4.3.38) reduced to (3.3.5) which is exact asymptotic behavior 
and independent of U and the type of incident particle. For arbitrary cross sections, (4.3.38) is 
approximate asymptotic and is relatively independent of U and the type of incident particle. The 
postulation of “VCU” theory [13] is the following: 
Formula (4.3.38) expresses the energy partition function in the entire energy 
region ( ).0UE >≥  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∑ ψσα+ψσα=
k
k
2r
kjjj
2s
jkk)ij( ]UUUUUU[N)U,E(F             (4.3.39) 
It’s obvious that )U(jψ in (4.3.39) are related to the type of incident particle, i.e. no longer satisfy 
the basic symmetric property of asymptotic solutions (4.1.4). Therefore, “VCU” sacrificed accuracy 
of )U(jψ to match the energy partition function in the energy region near the incident energy E. 
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Considering the continuity of energy partition functions and substituting (4.3.37) into (4.3.39), 
“VCU” obtained the initial condition (4.3.5).  
Substituting (4.3.39) into (2.3.17), “VCU” obtained a system of differential equations (4.3.1,2) 
or equivalent one (4.3.4,5). This is the origin of “VCU” theory (4.3.1,5). “VCU” derived it by using 
a very clumsy way [13].  
Since ( ) 0Esjk >σ  and ( ) 0Erkj >σ , from the initial condition (4.3.5), we can see that at 
least one of )E(jψ must be negative in any case. If the negative particle flux )E(jψ is spread by 
“VCU” equation (4.3.1) over entire energy region, “VCU” theory “breaks down”. 
In addition, following the previous procedure, we can make another postulation: the 
momentum partition function (4.2.34) holds in the entire energy region ( ),0UE >≥  
( ) ( )
( ) ( )].UUUM2
UUUM2[N)U(P)U,E(P
1
k
231r
kjjk
k
1
j
231s
jkkj)j()ij(
ψσα⋅+
ψσα⋅== ∑
            (4.3.40) 
Considering the continuity of momentum partition functions, we obtained the initial condition,  
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) EM2]EEEM2
EEEM2[N)EU,E(P
iij
1
k
231r
kjjk
k
1
j
231s
jkkj)ij(
δ=ψσα⋅+
ψσα⋅=−= ∑
           (4.3.41) 
 Substituting (4.3.40) into (2.3.18), we obtained a system of differential equations 
( ) ( )[ ]
( ) ( )[
( ) ( )]
( ) ( )[ ]⎪⎪
⎪⎪
⎩
⎪⎪
⎪⎪
⎨
⎧
==ψσ
≠=ψσα+
ψσα+
ψα+ψα
∑
∑
∑
      ji,EM2UM2UNU
 ji,0UM2UU
UM2UUN
dE
d
)U(UT)U(UT-N
i
k
1
kk
1
k
23
1
kk
231r
kjj
k
1
jj
231s
jkk
k
1
kkjj
1
jjkk
              (4.3.42) 
(4.3.42) with the initial condition (4.3.41) may be called as expanded “VCU” theory which Could be 
solved for ( ).E1jψ  
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4.3.7 COMPARING “VCU” THEORY WITH “SU” THEORY 
If the solutions )U(Ljψ of Eqs. (4.3.4,5) and Eqs. (4.3.41,42) really expresses approximate 
asymptotic fluxes we are looking for, then, the solutions )U(Ljψ must approximately and 
asymptotically satisfy (3.3.14,15) respectively. Thus, instead of Eqs. (4.3.4,42), we have 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )  NUE]UU~[
.ijfor,0]US)U(US)U([
2
j
jj
k
kjjkjkkj
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
=ψσ
≠=αψ−αψ
∑
∑
              (4.3.43) 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )[ ]⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
==ψσ
≠=αψαψ
∑
∑
      ji,EM2UM2UNU
 ji,0]UT)U(-UT)U([
i
k
1
kk
1
k
23
k
kjj
1
kjkk
1
j
              (4.3.44)  
Only “SC” solutions (4.2.25, 28) satisfy them. We have a verity of “SC” solutions for arbitrary cross 
sections. “SC” solutions are all analytic and much easy to use. Why we have make a large loop to go 
much more tortuous way to pick up the same apple? 
 
4.4 CONCLUSION 
We have solved the transport equations describing a collision cascade for general power-low 
cross section and obtained an approximate asymptotic solution. The analytical results given by H. M 
Urbassek et. in [23] are included as special cases. 
Based on above solutions, we have proposed "SC" theory. This theory may yield the 
approximate asymptotic solutions for arbitrary scattering cross-section. 
“VCU” theory and its applications have been discussed in some detail. The postulation of 
“VCU” theory has been revealed. Based on the postulation, “VCU” differential equations have been 
derived. Both success and failure originated from the postulation.  
If “VCU” theory success, “SC” solution can approach “VCU” solution approximately and 
asymptotically. “SC” solution can give approximate and asymptotic description for all statistical 
distribution functions and relations, even if in the case “VCU” theory fails. 
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A pool of Monte Carlo simulations published by “UC” [23] to solve Eqs (2.3.2) for a general 
form of power cross sections (3.2.1) can be served to check the vanity of any analytical method 
solving transport equations. The final results for Sigmund analytical method, “UC” theory, “VCU” 
theory and “SC” theory (4.3.18) have been list in the Table 4.4.1. Immediately, one can see that 
Sigmund analytical method is the best one.  
Therefore, Sigmund analytical method is a very powerful theory tool to solve the transport 
equations.  
Table 4.4.1 Comparison of four major analytical methods with simulations 
“VCU” theory Analytical results Sigmund 
theory 
“UC” 
theory 
(3.2.1) (3.2.2) 
“SC”  
 theory 
i) “Detailed balance” Good Good Fail Fail Good 
ii) “Dominance” Good Good Good Good Good 
(Asymptotic)
iii) “Ignorance” Good Fail Good Good Fail 
iv) “Ignorance & 
 Detailed balance” 
Good Fail Fail Fail Good 
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CHAPTER 5 
DEPOSITED ENERGY AND MOMENTUM 
DEPTH DISTRIBUTIONS 
5.1 LAPLACE TRANFORM OF RECURRENT RELATION  
Let’s specify ,E)E(Q m2i
−=  the scattering cross-sections (3.1.1) reduced to 
dX)X(AE)T,E(d ij
m2
ij
−=σ                                         (5.1.1) 
and the moments equations (2.4.2) can be solved by using Sigmund method (see Chapter 3). 
Introducing the new variables uUeE = , vUeT =  and taking the Laplace Transform on both 
sides of Eqs. (2.4.2) with respect to u, we obtained a system of algebraic equations. Solving them 
rigorously yields the following recurrent relation exactly. 
( ) ( )
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
−Δ⋅⋅=
−
δ=−
δ=
∑
k
n
L)k(ki
L
L
m2
n
L)i(
i1L0
L)i(
0L0
L)i(
)m2s(H~)]s(D[
)s(ND
U)s(H~
5.0s3
UM2
)s(P~or,
1s
U
)s(F~
                   (5.1.2)  
The recurrent relations (5.1.2) determine Laplace Transform of moments ).s(H~ n L)i( Except some 
obvious poles, two zeros 0)1s(D == and 0)5.0s(D1 == should be considered for the 
evaluation of inverse Laplace transform. In addition, a particular attention has to be paid on some 
higher order poles in order to remove the “spurious divergences” [36].  
 
5.2 ASYMPTOTIC MOMENTS OF DEPOSITED ENERGY DEPTH 
DISTRIBUTIONS 
5.2.1 IN THE CASE 25.0m ≠  
Considering the obvious scaling property of Eqs. (5.1.2) [37~39], it’s suitable to define 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )U,,zFU,,zFU,,zFU,,zF ]2[ )i(]1[ )i(]0[ )i()i( υ+υ+υ≡υ vvvv   
n
L)i(
nm2n
L)i( A]NE[E)U,E(F ⋅⋅=                                     (5.2.1) 
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Here n]0[ L)i(
nm2n]0[
L)i( A]NE[E)U,E(F ⋅⋅=                                     (5.2.2) 
]A)EU([]NE[E)U,E(F n]1[ L)i(
)m25.0(nm2n]1[
L)i( ⋅−⋅⋅= +                     (5.2.3) 
]A)EU[(]NE[E)U,E(F n]2[ L)i(
m4nm2n]2[
L)i( ⋅⋅⋅=                          (5.2.4) 
Thus ( ) ( ) )m25.0(n]2[ L)i()5.0m2(n]1[ L)i(n]0[ L)i(n L)i( EU]AEUA[AA +− ⋅⋅−−=               (5.2.5) 
For ,1ln == (5.1.2) reads 
∑⋅+−=
+
k
ki
1
1
m21
1
1)i( )]s(D[)s(D)]m21(s[N3
U)s(F~   
The first two leading terms arise from two simple poles m21s += and ,5.0s =  we obtained, 
)m21(A
k
ki3
11]0[
1)i( +Π⋅= ∑                                            (5.2.6) 
∑Π⋅+⋅= −
k
ki
1
k
1
3
11]1[
1)i( MM)m25.0(A                              (5.2.7) 
For ,0L,2n ==  (5.1.2) reads 
∑ ⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡
+−−+−⋅⋅=
+
k
1]1[
1)k(
1]0[
1)k(
ki2
m41
2
0)i( )m25.0(s
A
)m41(s
A
)]s(D[
)s(DN
U2)s(F~          (5.2.8)  
The first three leading terms of  (5.2.8) arise from thee simple poles ),m41(s +=  
)m25.0( + and ,1s =  we obtained, 
1]0[
1)k(
k
ki
2]0[
0)i( A)m41(2A +Π⋅= ∑                                       (5.2.9) 
1]0[
1)k(
k
ki
2]1[
1)i( A)m25.0(2A +Π⋅= ∑                                     (5.2.10) 
∑ −+−⋅Π⋅=
k
1]1[
1)k(
1]0[
1)k(k
2]2[
1)i( ])5.0m2(A)m4(A[2A                    (5.2.11) 
For ,2Ln ==  (5.1.2) reads 
∑ ⎪⎭
⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
+−−+−⋅⋅=
+
k
1]1[
1)k(
1]0[
1)k(
ki
2
22
m41
2
2)i( )]m25.0(s[
A
)]m41(s[
A
)]s(D[
)s(DN
U
5
4)s(F~   
The first two leading terms arise from two simple poles )m41(s += and ),m25.0( + we obtained 
1]0[
1)k(
k
2
ki
2]0[
0)i( A)m41(8.0A +Π⋅= ∑                                     (5.2.12) 
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1]0[
1)k(
k
2
ki
2]1[
2)i( A)m25.0(8.0A +Π⋅= ∑                                   (5.2.13) 
In general, for ,3n ≥ only considering the first three terms and substituting (5.2.2-4) into 
(5.2.1), immediately, we have 
[
]n]2[ L)i()2n(m21m4
n]1[
L)i(
)1n(m25.0m25.0n]0[
L)i(
mn21nn
L)i(
AEU
AEUAEN)U,E(F
⋅⋅+
⋅⋅−⋅=
−+
−+++−
            (5.2.14) 
Obviously, the Laplace Transform of (5.2.14) is given by 
⎪⎭
⎪⎬
⎫
−+−+
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
−+−−+−⋅=
+
)]2n(m21[s
A
)]1n(m25.0[s
A
)mn21(s
A
N
U)s(F~
n]2[
L)i(
n]1[
L)i(
n]0[
L)i(
n
mn21
n
L)i(
               (5.2.15) 
Substituting (5.2.15) into (5.1.2) yielded, 
⎪⎭
⎪⎬
⎫
−+−
Δ+−+−
Δ−
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
+−
Δ⋅⋅= ∑+
)]2n(m21[s
A
)]1n(m25.0[s
A
)mn21(s
A
)]s(D[
)s(DN
U)s(F~
n]2[
L)k(
n]1[
L)k(
k
n]0[
L)k(
ki
L
Ln
mn21
n
L)i(
                    (5.2.16) 
The three leading terms arise from thee simple poles ),mn21(s += )]1n(m25.0[ −+ and 
)],2n(m21[ −+  we obtained,  
,A)mn21(A n]0[ L)k(
k
L
ki
n]0[
L)i( Δ+Π= ∑                                      (5.2.17) 
,A)]1n(m25.0[A n]1[ L)k(
k
L
ki
n]1[
L)i( Δ−+Π= ∑                              (5.2.18) 
.A)]2n(m21[A n]2[ L)k(
k
L
ki
n]2[
L)i( Δ−+Π= ∑                                  (5.2.19) 
Putting (5.2.6,7), (5.2.9-13) and (5.2.17-19) together, we obtained three recurrent relations: 
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
>Δ⋅+Π=
⋅δ=
∑  0nfor ,A)mn21(A
AA
n]0[
L)k(
k
L
ki
n]0[
L)i(
00L
0]0[
L)i(
                        (5.2.20)  
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
>Δ⋅−+Π=
⋅δ=
∑ 1nfor ,A)]1n(m25.0[A
AA
n]1[
L)k(
k
L
ki
n]1[
L)i(
11L
1]1[
L)i(
              (5.2.21) 
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⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
>Δ⋅−+Π=
⋅δ=
∑ 2nfor ,A)]2n(m21[A
AA
n]2[
L)k(
k
L
ki
n]2[
L)i(
20L
2]2[
L)i(
                  (5.2.22)  
Where 
)]5.0m2(A)m4(A[2A
MM)m25.0(A
1A
1]1[
1)k(
1]0[
1)k(
k
k2
ki
k
1
k
1
3
1
1
0
−+−⋅Π≡
Π⋅+≡
≡
∑
∑−   
Obviously, the non-vanishing moments n][ L)i(A
μ  are 
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
=μ
=μ
=μ
.,A,A,A,A,A,A:2
;,A,A,A,A,A,A,A,A,A,A,A:1
;,A,A,A,A,A,A,A,A,A,A,A,A:0
5
3
5
1
4
2
4
0
3
1
2
0
5
5
5
3
5
1
4
4
4
2
4
0
3
3
3
1
2
2
2
0
1
1
5
5
5
3
5
1
4
4
4
2
4
0
3
3
3
1
2
2
2
0
1
1
0
0
L
L
L
     (5.2.23) 
In addition, two simple poles in (5.2.8) m25.0s += and 1s = turn out to be one double pole 
in the case 25.0m = . If treat the double pole as two simple poles, we will meet singularity. For 
example, the inverse Laplace transform of  
1)]ys)(xs[()s(f~ −−−=  
is given by  
])EU()EU[()yx()U,E(f yx1 −−= −             for yx ≠  
due to two simple poles xs = and .ys = We can see that yx = is a singularity. On the other hand, 
if ,yx = these two simple poles turn out to be one double pole ,xs = we know that the inverse 
Laplace transform of 
2)xs()s(f~ −−=  is     
)EUln()EU()U,E(f x=       
which also can be derived by limit process, 
{ }
)EUln()EU(
])EU(1[)yx(Lim)EU()U,E(fLim
x
xy1
xy
x
xy
=
−−= −−→→      
Thus, the yx = is only a removable singularity [36]. However, )EUln( term will be spread out 
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to other moments to cancel all of singularities, such as “renormalization” in Quantum 
Electrodynamics [90], Therefore, this term will certainly make some changes in the structure of 
recurrent relations (5.2.20-22). Naturally, )EUln( term also appears in the expressions of 
moments of deposited momentum depth distribution in the case .25.0m =  
 
5.2.2 IN THE CASE 25.0m =  
In order to avoid the obvious singularities in (5.2.10,11), let’s redefine )E(Fn L)i( as following 
n
L)i(
nm2n
L)i( B]NE[E)U,E(F ⋅⋅=                                (5.2.24) 
Here n]0[ L)i(
nm2n]0[
L)i( B]NE[E)U,E(F ⋅⋅=                                      (5.2.25) 
( ) ]BEU[]NE[E)U,E(F n]1[ L)i(nm2n]1[ L)i( −⋅⋅=                             (5.2.26) 
( ) ( ) ]BEUlnEU[]NE[E)U,E(F n]2[ L)i(nm2n]2[ L)i( −⋅⋅=                     (5.2.27) 
Thus ( ) ( )EU]BEUlnB[BB n]2[ L)i(n]1[ L)i(n]0[ L)i(n L)i( ⋅⋅+−=                          (5.2.28) 
For ,1ln == (5.2.6,7) reduced to  
)5.1(B
k
ki3
1n]0[
L)i( ∑Π⋅=                                                (5.2.29) 
∑ ⋅Π⋅=
k
ki
1
k3
1n]1[
L)i( MMB                                          (5.2.30) 
For ,0L,2n ==  (5.2.8) reads 
∑ ⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡
−−−⋅⋅=
+
k
n]1[
L)k(
n]0[
L)k(
ki2
m41
2
0)i( )1s(
A
)2s(
A
)]s(D[
)s(DN
U2)s(F~    
The three leading terms arise from two simple poles 2s = and one double pole ,1s = we obtained, 
1]0[
1)k(
k
ki
2]0[
0)i( B)2(2B ∑Π=                                              (5.2.31) 
∑ Σ+Π=
k
1]1[
1)k(ki
1]0[
1)k(k
2]1[
0)i( ]BB[2B                                       (5.2.32) 
1]1[
1)k(
k
k
2]2[
0)i( B2B ⋅Π= ∑                                                (5.2.33)  
Here, { }.ds)]s()1s[(dLim ki1ski Π−≡Σ →   
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 For ,2Ln ==   (5.2.12,13) read 
1]0[
1)k(
k
2
ki
2]0[
2)i( B)2(8.0B ∑Π⋅=                                           (5.2.34)  
1]1[
1)k(
k
2
ki
2]1[
2)i( B)1(8.0B ∑Π⋅=                                           (5.2.35) 
In general, for ,3n ≥ only considering the first three terms and substituting (5.2.25-27) into 
(5.2.24), immediately, we have 
( ) ]BUElnEUBEUBE[N)U,E(F n]2[ L)i(n5.0n]1[ L)i(n5.0n]0[ L)i(n5.01nn L)i( ⋅⋅−⋅⋅−⋅= +−  
Obviously, its Laplace Transform is given by 
( ) ⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡
−−−−+−⋅=
+
2
n]2[
L)i(
n]1[
L)i(
n]0[
L)i(
n
n5.01
n
L)i( n5.0s
B
n5.0s
B
)n5.01(s
B
N
U)s(F~              (5.2.36) 
Substituting (5.2.36) into (5.1.2) yielded, 
( )∑ ⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡
−
Δ−−
Δ−+−
Δ⋅⋅=
+
k
2
n]2[
L)k(
n]1[
L)k(
n]0[
L)k(
ki
L
Ln
n5.01
n
L)i( n5.0s
B
n5.0s
B
)n5.01(s
B
)]s(D[
)s(DN
U)s(F~  
The three leading terms arise from two simple poles ),n5.01(s += n5.0s = and one double 
pole ,n5.0s = we obtained,  
n]0[
L)k(
k
L
ki
n]0[
L)i( B)n5.01(B Δ⋅+Π= ∑                                      (5.2.37) 
]B)n5.0(B)n5.0([B n]2[ L)k(
L
ki
n]1[
L)k(
k
L
ki
n]1[
L)i( Δ⋅Σ+Δ⋅Π= ∑                     (5.2.38) 
n]2[
L)k(
k
L
ki
n]2[
L)i( B)n5.0(B Δ⋅Π= ∑                                         (5.2.39) 
Here, .ds)s(d)s( Lij
L
ij Π≡Σ  
Putting (5.2.29-35) and (5.2.37-39) together, we obtained three recurrent relations: 
25.0m
n]0[
L)i(
n]0[
L)i( ]A[B ==                                                 (5.2.40) 
[ ] [ ]
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B)1(8.0BB2B
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L
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L)i(
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L)k(
2
ki2L
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1]1[
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L)k(k0L
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1
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1
1L
1]1[
L)i(
    (5.2.41) 
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⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
>Δ⋅Π=
⋅Π⋅δ=
∑
∑
2nfor ,B)n5.0(B
B2B
n]2[
L)k(
k
L
ki
n]2[
L)i(
1]1[
L)k(
k
k0L
2]2[
L)i(
                         (5.2.42) 
The non-vanishing moments n][ L)i(B
μ are same as n][ L)i(A
μ given by (5.2.23). No singularities can 
be seen in (5.2.40-42). 
 
5.2.3 CONTINUITY AT 25.0m =  
Statement: n L)i(
n
L)i(25.0m
BALim =→                                        (5.2.43) 
Proof: First of all, we noticed the following relations,  
n]0[
L)i(
n]0[
L)i(25.0m
BALim =→                                                  (5.2.44) 
,BALim k]1[ k)i(
k]1[
k)i(25.0m
=→  2,1k =                                         (5.2.45) 
( ) 2]2[ 0)i(2]2[ 0)i(25.0m BA5.0m2Lim =−→                                         (5.2.46) 
2]1[
0)i(
k
1]1[
1)k(ki
1]0[
1)k(k
2]2[
0)i(
2]1[
0)i(25.0m
B]BB[2]AA[Lim =Σ+Π=− ∑→                  (5.2.47) 
By using (5.2.46), comparing (5.2.42) with (5.2.22), we can see 
( ) n]2[ L)i(n]2[ L)i(25.0m BA5.0m2Lim =−→                                         (5.2.48) 
Then, let’s define  
( ) ]AEUA[LimR n]2[ L)i()m25.0(n]1[ L)i(25.0mn L)i( ⋅−≡ −→                             (5.2.49) 
( ) n]2[ L)i(n]1[ L)i(n L)i( BEUlnBR ⋅+≡                                        (5.2.50) 
and proof 
n
L)i(
n
L)i( RR =                                                       (5.2.51) 
by induction 
i) For ,1n=  (5.2.45) means 
,RBR k k)i(
k]1[
k)i(
k
k)i( ==   2,1k =                                      (5.2.52) 
For ,2n=  using (5.2.46,57), we obtained, 
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( ){ }
( ) 2 0)i(2]2[ 0)i(2]1[ 0)i(
2]2[
0)i(
)m25.0(2]2[
0)i(
2]1[
0)i(25.0m
2
0)i(
RBEUlnB
]A]EU1[]AA[LimR
=⋅+=
⋅−+−= −
→                (5.2.53)  
ii) For ,n1n →−  let’s assume, 
1n
L)i(
1n
L)i( RR
−− =                                                       (5.2.54) 
Substituting (5.2.21,22) into (5.2.49), we obtained, 
{
( ) }n]2[ kL(Lki)m25.0(k
n]1[
kL(
L
ki25.0m
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L)i(
A)]2n(m21[EU
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−
→∑
                   (5.2.55) 
Substituting the Taylor expansion 
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into (5.2.55) and using (5.2.49), we obtained  
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L)i( ]B)n5.0(Rn5.0[R                     (5.2.55)  
According to our basic assumption (5.2.54), we have  
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Substituting (5.2.56) into (5.2.55), and using (5.2.41,42) and (5.2.50), we obtained 
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                         (5.2.57) 
This proves (5.2.51). 
Finally, using (5.2.5), (5.2.44) and (5.2.51), we obtained, 
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( ) n L)i(n L)i(n]0[ L)i(
n
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n
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This proves Statement (5.2.43), which means that 25.0m = is nothing but a removable singularity 
of n L)i(A  [36]. 
In general, following the same procedure, it’s easy to show that all of singularities appearing 
in n L)i(A are removable. Therefore, moments )U,E(F
n
L)i( determined by Eqs. (2.4.2) must be 
continuous functions of m for .0m1 >>  
 
5.2.4 ION RANGE  
Following the previous procedure to derive (5.2.20), we obtained the following recurrent 
relations for asymptotic moments of ion range [37][38], 
n
L)i(
nm2n
L)i( r]NE[)E(R ⋅= , 
⎪⎩
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>εβΔ=
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∑  0nfor ,)mn2()mn2(rr
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L
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L
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n
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n
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0L
0
L)i(
                     (5.2.58)  
The non-vanishing moments n L)i(r are same as 
n]0[
L)i(A , given by (5.2.23) with .0=μ  
 
5.3 ASYMPTOTIC MOMENTS OF DEPOSITED MOMENTUM DEPTH 
 DISTRIBUTIONS 
5.3.1 IN THE CASE 25.0m ≠  
Considering the obvious scaling property of Eqs. (5.1.2) [39~41], it’s suitable to define 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )U,,zPU,,zPU,,zPU,,zPU,,zP ]3[ )i(]2[ )i(]1[ )i(]0[ )i()i( υ+υ+υ+υ≡υ vvvvv  
n
L)i(
nm2n
L)i( a]NE[E)U,E(P ⋅⋅=                                    (5.3.1) 
Here n)0( L)i(
nm2n)0(
L)i( a]NE[E)U,E(P ⋅⋅=                                    (5.3.2)  
]a)EU([]NE[E)U,E(P n]1[ L)i(
)5.0m2(nm2n]1[
L)i( ⋅−⋅⋅= −                     (5.3.3) 
]a)EU([]NE[E)U,E(P n]2[ L)i(
m4nm2n]2[
L)i( ⋅−⋅⋅=                        (5.3.4) 
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]a)EU([]NE[E)U,E(P n]3[ L)i(
5.0m6nm2n]3[
L)i( ⋅+⋅⋅= −                      (5.3.5) 
Thus we have 
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( ) ( ) m4n]3[ L)i()5.0m2(n]2[ L)i(
n]1[
L)i(
)5.0m2(n]0[
L)i(
n
L)i(
EU]aEUa[
]aEUa[a
⋅⋅−−
⋅−=
−
−
                         (5.3.6)  
Following the previous procedure, we obtained the following recurrent relations, 
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
>Δ⋅+Π=
⋅δ=
∑  0nfor ,a)mn25.0(a
aa
n]0[
L)i(
k
L
ki
n]0[
L)i(
01L
0]0[
L)i(
                   (5.3.7)  
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
>Δ⋅−+Π=
⋅δ=
∑ 1nfor ,a)]1n(m21[a
aa
n]1[
L)k(
k
L
ki
n]1[
L)i(
10L
1]1[
L)i(
                   (5.3.8) 
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
>Δ⋅−+Π=
⋅δ=
∑ 2nfor ,a)]2n(m25.0[a
aa
n]2[
L)k(
k
L
ki
n]2[
L)i(
21L
2]2[
L)i(
                  (5.3.9) 
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
>Δ⋅−+Π=
⋅δ=
∑ 3nfor ,a)]3n(m21[a
aa
n]3[
L)i(
k
L
ki
n]3[
L)i(
30L
3]3[
L)i(
                 (5.3.10) 
 Where 
{ }
[ ]∑
∑
∑
−++−−⋅Π≡
+−+⋅Π⋅≡
Π⋅−≡
⋅≡
−
k
2]2[
1)k(
2]1[
1)k(
2]0[
1)k(k3
k
1]1[
0)k(
1]0[
2)k(
1]0[
0)k(ki
1
k3
2
2
k
kk
1
3
1
1
i3
1
0
)5.0m2(a)m4(a)5.0m6(a3a
)m25.0(a)m4(]a2a[MMa
M2)5.0m2(a
M2a
               
Obviously, the non-vanishing moments n][ L)i(a
μ  are 
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
=μ
=μ
=μ
=μ
.,a,a,a,a,a,a:3
;,a,a,a,a,a,a,a,a,a,a,a:2
;,a,a,a,a,a,a,a,a,a,a,a,a:1
;,a,a,a,a,a,a,a,a,a,a,a:0
6
3
6
1
5
2
5
0
4
1
3
0
6
5
6
3
6
1
5
4
5
2
5
0
4
3
4
1
3
2
3
0
2
1
6
5
6
3
6
1
5
4
5
2
5
0
4
3
4
1
3
2
3
0
2
1
1
0
4
5
4
3
4
1
3
4
3
2
3
0
2
3
2
1
1
2
1
0
0
1
L
L
L
L
     (5.3.11)  
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5.3.2 IN THE CASE 25.0m =  
Considering the obvious scaling property of Eqs. (5.1.2), it’s suitable to define 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )U,,zPU,,zPU,,zPU,,zPU,,zP ]3[ )i(]2[ )i(]1[ )i(]0[ )i()i( υ+υ+υ+υ≡υ vvvvv  
n
L)i(
nm2n
L)i( b]NE[E)U,E(P ⋅⋅=                                    (5.3.12) 
Here n]0[ L)i(
nm2n]0[
L)i( b]NE[E)U,E(P ⋅⋅=                                    (5.3.13)  
]b)EU[ln(]NE[E)U,E(P n]1[ L)i(
nm2n]1[
L)i( ⋅⋅⋅=                          (5.3.14) 
]b)EU([]NE[E)U,E(P n]2[ L)i(
nm2n]2[
L)i( ⋅−⋅⋅=                          (5.3.15) 
]b)EUln()EU([]NE[E)U,E(P n]3[ L)i(
nm2n]3[
L)i( ⋅−⋅⋅=                  (5.3.16) 
Thus ( ) ( ) ( )EU]bEUlnb[]bEUlnb[b n]3[ L)i(n]2[ L)i(n]1[ L)i(n]0[ L)i(n L)i( ⋅⋅+−⋅+=           (5.3.17) 
Following the previous procedure, we obtained the following recurrent relations, 
{ }
{ }
)21.3.5(
3nfor ,b)]1n(5.0[b
b3b
2nfor ,b)]1n(5.0[b)]1n(5.0[b
)20.3.5(]bb2b[MMb
)19.3.5(
1nfor ,b)]1n(5.0[b
M2b
)18.3.5(
0nfor,b)]1n(5.0[b)]1n(5.0[b
M2)1(M2b
n]3[
L)k(
k
L
ki
n]3[
L)i(
k
2]2[
1)k(k0L
3]3[
L)i(
k
n]3[
L)k(
L
ki
n]2[
L)k(
L
ki
n]2[
L)i(
1]1[
0)k(
1]0[
2)k(
1]0[
0)k(ki
k
1
k3
2
1L
2]2[
L)i(
n]1[
L)k(
k
L
ki
n]1[
L)i(
k
kk3
1
0L
1]1[
L)i(
k
n]1[
L)k(
L
ki
n]0[
L)k(
L
ki
n]0[
L)i(
k
k
2
ki15
2
2Li
k
ki3
1
0L
1]0[
L)i(
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
>Δ⋅−Π=
⋅Π⋅δ=
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
>Δ⋅−Σ+Δ⋅−Π=
−+⋅Π⋅δ=
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
>Δ⋅+Π=
Π⋅δ=
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
>Δ⋅+Σ+Δ⋅+Π=
Π⋅δ+Σ⋅δ=
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑∑
 
No singularities [36] can be seen in (5.3.11) and  
n
L)i(
n
L)i(25.0m
baLim =→  
which means that 25.0m = is nothing but a removable singularity of n L)i(a .Therefore, moments 
)U,E(Pn L)i( determined by Eqs. (2.4.2) must be continuous functions of m for .0m1 >>  
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5.4 BASIC PROPERTIES OF DEPTH DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS  
OFDEPOSITED ENERGY AND MOMENTUM  
5.4.1 ENERGY AND MOMENTUM DIFFUSIONS 
The recurrent relations (5.2.20-22) and (5.3.7-10) can be written respectively as following, 
⎪⎪
⎪
⎩
⎪⎪
⎪
⎨
⎧
=μ
μ−+−μ−≡
μ>Δ⋅Π=
⋅δ=
μμ
μ−μ
μμ
∑
.2,1,0
)n(m2)1(a5.01s
nfor ,A)s(A
,AA
n][
L)k(
k
L
ki
n][
L)i(
)1(La
][
L)i(
                            (5.4.1) 
⎪⎪
⎪
⎩
⎪⎪
⎪
⎨
⎧
=μ
μ−+μ−≡
μ>Δ⋅Π=
⋅δ=
μμ
μμ
μμ
∑
3,2,1,0
)n(m2)(a5.01s
nfor ,A)s(A
aA
n][
L)k(
k
L
ki
n][
L)i(
)(La
][
L)i(
                            (5.4.2)     
Here ].)1(1[5.0)(a μ−+≡μ  For ,3,2,1=μ the second equation of (5.4.2) turns out to be 
( ) ( )[ ] μ>⋅++⋅+⋅Π= −μ +−μ −μ ∑ nfor ,a1LaL1L2 n)s(a 1n][ 1L)k(1n][ 1L)k(k Lkin][ L)i(  or 
( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) μ>⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡
−⋅++−⋅+
−⋅Π=
−μ
+
−μ
−
μ ∑ nfor ,1n
a
1L
1n
a
L
1L2
1n)s(
n
a 1n][ 1L)k(
1n][
1L)k(
k
L
ki
n][
L)i(     (5.4.3) 
Substituting  
1n]1[
L)i(1
n][
L)i( nA])A(a[a
−−μ
−μμ
μ ⋅μ=                                       (5.4.4) 
into (5.4.3), we obtained (5.4.1), thus, (5.4.4) is a correct relation associating (5.4.2) with (5.4.1). 
Following a similar procedure, we can derived 
1n]1[
L)i(1
n][
L)i( na])a(A[A
−−μ
−μμ
μ ⋅μ=                                      (5.4.5) 
By using (5.2.2-4) and (5.3.3-5), we can see that (5.4.4,5) are equivalent to 
.3,2,1,z)U,E,z(F)U(D)U,E,z(P ]1[ )i(
][
)i( =μ∂∂⋅−= −μμμ            (5.4.6) 
.2,1,z)U,E,z(P)U(D)U,E,z(F ]1[ )i(
1][
)i( =μ∂∂⋅−= −μμμ              (5.4.7) 
Here ])A(a[UN)U(D 1
5.0m21
−μμ
−−
μ μ⋅⋅≡  and ])a(A[UN)U(D 15.0m211 −μμ+−μ μ⋅⋅≡  
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are independent of the incident particle. 
Thus, if only the first two terns ( )1,0=μ are considered, we have [11][40][41]: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) z,zFUD,zPU,,zP )i(1)i()i( ∂υ∂⋅−υ=υ rrr                          (5.4.8) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) z,zPUD,zFU,,zF )i(11)i()i( ∂υ∂⋅−υ=υ rrr                          (5.4.9) 
From (5.2.2), (5.2.25) (5.3.2) and (5.2.13), one can see that 
( ) ( )U,,zP,zP ]0[ )i()i( υ≡υ rr  and ( ) ( )U,,zF,zF ]0[ )i()i( υ≡υ rr  
are the depth distribution functions with neglecting threshold energy U [3][4],or 
( ) ( ) ;existsitif],U,,zP[Lim,zP )i(0)EU()i( υ=υ → vr  
( ) ( ) .existsitif],U,,zF[Lim,zF )i(0)EU()i( υ=υ → vr   
The diffusion coefficients ( )UD and ( )UD11 are given by 
( ) .
)U(NS
UM2
)G(
G
)m25.0(3
UD
k kk
k
k
km
1 ∑−Γ=                       (5.4.10) 
( ) ( )∑+Γ= k kkk
2
k
km1
1 UM2
1
UNS
U
)H(
H
)m25.0(
UD                       (5.4.11) 
Here .)]X1ln()X1()Xln(X)[X(dXA)1(
1
0 iiiim ∫ −−−−β=Γ                  (5.4.12) 
Repeat substituting (5.4.6,7) gives 
;z)E,z(P)]U(D)U(D[)U,E,z(P 2)i(
21
12
]2[
)i( ∂∂⋅=   
;z)E,z(F)]U(D)U(D[)U,E,z(F 2)i(
21
21
]2[
)i( ∂∂⋅=
.z)E,z(F)]U(D)U(D)U(D[)U,E,z(P 3)i(
31
231
]3[
)i( ∂∂⋅−=    
Thus, (5.4.8,9) can be generalized to 
( ) [ ] ( )
( )[ ] ( ) z,zFz)U(D)U(D1UD
,zPz)U(D)U(D1U,,zP
)i(
221
231
)i(
221
12)i(
∂υ∂⋅+∂∂⋅+−
υ⋅+∂∂⋅+=υ
rL
rLr
           (5.4.13) 
( ) [ ] ( )
( )[ ] ( ) z,zPz)U(D)U(D1UD
,zFz)U(D)U(D1U,,zF
)i(
221
32
1
1
)i(
221
21)i(
∂υ∂⋅+∂∂⋅+−
υ⋅+∂∂⋅+=υ
rL
rLr
           (5.4.14) 
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Therefore, the continuity and differentiability of ( )υr,zP )i( and ( )υr,zF )i( play a very important role in 
researching depth distribution functions of deposited energy and momentum.  
 
5.4.2 CONTINUITY AND DIFFERENTIABILITY OF DEPTH DISTRIBUTION   
Similar to (2.1.1), to first order in dz, and using the space translational invariance of the 
medium [37] [39~42], )U,,z(H )i( υr must satisfy 
( ) [ ] ( )
( ) ( )[ ]∑ ∫
=
υ ′′+υ′υ ′′υ′υσαδ+
υηδ−υσδ−=υ
n
1k
)k()i(ikk
)i(i)i(
U,,zHU,,zH),;(dzN
U,,zzH)(zN1U,,zH
vvrrr
vrv
      or  
[ ]∑ ∫
=
υ ′′−υ′−υηδ−σαδ=
υ−υηδ−
n
1k
)k()i()i(ikk
)i()i(
)U,,z(H)U,,z(H)U,,zz(HdzN
)U,,z(H)U,,zz(H
rrr
rr
   (5.4.15) 
Here, H stands for one of F and P, same as (2.4.1). (5.4.15) holds for the ion range if canceling the 
third term in the bracket of the right hand. )0U,,z(H),z(H )i()i( →υ≡υ rr for the case 
neglecting threshold energy U, if it exists. The following is a new theory about the continuity 
and differentiability of )U,,z(H )i( υr  and it’s proof. 
Theorem: )U,,z(H )i( υr determined by Eqs. (5.4.15) must be continuous and infinitely 
differentiable functions of z, if they exist. 
Proof: The critical point is that Eqs. (5.4.15) was derived based on finite )(i υσ r [2]. The 
solution of Eqs. (5.4.15) may be extended to ( ) ∞=υσ ri finally, if they exist. But, even so, 
 zδ approaching to zero ( )0z →δ  in Eqs. (5.4.15) must be executed first, then ( ) ∞=υσ ri to 
guarantee against the occurrence of .)(zN i ∞→υσδ r  
For finite ),(i υσ r ,finite)U,,z(H )i( =υr   
( ).quantityfinite)]U,,z(H)U,,z(H)U,,zz(H[d )k()i()i(ik =υ ′′−υ′−υηδ−σ∫ rrr  
Thus, the discontinuity of )U,,z(H )i( υr is determined by (5.4.15) 
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.0)]quantityfinite(z[LimLimN
)]U,,z(H)U,,zz(H[LimLim
0z
)i()i(0z
=⋅δ=
υ−υηδ−
→δ∞→σ
→δ∞→σ
rr
                          
Therefore, for both ( ) ,andfinitei ∞=υσ r )U,,z(H )i( υr must be continuous functions of z and 
finite)U,,z(H )1( )i( =υr  
Here ,z)U,,z(H)U,,z(H n)i(
n)n(
)i( ∂υ∂≡υ rr  .,3,2,1n L=  
Assuming that )U,,z(H )1n( )i( υ− r  is finite for ,finite=σ  to first order in dz, and using the 
space translational invariance of the medium, )U,,z(H )1n( )i( υ− r must satisfy 
[ ]∑ ∫
=
−−−
−−
υ ′′−υ′−υηδ−σαδ=
υ−υηδ−
n
1k
)1n(
)k(
)1n(
)i(
)1n(
)i(ikk
)1n(
)i(
)1n(
)i(
)U,,z(H)U,,z(H)U,,zz(HdzN
)U,,z(H)U,,zz(H
rrr
rr
  
The same argument resulted in that for both ( ) ,andfinitei ∞=υσ r )U,,z(H )1n( )i( υ− r must be 
continuous function of z and 
.finite)U,,z(H )n( )i( =υr      
Therefore, )U,,z(H )i( υr  must be infinitely differentiable respect to z, as long as it exists, even if 
for ( ) ∞=υσ ri . This completes the proof.  
In literatures [1~11], authors usually expand the first term on the right-hand of Eqs. (5.4.15) to 
the first order in zδ and obtain the linear Boltzmann equations determining :)U,,z(H )i( υr  
( )
( ) ( ) ( )[ ]∑ ∫
=
υ ′′−υ′−υυ ′′υ′υσαδ=
∂υ∂η−
n
1k
)k()i()i(ikk
)i(
U,,zHU,,zHU,,zH),;(dzN
zU,,zH
vvvrrr
r
 (5.4.16)  
which is obviously equivalent to Eqs. (5.4.15) if ( ) .finitei =υσ r The conclusion is correct for the 
ion range.  
Great successes of Eqs. (5.4.16) made many authors take it for granted that Eqs. (5.4.16) is 
equivalent to (5.4.15) in any cases, even if ( ) .i ∞=υσ r In Ref.[3][4][5], L.G. Glazov had seen dear 
signs of non-equivalence of Eqs. (5.4.16) and (5.4.15). 
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5.5 ON GLAZOV’S PARADOX  
5.5.1 BASIC EQUATIONS AND TWO DIFFERENT POWER LAW  
CROSS-SECTIONS 
For mono-element amorphous or polycrystalline infinite medium, the depth distributions of 
deposited energy )U,,z(F υr  and momentum )U,,z(P υr are defined so that dz)U,,z(F υr  and 
dz)U,,z(P υr  are the average amount of energy and parallel component of momentum respectively 
located in a layer )dz,z( . Eqs. (5.4.15,16) reduced to 
( ) ( )[ ]∫ υ ′′−υ′−υηδ−σδ=
υ−υηδ−
U,,zHU,,zH)U,,zz(HdzN
)U,,z(H)U,,zz(H
]j[]j[]j[
]j[]j[
rrr
rr
           (5.5.1)  
( )
( ) ( ) ( )[ ]∫ υ ′′−υ′−υσ=
∂υ∂η−
U,,zHU,,zHU,,zHdN
zU,,zH
]j[]j[]j[
]j[
rrr
r
                   (5.5.2) 
Here .1,0j = )U,,z(F)U,,z(H ]0[ υ≡υ rr and ).U,,z(P)U,,z(H ]1[ υ≡υ rr  
The most critical question is whether Eq. (5.5.2) is equivalent to (5.5.1)? 
To answer this question needs scattering cross-section. Let’s introduced the following 
modified power law cross-section 
⎩⎨
⎧
ξ<
ξ≥≥=σ
−−−
ET,0
ETE,dTTCE
)T,E(d
m1m
                       (5.5.3) 
where 01 ≥ξ> . The total cross-section m2m E)1)(mC( −− −ξ=σ is finite for .0≠ξ  
If 0=ξ , (5.5.3) reduced to the regular power cross-section [7]  
,dTTCE)T,E(d m1m −−−=σ  .0m1,0TE >>≥≥            (5.5.4) 
which we usually see in literatures [3][4][5], however, the total cross-section of (5.5.4) is infinite. 
The power law cross-section (5.5.3) is a special case of (5.1.1), 
⎩⎨
⎧
ξ<
ξ≥≥=
−−
X,0
X1,CX
)X(A
m1
                           (5.5.5) 
0=ξ  corresponds to the regular power cross-section (5.5.4). 
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5.5.2 NEGLECTING THRESHOLD ENERGY U 
Besides scattering cross-section, solving Eq. (5.5.2) needs conditions (2.2.15,16), thus, 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]
( ) ( )⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
η=υ
υ ′′−υ′−υσ=∂υ∂η−
−∞
∞−∫
∫
j2/j1
]j[
]j[]j[]j[]j[
M2Edz,zH
,zH,zH,zHdNz,zH
r
rrrr
         (5.5.6) 
Seeing (5.5.5), (5.5.3, 4) are special cases of (5.1.1), according to the previous results (5.2.20) and 
(5.3.7), ),z(H ]j[ υr satisfy a simple scaling law, and can be represented in the form [3][4]: 
( ) ),x(FNCEM23),z(H ]j[m22/j12jj]j[ η=υ −−−r                           (5.5.7) 
Here m2ENCzx ≡ . The dimensionless functions ),x(F ]j[ η can be expanded in terms of 
Legendre polynomials:  
∑∞
=
η+=η
0L
L]j[L]j[ )x(F)(P)1L2(),x(F                                  (5.5.8) 
Substituting (5.5.7,8) into Eq. (5.5.6) yielded the following equation [3][4]: 
[ ] [
]
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
δ=
−−−−−
+=++−
∫
∫
∞
∞−
−−−−
ξ
−−
+−
LjL]j[
m2
L]j[
m22/j1
L
m2
L]j[
m22/j1
L
1
L]j[
m1)1(
1L]j[
)1(
1L]j[
dx)x(F
)tx(Ft)t(P))t1(x(F)t1)(t1(P
)x(Fdtt)1L2()x(F)1L()x(LF
 (5.5.9) 
which also holds for the ion range if canceling the third term in the bracket of the right hand. In 
general, the behavior of solution of Eq. (5.5.9) is dependent on .ξ  Eq. (5.5.9) is obviously 
equivalent to Eq.(5.5.1) if ,0≠ξ otherwise, we have 
Theorem: The equivalence between Eq. (5.5.9) and Eq. (5.5.1) can not be extended to 0=ξ  for 
,0m1 >>  because ( )]xF[Lim L]j[0→ξ does not exists, or 
)]x(FLim[Lim)]x(FLim[Lim L]j[0axL]j[ax0 →ξ→→→ξ =         ),(a ∞−∞∈             (5.5.10)  
Proof: Introducing the spatial moments      
∫∞∞−= dx)x(FxF L]j[nn L]j[  
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multiplying both sides of the first equation of Eq. (5.5.9) by nx  and integrating x over the 
range ( )∞∞, , one can easily obtained the recursion relations: 
( )⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
=−+ξ+
++=
δ=
−
+
−
− L,4,3,2,1n,
2j1mn2,I)1L2(
]F)1L(LF[n
F
,F
L
1n
1L]j[
1n
1L]j[n
L]j[
Lj
0
L]j[
              (5.5.11) 
Here, ( ) ( )[ ].ttP)t1(t1P1dtt)s,(I 1 sLsLm1L ∫ξ −− ⋅−−⋅−−=ξ  
( )
( )⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ +++
−++−+++=
≡=ξ
−−
+→ξ
evenisLif,sIC
oddisLif,5.0sIC
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ssm1
0 ms)m1,s(Bms]t)t1(1[dtt)s(I
−−− −−−=−−−= ∫   
)yx()y()x()y,x(B +ΓΓΓ= is B-function. 
n
LC are the coefficients of Legendre polynomials, i.e. 
⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧++++= −−−− evenisLif,aC
oddisLif,xC
xCxCxC)x(P
0
L
0
L
14LL
4L
2LL
2L
LL
LL K  
From the recursion relation, one can easily obtained non-vanishing and finite moments: 
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
=
=
=
LL
LL
LL
LL
,F,F,F,F:2L
,F,F,F,F:1L
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8
2]0[
6
2]0[
4
2]0[
2
2]0[
7
1]0[
5
1]0[
3
1]0[
1
1]0[
8
0]0[
6
0]0[
4
0]0[
2
0]0[
0
0]0[
              (5.5.12) 
for deposited Energy, i.e. )0j( =  and 
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
=
=
=
LL
LL
LL
LL
,F,F,F,F:2L
,F,F,F,F:1L
,F,F,F,F:0L
7
2]1[
5
2]1[
3
2]1[
1
2]1[
6
1]1[
4
1]1[
2
1]1[
0
1]1[
6
1]1[
4
1]1[
2
1]1[
0
1]1[
                   (5.5.13) 
for deposited Momentum i.e. ).1j( = (5.5.12) and (5.5.13) agree with (5.2.23) and (5.3.11) 
respectively for .0=μ  
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(5.5.12,13) can be expressed by 0Fn L]j[ =         for ( ) .,7,5,3,1nLj L=++  
Therefore, )x(F L]j[ is even or odd finite functions if ( )Lj+ is even or odd respectively. Thus, if 
0≠ξ , )x(F L]j[ must be a continuous and infinitely differentiable function of x, and 
( ) ,0]xF[Lim )n( L]j[0x =→        for ( ) .,7,5,3,1nLj L=++                 (5.5.14) 
Here .dx)x(Fd)x(F nL]j[
n)n(
L]j[ ≡  
Taking n-order derivative of both sides of the first equation of Eq. (5.5.9) respect x, then: 
( ) ( )[ ] ( )[
( ) ( ) ])tx(Ft)t(P))t1(x(F)t1)(t1(P
)x(Fdtt)1L2()x(F)1L()x(LF
m2n
L]j[
p
L
m2n
L]j[
p
L
1 n
L]j[
m11n
1L]j[
1n
1L]j[
−−−−−
+=++− ∫ξ −−+++−            (5.5.15) 
where L,3,2,1,0n =  and ( ).1nm22/j1p +−−≡  Eq. (5.5.15) is also equivalent to Eq. 
(5.5.1) if .0≠ξ  On the one hand, if ( )nLj ++ is odd, substituting (5.5.14) into Eq. (5.5.15), 
immediately we obtained 
( ) ( ) 0)]x(F)1L()x(LF[LimLim 1n 1L]j[1n 1L]j[0x0 =++
+
+
+
−→+→ξ                            (5.5.16)  
which agrees with (5.5.14). On the other hand, seeing that 
( )[ ( ) ] finite))t1(x(F)t1)(t1(P)x(Fdtt m2nL]j[pL10 nL]j[m1 =−−−−∫ −−    
as long as the integer number ( ) ( ) 5.1m4jq22n −−+> , one always can have 
( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ∞=⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡+
+
++
∫
∫
∞ −+−−+
+→
−−
+→
+
+
+
−→ξ+→
dy)y(FyxLim)1L2(~
)tx(F)t(dtPtLim)1L2(~
)]x(F)1L()x(LF[LimLim
n
L]j[x
5.0m2qp5.0m2qp
0x
1
0
m2n
L]j[L
m1p
0x
1n
1L]j[
1n
1L]j[00x
             (5.5.17) 
where 0q ≡ if L is even and 5.0q ≡  if L is odd. As one can see that (5.5.17) contradicts  (5.5.16) 
directly, i.e. (5.5.10). Thus, the validity of Eq. (5.5.9) can not extend to 0=ξ  for .0m1 >>  This 
completes the proof. 
A typical example was given by Glazov in Ref.[4] for momentum deposition )1j( = : 
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substituting 5.0m = and 0Ln == , (5.5.16,17)) read 
( )
( )
∞=⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
=
∫
∫
∞−
+→
−
+→→ξ+→
→+→ξ
x
)0(
0]1[
1
0x
1
0
)0(
0]1[
2
0x
1
1]1[00x
1
1]1[0x0
dy)y(FxLim~
)tx(dtFtLim~)]x(F[LimLim
0)]x(F[LimLim
  
respectively. In Ref.[4][5], Glazov used the regular power cross-section (5.5.4) for the derivation, in 
the other word, 0→ξ executed from the very beginning. Another example is given here for energy 
deposition )0j( = : substituting ,5.0m =  1n =  and 0L = , (5.5.16,17)) read 
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ∞=⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
=
∫
∫
∞−
+→
−
+→→ξ+→
→+→ξ
dy)y(FyxLim~
)tx(dtFtLim~)]x(F[LimLim
0)]x(F[LimLim
1
0]0[x
5.05.1
0x
1
0
1
0]0[
5.2
0x
2
1]0[00x
2
1]0[0x0
  
respectively. Furthermore, even m is as small as ,10m 4−= the contradiction (5.5.10) still holds. 
For momentum deposition )1j( = : substituting ,10m 4−= 0L = and ,2500n = (5.5.16,17) read 
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ∞=⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
=
∫
∫
∞−
+→
−
+→→ξ+→
→+→ξ
dy)y(FyxLim~
)tx(dtFtLim~)]x(F[LimLim
0)]x(F[LimLim
2500
0]1[x
5.05.1
0x
1
0
0002.02500
0]1[
0003.1
0x
2501
1]1[00x
2501
1]1[0x0
      
respectively. If the regular power cross-section (5.5.4) is used for solving Eq. (5.5.2), )x(F 1]1[ and 
it’s all order derivatives will be continuous until 2499-order, but it’s 2500-order derivative diverges 
at 0x = . A similar phenomenon happened for energy deposition )0j( = : substituting 
0001.0m = , 0L = and 4999n = , (5.5.16,17) read  
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ∞=⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
=
∫
∫
∞ −−
+→
−
+→→ξ+→
→+→ξ
dy)y(FyxLim~
)tx(dtFtLim~)]x(F[LimLim
0)]x(F[LimLim
4999
0]0[x
5.05.0
0x
1
0
0002.04999
0]0[
0001.1
0x
5000
1]0[00x
5000
1]0[0x0
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respectively. If the power cross-section (5.5.4) is used for solving Eq. (5.5.2), )x(F 1]0[ and it’s 
derivatives will be continuous until 4998-order, but it’s 5000-order derivative diverges at 0x = . 
 
5.5.3 CONSIDERING THRESHOLD ENERGY EFFECTS U 
In the frozen picture, solving Eq. (5.5.2) needs conditions 
( ) ,M2E),z(g),z(H j2/j1]j[ ησ=υ −r        for  .UE <                 (5.5.18) 
Here ( )( ) ( ).NzexpNz),z(g ησ−ησθ≡σ  
If ,∞=σ )z(),z(g δ=σ and (5.5.18) reduced to the second equations of Eqs. (2.2.14). 
For ,0UE >> a collision cascade will be initiated. Eq. (5.5.2) can be written as 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ⎥⎦⎤⎢⎣⎡ η ′′σ+−η′σσ+
υ−=∂υ∂η
∫ ∫− −−E UE U0 2j1j2j1j2j
]j[]j[
TdTEdM2),z(Ng
),z(Qz),z(H rr
        (5.5.19)  
Here .),z(Hd),z(Hd),z(Hd),z(Q
E
0
UE
0
E
U ]j[]j[]j[]j[ ∫ ∫ ∫− υ ′′σ−υ′σ−υσ≡υ rrrr  
On the one hand, considering that each term on the left-hand of Eq. (5.5.19) is finite in the 
case ,finite=σ  integrating the both sides of Eq.(5.5.19) over a small region aza −>> yielded 
0),0z(H),0z(H)](H[LimLim ]j[]j[]j[0a =υ−=−υ+=≡υΔ→∞→σ
rrr
             (5.5.20) 
Thus, ),z(H ]j[ υr makes absolutely no jump at 0z = . On the other hand, for perpendicular incidence, 
substituting ETandET1,1 =η′′−=η′=η , (5.5.19) reduced to 
( ) ( ) ),z(QTdTEdEM2),z(Ng
z),z(H
]j[
E
WE
W
0
2j
]j[
υ−⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ⋅σ+−⋅σσ=
∂υ∂
∫ ∫− r
r
         (5.5.21) 
In the case ∞=σ , integrating the both sides of Eq. (5.5.21) over a small region including 
0z = and ignoring ,),E,z(dzQ0
0 ]j[∫ +− η  Glazov obtained [5] [41] 
( ) ( ) 0TdTEdEM2N)](H[LimLim E
WE
W
0
2j
]j[0a
≠⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ⋅σ+−⋅σ=υΔ ∫ ∫−∞→σ→ r     (5.5.22) 
which is different from (5.5.20) due to 
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( ) ( ) ( )∫∫∫ +−→∞→σ+−→+−∞→σ→ σ=≠=δ=σ aa0aaa0aaa0a ,zdzgLimLim01zdzLim,zdzgLimLim   
In particular, substituting (5.5.4) into (5.5.22), we obtained 
( ) ( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( ) ( ) ⎥⎦⎤−+−−−
⎢⎣
⎡ −−−=ηΔ
−−
−−−
→ξ→
m1m
m1m22j12j
]j[00a
EU
m1
1EU11
m
1
EU11
m1
1NCEM2)]}(H[Lim{Lim
   (5.5.23) 
The last formula was derived by Glazov for momentum deposition depth distributions [5] and 
proved by simulation results [11]. As one can see that (5.5.23) contradicts (5.5.20) directly, similar to 
(5.5.10). The conclusion is also correct for the ion range.  
 
5.5.4 GLAZOV’S PARADOX IS IMPORTANT, BUT NOT SERIOUS 
Glazov’s paradox [3][4][5] revealed the following fact at first time: the regular power 
cross-section (5.5.4) couldn’t be used to calculate depth distributions of deposed energy, momentum 
and the ion range in the strict sense because of infinite total cross-section.  
On the other hand, from the physics point of view, any total cross-section couldn’t be infinite 
due to the Quantum Mechanics consideration. As we known, (5.5.4) can only describe the realistic 
atomic collision approximately. In the case neglecting threshold energy, at least for ,5.0m0 << all 
of )x(F L]j[ are continuous functions. For ,2.0m = )x(F L]0[ is first-order differentiable function. 
In the case considering threshold energy effects, for the deposited momentum depth distribution 
functions, the Monte Carlo simulation results [11] has been showed to fit the corresponding curves 
calculated by Padé approximant [12] reasonable good for 2.0m = and .31 For 2.0m = and 
,1.0EU =  the simulation results [11] showed a small “discontinuity” at the target surface in deed. 
But, in both case 2.0m = and ,31 one can see the momentum deposited at the target surface is 
positive as .1.0EU = Therefore, ),x(F ]j[ η  still can describe these depth distributions 
approximately at least in the sputtering theory concerned.  
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5.6 RECONSTRUCTION OF DEPTH DISTRIBUTIONS 
5.6.1 THE SERIES FOR FOURIER TRANFORM 
L. G. Glazov introduced Fourier transforms ),k(f η and )k(fL  for ),x(F η and )x(FL  
respectively 
dx
)x(F
),x(F
e
)k(f
),k(f
L
ikx
L ⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ η=
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ η ∫∞∞− −                                      (5.6.1) 
and the corresponding inverse Fourier transforms 
dk
)k(f
),k(f
e
)x(F
),x(F
L
ikx
L ⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ η=
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ η ∫∞∞−                                       (5.6.2) 
Substituting Taylor Series Expansions of Exponential Function 
L++++=
!3
z
!2
z
!1
z1)zexp(
32
                                       (5.6.3) 
and ikxz −= into (5.6.1), we obtained 
( ) ( )∑∞
= ⎪⎭
⎪⎬⎫⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ η−=⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ η
0n
n
L
nn
L F
F
!n
ik
)k(f
),k(f
                                     (5.6.4) 
We repeated Glazov’s computations for the momentum deposition. The moments of the 
distribution were calculated according to the recurrence formulae (5.5.11) with high accuracy 
( 300n = with 28-decimal-digits precision). Then the function ),k(f η was calculated by using the 
formula (5.6.4) and plotted in Fig. 5.6.1. The same group of parameters taken by Glazov’s work: 
,21m = ),1(1=η  )2(6.0=η and )3(4.0=η were used for the calculation. The present 
calculated curves agree with Glazov’s results very well up to ,30k =  but diverge after .37k =  
We rose the accuracy up to 980n = with 500-decimal-digits precision, the formula (5.6.4) diverges 
after .67k = This is not strange, Taylor Series Expansions of Exponential Function (5.6.3) 
converges in the calculus, but diverges in numerical calculation. This divergence is called Runge 
phenomenon in numerical calculation. It’s well known that Taylor Series Expansions of Exponential 
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Function can be approximated by a converged rational expression, called Padé approximant Method 
[91].In order to avoid diverges, we have to turn to Padé approximant Method.[2][11][20]  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.6.1 Fourier transform of momentum deposition depth distribution. The curves obtained by 
calculating the formula (5.6.4) directly. 
 
 
5.6.2 PADĚ APPROXIMANT METHOD  
Given a function ( ) ∑∞
=
≡
0i
i
izczf  and two integers 0m ≥  and 0n ≥ , the Padé 
approximant of order (m, n) is the rational function 
( ) m
m1
n
n10
nm zbzb1
zazaa
zR +++
+++=
L
L
 
which agrees with ction ( )zf  to the highest possible order, which amounts to 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0f0R jjnm = ，     mn,,2,1,0j += L  
Equivalently, if ( )zR nm  is expanded in a Taylor Series at 0, its first 1mn ++ terms of  
( )zR nm would cancel the first 1mn ++ terms of ( )zf , and as such 
( ) ( ) L++=− ++++++++ 2mn2mn1mn1mnnm zczczRzf , 
The Padé approximant is unique for given m and n, that is, the coefficients n10 a,,a,a L  and 
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m21 b,,b,b L can be uniquely determined by the following Padé equations, 
⎟⎟
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⎜⎜
⎜
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1
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⎟⎟
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⎜⎜
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1
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1
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. 
The Padé approximant defined above is also denoted as [ ]( ) ( )zRzmn nm≡ Since ( )zR nm  is the 
rational function of z, it’s easy to determine the inverse Fourier transform, i.e. the depth distribution 
functions, as long as, 
( )
⎪⎭
⎪⎬⎫⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ η≡ i
L
i
i F
F
!i
1c  
We have computed (5.6.2) by Padé approximant Method [ ]( )z490490 with ultrahigh 
accuracy 500-decimal-digits precision for the Fourier transform of the momentum deposition depth 
distribution functions. The group of parameters: ,21m = ),1(1=η ),2(8.0=η  ),3(6.0=η  
)4(4.0=η and )6(0=η and were used for the calculation. The calculated curves ),k(f η  and 
)k(fL were plotted in Fig. 5.6.2 and Fig. 5.6.3 respectively. The calculated results showed that both 
),k(f η  and )k(fL converge very well until 630k = at least, therefore, Padé approximant Method 
is a powerful tool to research these depth distribution functions. The calculated results also 
demonstrated that  
( ) 001.0)k(f1L2 L <+ ,         for .20L >  
Neglecting the terms ),k(f 20L>  (5.5.8) reduced to  
∑
=
η+=η
20
0L
LL )k(f)(P)1L2(),k(f                                      (5.6.5) 
The calculated curves ),k(f η by (5.6.4) and (5.6.5) agree each other very well.  
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Fig. 5.6.2 Fourier transform of momentum deposition depth distribution. The curves obtained by 
calculating the formula (5.6.4) with Padé approximant Method. The present calculated curves 
converge very well  
 
 
 
Fig. 5.6.3 Same as Fig. 5.6.2, but for ),k(fL .7,6,5,4,3,2,1,0L =  
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CHAPTER 6 
TRANSPORT THEORY OF SPUTTERING 
6.1 CLASSICAL SCATTERING CROSS-SETION  
6.1.1 BASIC FORMULAE  
Consider an particle with mass iM and energy E, colliding with another particle at rest, with 
mass ,M k see Fig.2.1.2. For elastic collisions ( )ki MM → , using the conservation law of energy 
and momentum yields formula (2.3.6) [18][44-49] and 
( ) .cos2sincosTTX 2M22m ψ=θ=ϕ ′′=≡                          (6.1.1) 
T is the energy transfer (recoil energy) in the laboratory system (L.S.), (see Fig.2.1.2), Mθ  is the 
scattering angle in the central mass system (C.M.S.), see Fig.6.1.1. 
 
 
Fig. 6.1. 1 Scattering of a moving i-atom collides with a k-atom at rest in the center-of-mass system. 
 
We are normally concerned with a conservative and central force (described by a interaction 
potential function )r(Vik ), implying the conservation of angular momentum. Thus, the classical 
equation of motion can be derived [44],  
0
du
dV
bE2
1u
d
ud
2
c
2
2
=⋅++θ                                          (6.1.2) 
where, ( )θ,r stands for the position of projectile in the polar coordinate system and 
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)(rr θ= represents the orbit. ,r1u ≡ )u1(VV ik=  and ( )kikc MMEME +=  is the 
incident energy of projectile in (C.M.S.). The impact parameter b gives the initial condition: 
If ,π=θ  then 0u = and .b1ddu =θ                               (6.1.3) 
Eqs. (6.1.2,3) can be solved either analytically, or by a numerical calculation, such as Runge- Kutta. 
Because the orbit must be symmetric about a line from the center to the nearest point, Mrr = on the 
orbit, see Fig.6.1.1. As r decreases from infinity to ,rM  i.e. u increases from zero to ,r1u M= θ  
decreases from π  to ,ψ  then, we obtained the relation betweenψ and b. Integrating Eq.(6.1.2) 
with the initial condition (6.1.3), we obtained 
[ ]
( )⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
=−−
−−
=ψ ∫∞
0rbE)r(V1
bE)r(V1r
rdrb
2
McM
r 2
c
2M                                     (6.1.4) 
For repulsive scattering, by changing the variable of integration to 
( ) rr1rrr MM2 −=−≡ρ  or ( ).1rr 2M ρ−≡  
The second equation of (6.1.4) remains unchanging but the first one reduced to 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( )∫ ρ−+−⋅ρ
ρ=ψ 1
0 22
cM
2
M 2bErVrVr
db2                    (6.1.5) 
Since ( ) ( )[ ] ( ){ } ( )MMMrr rFrrrVrVLimM −=−−→  is finite, the integration (6.1.5) allows naturally 
to use Gauss-Legendre quadrature schemes. 
Solving (6.1.4) or (6.1.5) for b and using (6.1.1), we obtained )X,E(bb = and the energy 
transfer cross-section in L.S. 
( )dXdXdbb2db)T,E(d 2ik π−=π−=σ                              (6.1.6) 
For a very large impact b, ,1M <<θ  the orbit is an almost straight line, the momentum 
approximation [49] can b used. Thus, it’s easy to derive the following expression [95] for ,Mθ  
∫∞ −⋅−=θ b 2cM )rb(1
dr)r(dV
r
dr
E
b
                                       (6.1.7) 
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6.1.2 SCALING POTENTIAL INTERACTION 
For ( ) )x(rV ikik Φχ= and ,arx ik= (6.1.4,5) read, 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( )
( )⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
=−εΦ−
ρ−+εΦ−Φ⋅ρ
ρ=ψ ∫
0xb)x(1
2bxxx
db2
2
MM
1
0 22
M
2
M                   (6.1.8) 
where, ;xx1 M
2 −=ρ A natural energy scale is LSS-unit 
( ) ( )KeVMMM10 kikki30 χ+=ε −                                   (6.1.9) 
and the reduced energy is given by ( ) .keVE 0ε=ε Solving (6.1.8) for b and using (6.1.1), we 
obtained )X,(bb ε= and the energy transfer cross-section in L.S. 
( )dXX,Fa)T,E(d 2ikik ε⋅π=σ                                        (6.1.10) 
Here ( ) dXdbb2X,F −=ε is the universal cross-section. J. Linhard introduced the reduced 
variable [92],  
Xt 2ε≡  or 2tX −ε≡                                                (6.1.11) 
and rewrote (6.1.10) in the following form 
( )dttfta5.0d 5.05.12 −⋅π=σ                                            (6.1.12) 
thus, we obtained 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).X,XFt2X,Ft2dtdtatf 5.025.15.1125.0 ε=εε=σ⋅π= −−             (6.1.13) 
Let’s define the moments  
( ) ( ) ,dXX,FXF 1
0
nn ∫ ε≡ε       L,3,2,1,0n =                         (6.1.14) 
then, the nuclear stopping power )E(Sn and the (partial) energy slow down cross–sections )E(
s
ijσ  
and )E(rijσ [13] in chapter 4 turned out to be 
( )⎩⎨
⎧
+πχ=επγ≡
ε⋅=
kii
2
ikik0
2
ikik
3
nn
MMMa4a10K
)(sK)E(S
                        (6.1.15) 
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⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
ε⋅γ−εσ=γεσ
γεσ⋅=σ⋅⋅−=σ ∫
)(Fln)(),(
),(K)T,E(d)ETln()ET()E(
1rr
rT
0 ij
r
ij
m
                (6.1.16) 
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
ε<ε⋅γ+−ε=γεσ
γεσ⋅=σ⋅−⋅−−=σ
∑
∫
∞
=
+− )(F)(F)]1n(n[)(F),(
),(K)T,E(d]ET1ln[]ET1[)E(
1
1n
1nn11s
s
ij
T
0
s
ij
m
          (6.1.17) 
[ ]⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
ε⋅γ+−−ε=γεσ
γεσ⋅=σ⋅−⋅−−=σ
+∞
=
∑
∫
)(F)1n(1nU)(F),(
),(K)T,E(d]ET1ln[]ETU1[)E(
1n
1n
n
ij
1s
1s
ij
T
0 ij
1s
ij
m
       (6.1.18) 
Here )(F)(s 1n εε=ε  is the reduced nuclear stopping power; 
)1,(dX)X,(FXlnX)( r
1
0
r =γεσ=ε⋅=εσ ∫                             (6.1.19) 
)(F)0,( 1s ε=→γεσ                                                (6.1.20) 
Formulae (6.1.15-17) and (6.1.19,20) have been published by Urbassek et. al in ref.[13]. Substituting 
(6.1.15-20) into (4.2.25-29), we obtained all SC solutions for Thomas-Fermi scaling potential 
interaction.  
Three special potential functions are particularly important: 
i) Thomas-Fermi interaction potential [92] 
In the case, ( ) ),x(xrV 01ikik Φχ= −  ikarx =  
Here ),keV(523.32ZZZ kiik =χ ( ) ,ZZZ 2132k32i +≡ ,Za8853.0a 0ik =  
the Bohr Radius nm0523189379.0a 0 =   and 
[ ]
3252
23211
0
x006944.0x007298.0x2302.0
x1468.0x423.1x02747.01)x(
+++
−++=Φ −
                 (6.1.21) 
which was given in Ref. [92] approximately. Thus, (6.1.9) and (6.1.16) turn out to be 
( ) ( )( )
( )⎩⎨
⎧
⋅+=
+=ε
2
kiiki
kkiki0
nm01.0eV)]MM(Z[MZZ445.84K
keVM523.32MMZZZ
                  (6.1.22) 
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Inserting (6.1.21) into (6.1.8), the universal cross section ( )X,F ε and its moments (6.1.14) 
can be computed. But, about the stopping cross section, P. Sigmund had pointed out long time ago in 
Ref.[7], Thomas-Fermi reduced nuclear stopping power )(sn ε , which is the one used, in 
comparison of experimental sputtering yield with theory, is known to be too high. For practical 
calculations, the reduced nuclear stopping power )(sn ε in (6.1.15) were simplified respectively to 
( ) ( ) 5.021226.0n 19593.0.01321.0
1383.11ln5.0s ε+ε+ε
ε+=ε      [53],                    (6.1.23) 
( ) ( ) 5.01504.0n 1728.0.0081.0
2288.11ln5.0s ε+ε+ε
ε+=ε         [102],                   (6.1.24) 
( ) ( )
1504.0
KrC
n 008.0.1728.0
2288.11ln5.0s ε+ε+ε
ε+=ε       [94],                    (6.1.25) 
( ) ( )( )ε+−ε+ε+ +εε=ε 882.6708.1355.61 718.2ln441.3sn    [82],                    (6.1.26) 
We have plotted the reduced nuclear stopping power )(sn ε expressed by (6.1.23-26) respectively in 
Fig. 6.1.2 as a function of the reduced energy and some corresponding experiment results have been 
also plotted for comparison. The electronic stopping curve has been included in Fig. 6.1.2. One can 
see that both.(6.1.23,24) fit the experiment points very well [102] for .1.0≤ε This was the reason 
we prefer to use (6.1.23) for sputtering calculation [73]. (6.1.25), representing the system Kr-C, 
predicts the higher value for )(sn ε in the same reduced energy region. (6.1.26), Yamamura et. al 
liked to use for sputtering theory research [82], even worse than (6.1.25). The electronic stopping 
)1.0)(s( 5.0e ε=ε  can be neglected in the low energy region.    
ii) Born-Mayer interaction potential [57] 
In the case, ( ) ),arexp(ArV −=                                      (6.1.27) 
Here ,nm0219.0a,eV)ZZ(52A 43ki == then, (6.1.9) and (6.1.15) turned out to be 
( ) ( )( )
( )⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ ⋅⋅+π=
+=ε
2
kii
43
ki
2
kki
43
ki0
nm01.0eV)MM(M)ZZ(a208K
keVM1000MM)ZZ(52
                (6.1.28) 
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Fig. 6.1.2 Nuclear stopping power as function of particle energy in LSS-units. The small circles 
denote experimental data; the letters at the theoretical curves designate: A, B, C and D were 
calculated by (6.1.23), (6.1.24), (6.1.25) and (6.1.26) respectively. 
 
 
Inserting )arexp(− into (6.1.8), the universal cross section ( )X,F ε and it’s moments (6.1.14) 
can be computed and plotted in the coordinate system )]t(f,t[ 2121 . For convenience and reliability, 
we just made a copy from [57] for further comparison, (see part (b) of Fig. 6.2.1).  
iii) Kr-C interaction potential [13] 
If only the first three moments are considered in (6.1.17), 
)(F)6()(F)2()(F),( 2221s εγ−εγ−ε=γεσ                           (6.1.29) 
Specially, we have  
⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ εγ−εγ−ε=εσ
ε−ε−ε=εσ
)(F)24()(F)4()(F)21,(
)(F)61()(F)21()(F)1,(
2221s
221s
                      (6.1.30) 
Solving Eqs. (6.1.30) yields, 
⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ εσ−εσ+ε−=ε
εσ+εσ−ε=ε
)1,(12)21,(24)(F12)(F
)1,(2)21,(8)(F6)(F
ss13
ss12
                        (6.1.31)  
Substituting (6.1.31) into (6.1.29), we obtained 
)1,()12()21,()1(4
)(s)231(),(
ss
n
2s
εσ−γγ+εσγ−γ+
εε⋅γ+γ−=γεσ
                       (6.1.32) 
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Fig. 6.1.3 Calculated curves of ),( γεΓ for Kr-C interaction potential [13] as a function of 
reduced energy. (6.1.33) was used for the calculation. Numerical results of scaled cross-sections 
were taken from ref.[13]. Two short straight lines were calculated by (6.3.19) and (6.3.20) 
respectively. 
 
predicts the higher value for )(sn ε in the same reduced energy region. (6.1.26), Yamamura et. al 
liked to use for sputtering theory research [82], even worse than (6.1.25). The electronic stopping 
)1.0)(s( 5.0e ε=ε  can be neglected in the low energy region.    
Scaled cross-sections ,)(sn εε ),(r εσ )21,(s εσ and )1,(s εσ for the Kr-C interaction 
potential have been plotted by Urbassek et. al (see Fig.6 in ref.[13]). Inserting ,)(sn εε )(r εσ  and 
(6.1.32) into (6.1.15-17), we obtained the nuclear stopping power )E(Sn and the (partial) energy 
slow down cross-sections )E(sijσ and ).E(rijσ Substituting theses cross sections into VCU Eqs. 
(4.3.1), we have calculated the energy distribution of recoils in a HfC compound, bombarded by 
incident Hf or C atoms with energy 6 keV respectively. The calculated results agree with the 
correspondent curves in Fig. 3 of ref.[13] very well. These agreements demonstrated that (6.1.32) is 
a good approximate formula. According to Urbassek’s date [13], we have calculated 
,
),(),(
)(s),( rs γεσ+γεσ
εε≡γεΓ                                      (6.1.33) 
and plotted it in Fig. 6.1.3 as a function of the reduced energy ε  for further comparison.  
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Fig. 6.2.1  Born-Mayer potential scattering cross section approximated by the present theory and by 
a simple power law theories. (a) Matching both approximate stopping powers with the numerical one 
in [57].(b) Scattering cross section in modified Lindhard’s variables. The present theory with m = 0.1 
gives a better approximation than the simple power law theory. (c) Potential function for Born - 
Mayer interaction [47]. 
 
6.2 TWO CROSS-SECTIONS OF POWER POTENTIAL INTERACTION 
6.2.1 EXACT CLASSICAL SCATTERING CROSS-SECTION  
For a power potential interaction ( ),ji → substituting 
,r)r(V sikik
−χ=        0s1m1for >≡≥                           (6.2.1) 
and new variables  
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛⋅⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
χ≡⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
b
rE
t
y M
m
ij
c  
into (6.1.4) , for ,0m1 >≥ we obtained [18][87][95] 
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
±=
−
=ψ
−
−
− ∫
1yty
xxyty
dxty
2s2s
1
0 s22s2s
)1s5.0(
m                                  (6.2.2) 
Where m depends on incident particle in general. The “up sign” and the “low sign” in (6.2.2) stand 
for repulsive and attractive respectively. Obviously, (6.2.2) determine )t(ψ=ψ  or )X(tt =  
because of (6.1.1), thus, a universal scattering cross-section can be defined, 
dXdtt2dXdt)X(F 2m π−=π−=                                    (6.2.3) 
According to (6.1.6), the energy transfer cross-section turns out to be 
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( ) dXX)X(ZCdX)X(FE)T,E(d m1mmikikmm2cikik −−− ⋅γ=χ=σ           (6.2.4) 
Here ( ) ( ) .MMsmC mjiiksik ⋅χγπ≡                                        (6.2.5) 
( ) ( ) ( ) m1mm2s1m XXFm2m)X(Z +− ⋅γπ≡                               (6.2.6) 
and  )],1s(5.0,5.0[B5.0s +≡γ   (see Table 6.2.1 and Table 6.2.2.) 
One extremely important case is 0m = for the repulsive scattering, (6.2.2) fails. We noticed 
that the following limit exists: ],)[(Limd mik0mik χ≡ → then  
⎩⎨
⎧
<∞
>==χ= ∞→
−
→→
ik
iks
iks
s
ik0mik0m drif,
drif,0
])rd[(Lim]r[Lim)]r(V[Lim  
which stands for the hard sphere interaction [97] with the radius .d ik Therefore, only considering the 
geometry, we have: 
),X1)((sin)d(b ik
22
ik
2 −πσ=ψ=     2ikik )d(π≡σ                 
According to (6.1.6), the energy transfer cross-section turns out to be 
dXdb)T,E(d ik
2
ik σ=π−=σ                                         (6.2.7) 
Obviously, the total cross-section is finite,  
 
Table 6.2.1 Calculated values of γ S , p, q, mΓ and )1(Zm by using (6.2.22) 
S γ S  m p q Zm ][Γ mΓ  Pm ][Γ  )1(Zm  
∞ 0 0 0  1 1 0.6079 ∞ 
100 0.122 0.01 0.03978 0.8525 0.969 0.968 0.604 93.84 
50 0.173 0.02 0.08447 0.8388 0.939 0.939 0.599 44.67 
20 0.277 0.05 0.2116 0.8649 0.862 0.862 0.586 15.85 
10 0.387 0.1 0.3667 0.9522 0.764 0.763 0.563 6.837 
5 0.533 0.2 0.6059 1.1093 0.617 0.620 0.516 2.835 
2 0.785 0.5 0.9768 1.4984 0.363 0.363 0.361 1.032 
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ik
1
0ik
T
0 ik
dX)T,E(dm σ=σ=σ ∫∫                                       (6.2.8) 
Thus, the power potential interaction (6.2.1) has been extended to .0m = Therefore, (6.2.4) and 
(6.2.7) turned out to be the exact differential scattering cross- section [18], 
⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ =σ
>≥=σ −
−−−
0mfor,dTT
0m1fordTT)X(ZEC
)T,E(d
1
mik
m1
m
m
ik
ik               (6.2.9) 
Except the hard sphere interaction, there are still two exact differential scattering cross can be 
written analytically or in closed form:  
i) For Rutherford Scattering ( ),1ms ==  
Solving the second equation of (6.2.2) yielded 
( )1t415.0y 2 ±+=                                                (6.2.10) 
Substituting (6.2.10) into the first equation of (6.2.2) and completing the integration, we obtained 
( )1t415.0y 2 ±+=                                                (6.2.10) 
,)t41sin(are5.0 5.02 −+π=ψ m  or   5.02 )t41(cos −+±=ψ  
thus, (6.1.1) turns out to be  
 
Table 6.2.2 Calculated values of γ S , p, q, mΓ and )1(Zm by using (6.2.23)  
S γ S  m p q Zm ][Γ mΓ  Pm ][Γ  )1(Zm  
20 0.277 0.05 13.65 0.7503 0.840 0.862 0.586 15.85 
10 0.387 0.1 5.327 0.6214 0.741 0.763 0.563 6.837 
7 0.457 1/7 3.184 0.6067 0.687 0.695 0.543 4.353 
5 0.533 0.2 1.796 0.5820 0.620 0.621 0.516 2.835 
4 0.589 0.25 1.125 0.5483 0.565 0.565 0.492 2.144 
3 0.667 1/3 0.5226 0.5145 0.488 0.489 0.450 1.523 
2 0.785 0.5 0.0314 0.7764 0.363 0.363 0.361 1.032 
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,)t41(cosX 122 −+=ψ=  or   )1X(25.0t 12 −= −   
then, (6.2.3) reduced to  
2
m X25.0)X(F
−π=                                                 (6.2.11) 
finally, substituting (6.2.11) into (6.2.6) yielded 
1)X(Z1 =                                                         (6.2.12) 
ii) For Bohr formula [96] ( )5.0m,2s ==  
(6.2.2) reduced to 
( )
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
±=
±−=ψ ∫
1ty
x1ty
dxt
22
1
0 222   
Solving it yielded 
,
1t
t
2x1
dx
1t
t
2
1
0 22 ±
⋅π=
−
⋅
±
=ψ ∫   or  
( )22
2
2
4
t ψ−π
ψ±=  
thus, (6.2.3) reduced to 
( ) dXd42)X(F 22
3
5.0
ψ⋅ψ−π
ψ⋅π= m    
Considering (6.1.1), ,cosX 2 ψ=  or 
,Xsin5.0 1−π=ψ m  ( )zsinarezsin 1 ≡− ,  then 
( )22
3
5.0 4)X1(X8
)X(F
)X1(X2
1
dX
d
ψ−π
ψ⋅−
π=
−=
ψ m
                                 (6.2.13)  
Substituting (6.2.13) into (6.2.6) yielded 
( ) ( )( ) ( )2121
1
5.1
5.0
1
25.0
XsinXsinX1
Xsin2X
X)X(F2)X(Z
−−
−
−
π⋅−
ππ=
πγ=
m
m                        (6.2.14) 
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Two limits of )X(Z 5.0 may be interest: 
1)0X(Z 5.0 =→                                                    (6.2.15) 
( ) ( )⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ ∞→−π⋅
=π=→ −
−
scatteringattractivefor,X1932
scatteringrepulsivefor,032049102.132
)1X(Z
2
3
5.0
L
  (6.2.16) 
6.2.2 IMPACTS BOTH LARGE AND SMALL 
Although, it’s not possible to obtain closed form for all exact scattering cross-sections, we can 
still derive two asymptotic behaviors for impacts both large and small: 
i) Small angle scattering [45][89][92] 
If the impact parameter b is very large, the angle scattering .0~Mθ  Substituting ,tb =  
1Ec =  and sr)r(V −±=  into (6.1.7) yielded ( ) ,ts ssM −γ±=θ then, using (6.1.1), we have 
( ) ( ) ( ) 0ts5.022sinX s22s2MM2 →γ=θ=θ= −  and  
( ) mm2s2 Xs5.0t −γ=   
Inserting it into (6.2.3) yielded 
( ) 1mm2s2m Xs5.0mdXdt)0X(F −−γπ=π−=→   
then, (6.2.6) reduced to 
1)0(Zm =                                                         (6.2.17) 
for both attractive and repulsive scattering. (6.2.15) is the special case of (6.2.17). 
ii) Large angle repulsive scattering 
If the impact parameter b is very small, i.e. both ψ  and ,0~t the solution of Eq. (6.2.2) 
( ) ( ).5.0,mtmBx1dxt 1
0
5.0s∫ =−=ψ − Thus (6.1.1) reads 
,1)]5.0,m(mB[t11sin1cosX 22222 →−=ψ−=ψ−=ψ=  or 
.)]5.0,m(mB)[X1(t 22 −−=  
Inserting it into (6.2.3) yielded 
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222
m ])m1()m5.0([)]5.0,m(mB[dXdt)1X(F +Γ+Γ=π=π−=→ −   
then, (6.2.6) reduced to 
( ) ( ) m12m2s1m X])m1()m5.0([m2m)1X(Z +− +Γ+Γγπ=→  and  
( ) ( ) .])m1()m5.0([m2m)1(Z 2m2s1m +Γ+Γγπ= −                     (6.2.18) 
Substituting 5.0m = into (6.2.18) yields 35.0 32)1(Z −π= which agrees with (6.2.16). The boundary 
values (6.2.18) are entirely consistent with the errors in the power approximation which were given 
by Lindhard et.al. in ref.[46]. Some of numerical results of )1(Zm are collected in Table 6.2.1, 2.  
6.2.3 DOUBLE AND SIMPLE POWER CROSS-SECTIONS  
In general, we have to use the numerical computation method. It’s similar to (6.1.5), 
bychanging the variable of integration and using (6.1.1), (6.2.2) reduced to 
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
−−=±=
⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡
ρ±ρ−
ρ=
−−
−∫
])x1(1[x)x(d,1yty
y)(d)2(t
dt2cosX
s12s2s
1
0 s2222
2
                            (6.2.19) 
Since ,0)x(dLim
0x
=→ the integration can be completed by using Gauss-Legendre quadrature schemes 
and defines ).X(tt =  
On the other hand, we noticed that (6.2.3) can be considered as a scattering cross-section of 
one particle with energy 1Ec = in a central field .r)r(V s−±= (6.1.2) and (6.1.3) turn out to be 
⎩⎨
⎧
±−=θ
=θ
−− 1s2ust5.0uddv
vddu
                                          (6.2.20) 
with the initial condition: if ,π=θ   
⎩⎨
⎧
=
=
t1v
0u
                                                          (6.2.21) 
(6.2.20) and (6.2.21) can be solved by any numerical methods, such as Rung-Kutta, and 
define ).(uu θ= For each t, there must be a ),(u)u(Max Mθ= thus, )X(tt = is determined. 
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Finally, substituting )X(tt = into (6.2.3) and (6.2.6) generated )X(Zm . The program had 
been written in BASIC. )X(Zm had been computed for different ( )0m1m >> and repulsive 
scattering. The calculated results for )X(Zm form a Data Table for further use, and some numerical 
results are plotted in Fig. 6.2.2. Even if )X(Zm may be calculated to any accuracy, it is still 
inconvenient to use for some applications. However, we found that )X(Zm can be approximated by 
]pX)p1)[(1(ZX)X(Z qm
m1
m
−+ +−≈     for 0m2.0 ≥>               (6.2.22) 
q
m pX1)X(Z +≈                      for .1.0m1 >≥               (6.2.23) 
where p and q are such parameters that make (6.2.22,23) best fit the numerical curves of 
)X(Zm .Some calculated data for the p, q parameters in (6.2.22,23) are collected in Table 6.2.1,2 
respectively. The corresponding analytical results (6.2.22,23) are plotted in parts (a) and (b) of Fig. 
6.2.2 respectively for comparison. One can see that (6.2.22,23) fit the numerical curves well. 
Substituting (6.2.22,23) into (6.2.9) respectively, we obtained the double power cross sections. In 
contrast with (6.2.9), the well know Lindhard simple power cross-section, was given a long time ago 
[1][7][46][49], 
 
 
Fig. 6.2.2 Universal correction function )X(Zm defined in the differential cross section (6.2.9). 
Thick line:  Numerical results calculated by (6.2.2,3) and (6.2.6). Thin line: Approximate analytical 
results calculated by (6.2.22) in (a) and by (6.2.23) in (b).  
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dTTEC)T,E(d m1mijij
−−−=σ         0m1 ≥≥                       (6.2.24) 
for the same power potential interaction (6.2.1). A large discrepancy can be seen between )X(Zm  
and unity for 0m5.0 ≥>  in Fig. 6.2.1 [46]. In other words, (6.2.24) couldn’t properly describe 
the scattering of a power potential interaction (6.2.1) for 0~m [46]. In addition, by using the 
momentum approximation [49], Lindhard derived (6.2.24) for ,0m1 >≥ just as (6.2.17). But, this 
approximation can’t be suitable for the hard sphere interaction [97], therefore, simply extending 
(6.2.24) to 0m = may be still questionable. 
Obviously, scattering cross-sections (6.2.9) and (6.2.24) satisfy (5.1.1), as long as defined 
( )
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
=σ
>≥γ=
−−−
0mfor,
0m1for,XXZC
)]X(A[
ij
m1
m
m
ijij
Zij                  (6.2.25) 
m1m
ijijPij XC)]X(A[
−−−γ=                                            (6.2.26) 
Hereafter, Z]H[ and P]H[ stand for the results of H calculated by (6.2.25) and (6.2.26) respectively. Naked 
H stands for the results calculated by both. Thus, all of the solutions appeared in previous chapter can be 
evaluated.  
6.2.4 BOTH SCATTERING CROSS-SECTIONS FOR REAL INTERACTION 
For a real potential interaction collision, the approximate classical scattering cross section is 
derived in two steps: The first step is to approximate the real interaction potential by a power form 
(6.2.1). This is feasible over limited ranges of r [49]. The second step is to derive the classical 
scattering cross section from the power potential (6.2.1). It is clear that the error in the presently used 
cross sections only originates from the first step, while, the error in the simple power cross section 
comes from both the first and second step. Even so, the simple power cross section could still 
provide the better approximation due to some possible error cancellations. In 1969, regarding  
(6.2.24) as exact, Robinson derived the corresponding interatomic potential function by using an 
inversion procedure [98]. Robinson found that the exact potential approaches the power potential 
limit (6.2.1) at high energy and large interatomic separation. However, the author also realized that 
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the exact potentials are softer than the asymptotic forms and significantly energy dependent. Both 
features become more pronounced, as s increases. Robinson’s findings are intrinsically consistent 
with those of the present work. Therefore, for a low energy incidence, 0~m , (6.2.24) couldn’t 
describe an energy independent collision.  
As examples, let’s consider the Born-Mayer interaction [57]. In this case, the interatomic 
potential (6.1.23) is given by As examples, let’s consider the Born-Mayer interaction [57]. In this 
case, the interatomic potential (6.1.23) is given by  
orr)aAk(~)a/rexp(A)r(V sss
−−=                                
s
s )ar(k~)a/rexp(A)r(V
−−=                                    (6.2.27) 
for   .0m4/1 >> Then, (6.2.5) reduced to  
( ) ( ) m2mki2mik A2MMa5.0C ⋅πλ=                         (6.2.28) 
( ) m2ssm ks5.0m2 γ=λ                                               (6.2.29) 
Using (6.2.9), (6.2.24) and (6.2.28, 29), it is easy to derive the reduced nuclear-stopping [1] as a 
function of reduced energy ε   
[ ] [ ] ∫ −− ⋅ε⋅λ=ε 10 mmm21ZmZn dXX)X(Z5.0)(S                        (6.2.30) 
[ ] [ ] )m1(15.0)(S m21PmPn −⋅ε⋅λ=ε −                                (6.2.31) 
and the Lindhard scaling function in scattering cross section [1] 
[ ] [ ] ( )
[ ] [ ] ( )⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
⋅λ=
ε≡ε⋅λ=
−
−−
m212/1
PmP
2/1
2m212/12
mZmZ
2/1
t)t(f
X t,t)t(Z)t(f
                   (6.2.32) 
Matching both Zn )](S[ ε  and Pn )](S[ ε  with the numerical curve of )(Sn ε in part (a) of Fig. 
6.2.1, we obtained, 
8.0
PnZn 59.6)](S[)](S[ ε⋅=ε=ε      for 52 1010 −− >ε>                 (6.2.33) 
Thus, (6.2.28-31), (6.2.33) and TABLE 6.2.1 give all the necessary parameters 
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[ ] [ ] 5.12and05.3
0.9522q .3667,0p 0.1,m
PmZm =λ=λ
===
                                (6.2.34) 
Inserting these parameters (6.2.34) back into (6.2.32) yielded 
⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ ⋅=
ε⋅⋅+⋅ε⋅ε⋅= −−−
8.02/1
P
2/1
904.112/1312/18.0
Z
2/1
)t(5.12)]t(f[
])t(579.01[)t(2.13)]t(f[
 
which is plotted )(Sn ε in part (b) of Fig. 6.2.1 for comparing with the numerical curves of ( )2/1tf . 
It is clear that Z
2/1 )]t(f[  fits them very well, for 52 1010 −− ≥ε≥ , while, P2/1 )]t(f[  does not. 
In both parts (a) and (b) of Fig. 6.2.1, the numerical curves )(Sn ε and ( )2/1tf are copied from a 
and b of Figure 6 in ref. [57].  
On the other hand, inserting parameters (6.2.34) back into (6.2.29) yielded, 
[ ]
[ ] 8Ps
5
Zs
10938.4k
10062.4k
⋅=
⋅=
                                                 (6.2.35) 
Substituting (6.2.35) into (6.2.27) we obtained 
[ ] ( )105Z ra10062.4A)r(V ⋅⋅=                                      (6.2.36) 
[ ] ( )108P ra10938.4A)r(V ⋅⋅=                                      (6.2.37) 
Plotting (6.2.36,37) in part (c) of Fig. 6.2.1, it's clearly to see that, [ ]ZA)r(V curve (6.2.36) fits 
(6.2.27) very well, within the region .5ar20 >> But, [ ]PA)r(V  curve (6.2.37) is too high, about 
1000 times than (6.2.27)! On the other hand, let's look at this point from the opposite direction, 
instead of (6.2.37), taking (6.2.36) as a power function to approximate the Born-Mayer potential 
(6.2.27), i.e. inserting 05.3m =λ into the second equation of (6.2.31), we will 
get ,678.1)(S 8.0n ε⋅=ε which is too low to match the numerical curve in part (a) of Fig.6.2.1. 
Therefore, just using the cross-section (6.2.24), it's not possible to choose such a value of sk (or 
)mλ that both numerical curves in both parts (a) and (c) of Fig. 6.2.1 can be fit simultaneously.  
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6.3 TWO CROSS-SECTIONS IN TRANSPORT THEORY OF SPUTTERING 
6.3.1 INTRINSIC DIFFERENCES BETWEEN  
Substituting (6.2.25) and (6.2.26), we derived ,im Γ≡Γ  
[ ]
( ) ( ) ( )
[ ] ( ) ).2.3.6(.dxxlogd)x(,)m1()1(m
m1n)1n(n
1m1
m1
11][
).1.3.6(0m1if,x1
)1n(n
1xln11
1
1n
Pm
1
m
n
1n
mZm
Γ≡ψ−ψ−ψ=
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
−++−−−+=Γ
>≥⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
+−−=Γ
−∞
=
−∞
=
∑
∑
 
[ ]
[ ]
[ ] [ ]
( ) ( ) ).X(fXXZdXXXZdX)X(f1Here
)5.3.6(0
)4.3.6(.6079.06
).3.3.6(1
m
m
1
0
1
m
m
1
0m
P1Z1
2
P0
Z0
−
−
−
−
∫∫ ⎥⎦⎤⎢⎣⎡≡
=Γ=Γ
≈π=Γ
=Γ
 
Both Zm ][Γ and Pm ][Γ have be calculated and plotted in Fig.6.3.1 as continuous functions of 
m for .0m1 ≥≥  Some of numerical results of mΓ  are collected in Table 6.2.1,2, where 
Zm ][Γ and Pm ][Γ  are calculated by (6.3.1-5) respectively. It is clear that PmZm ][][ Γ≈Γ  for 
.5.0m1 >≥ However, a great discrepancy can be seen for .0m25.0 ≥> Certainly, this 
discrepancy will certainly cause some intrinsic differences in the transport theory. For simplicity, 
only a monatomic medium is concerned for the following discussions. 
 
Fig. 6.3.1 Calculated curve of Γm  as a continuous function of m., defined by (6.3.1~3). Thick line: 
calculated by Exact theory (6.3.1,3). Thin line: calculated by Sigmund theory (6.3.2). 
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6.3.2 NUMBER OF RECOILS 
The number of recoils )E(N 0
s was introduced by Urbassek et.al. in ref.[13] as the average 
number of particles slowing down via collision from an energy 0
' EE >  to energy below 0E : 
∫∫ − σΨ=
'
0
'
0
E
EE
'E
E
''
0
s )T,E(d)E(dEN)E(N       
which has been given by (2.2.11), (2.3.8), (3.3.7) and (3.3.23). Therefore, substituting (6.2.25,26) 
into (3.3.23), the asymptotic formula for )E(N 0
s  can be derived 
1
0m0
s EE)E(N −Γ=            for   0EE >                                         (6.3.6)  
which makes an opportunity of measuring .mΓ In ref.[13], Urbassek et. al. assigned a local power 
exponent m to the Kr-C stopping cross section: 12.0m =  for Hf-Hf collisions and 23.0m =  
for C-C collisions at 10 eV interaction energy. Thus, the number of recoils sN generated above 10 
eV in a collision cascade initiated by 100 keV Hf ion is predicted by Eq.(6.3.6),  
7290]N[ Z
s = ,         5500]N[ Ps =         for  HfHf →  
5890]N[ Z
s = ,         5000]N[ ps =         for  CHf →  
where )eV10(NN ss = . Seeing Fig.2(c) on page 623 in ref.[13], we realize that Zs ]N[  
reproduce the corresponding data precisely. However, P
s ]N[  is too low. Because sN data were 
generated by using the Kr-C potential interaction in ref.[13][57], they naturally provide evidence 
supporting the point that replacing the actual interatomic potential by a power potential (6.2.1) is a 
less severe simplification than replacing the actual cross section by a simple power cross section 
(6.2.24) . 
6.3.3 MEAN SLOWING DOWN DISTANCE  
Substituting (6.2.25) and (6.2.26) into (3.3.22), the atom flux turns out to be, 
[ ] 20m0m0 EE)E(L)E( −⋅Γ=ψ                                         (6.3.7)  
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Here [ ] ( )[ ] ( ) .0m1if,XXdXZCN
E
)E(L 1
0
m
mZm
m2
0
Z0m >≥= ∫ −   
[ ] ( )( )[ ]Pm
m2
0
P0m CN
Em1
)E(L
−=   
At low energies ( ),0~m the collisions become less penetrating than predicted by Sigmund’s theory 
[46]. Particularly for ,0m = both cross-sections (6.2.9) and (6.2.24) reduce to 
[ ] dTEd 1Z −σ=σ  and [ ] dTTCd 10P −=σ                                (6.3.8) 
respectively. Thus, for ,0m = we have  
[ ] ( )[ ] 1Z00Z0 )N(2ELL −σ=≡  and [ ] ( )[ ] 10P00P0 )NC(ELL −=≡  [57].  (6.3.9) 
Adjustingχ of (6.2.5) makes [ ] [ ]P0Z0 )E()E( ψ=ψ , and then  
[ ] [ ]Pm0mZm0m )E(L)E(L Γ=Γ                                        (6.3.10) 
As a result, we can see 
[ ] [ ]P0mZ0m )E(L)E(L ≈     for   5.0m1 ≥≥  
[ ] [ ]P0mZ0m )E(L)E(L <     for   0m5.0 ≥>  
Inserting (6.3.3,4) and (6.3.9) into (6.3.10), we have 
3/C0
2π=σ                                                                                  (6.3.11) 
Both cross-sections yield identical atom fluxes, but two different mean slowing down distances 
[ ] [ ]P0Z0 L6079.0L ≈                                                (6.3.12) 
This is exactly the point resulted in the ‘depth of origin’ puzzle. 
6.3.4 MUBER OF RENKEL-PAIRS 
Substituting (6.2.25,26) into (3.3.4), we derived ( ) ,m FF ξ≡ξ  
( ) [ ] ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] .XX1ZXZdXXdXZ2]m[ 5.0
0 mm
11
0 mZmZF ∫∫ −+⋅⎥⎦⎤⎢⎣⎡Γ=ξ
−
     (6.3.13)  
( ) ,m)12(][2]m[ mPmPF −Γ=ξ                                      (6.3.14)  
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( ) 1]0[ ZF =ξ  and  ( ) .84.02ln12]0[ 2PF ≈π=ξ −                       (6.3.15) 
Both ( ) PF ]m[ξ and ( ) ZF ]m[ξ  have be calculated and plotted in Fig.6.3.2 as continuous 
functions of m for .0m1 ≥≥  The calculated results showed that ( ) ( ) ZFPF ]m[]m[ ξ<ξ  for 
.0m25.0 >≥  Therefore, ( ) ZF ]m[ξ has confirmed Lindhard’s statement [46] and removed the 
limitation of hard-sphere scattering model pointed out by Sigmund [22].    
 
 
 
Fig. 6.3.2 Calculated curve of ( )mFξ as a continuous function of m, defined by by (6.3.13~15). 
Thick line: calculated by Exact theory (6.3.13,15). Dash line: calculated by Sigmund theory (6.3.14). 
 
 
6.3.5 RECOIL DENSITY 
The Recoil density )E(F 0 was introduced by Urbassek et.al. in ref.[13], 
2
000 EE)E(K)E(F
−⋅=                                               (6.3.16) 
)]E()E([E
)E(S
)E(~E
)E(S
)E(K
0
r
0
s
0
0
00
0
0 σ+σ=σ=                            (6.3.17) 
(6.3.16,17) have been given by (4.2.7), a long as .02 ≡α  For Kr-C interaction potential [13], 
(6.3.17) reduced to  
),1,()E(K 0 εΓ=      00E ε≡ε                                     (6.3.18) 
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which is a special case of (6.1.33) for .1=γ  
If use a power potential to approximate the Kr-C interaction potential, i.e. substituting (6.2.9) 
and (6.2.24) into (6.1.15-17) and (6.1.33) respectively, we derived ),,()(m γεΓ≡γΓ   
[ ]
( ) ( ) ( ) )20.3.6(m1n)1n(nm1m1
1ln1)]([
)19.3.6(.0m1if,x1
)1n(n
xln1ln1)(
1n
n
Pm
m
n
1n
n
mZm
∑
∑
∞
=
∞
=
−++
γ−−−+γ−=γΓ
>≥+
γ−−γ−=γΓ
 
Comparing (6.3.19,20) with (6.3.1,2), we can see ).1,()1(mm εΓ=Γ=Γ   
Let’s use Urbassek’s formula [13] 
Elnd
)E(Slndm21 n=−                                                (6.3.21) 
to estimate m. According to Urbassek’s date [13], we have calculated and got 12.0m = within the 
energy window .10105 54 −− >ε>⋅ Then, substituting 12.0m = into (6.3.19) and (6.3.20) 
respectively, we obtained 
[ ] ,730.0Zm =Γ    [ ] 430.0)5.0( Zm =Γ  and                            (6.3.22) 
[ ] ,554.0Pm =Γ    [ ] 371.0)5.0( Pm =Γ                                 (6.3.23) 
and plotted these date in Fig.6.1.3 to compare with the numerical curves of (6.1.33). We have found 
that (6.3.22) agree with the left side of the curves very well. But, (6.3.23) are too low. 
 
6.4 SPUTTERING PARTICLE FLUX 
If the power potential (6.2.1) satisfies the following conditions, 
⎩⎨
⎧
χ=χ
≡===
jiij
n21 mmmm L                       (6.4.1) 
we have the following theories for the sputtering atomic flux of multi-component target. [15][18] 
6.4.1 ANDERSEN-SGMUND RELATION 
Substituting (6.4.1) and (6.2.25,26) into (3.1.11) respectively, we obtained 
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,
M
M m2
i
j
j
i
L
ij
L
ji ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
α
α=β
β
   1,0Lfor =                               (6.4.2) 
where ).L5.01(Lij
L
ij −β≡β  Furthermore, using (6.4.2), it’s easy to derive 
m2
i
j
j
i
m2
i
r
r
i
m2
r
r
r
r
m2
r
r
r
r
m2
r
j
j
r
L
ir
L
ir
L
rr
L
rr
L
rr
L
rr
L
jr
L
jr
L
jr
L
rr
L
rr
L
ir
L
ir
L
rr
L
rr
L
jr
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
k
kk
1k
1k
k
2
1
1
2
1
1
k
k
1kk
k1k
12
21
1
1
1121kkk
kk1k211
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
α
α=
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
α
α⋅⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
α
α
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
α
α⋅⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
α
α=
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
β
β
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
β
β
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
β
β
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
β
β=ββββ
ββββ
−
−
−
−
−
−
L
L
L
L
        (6.4.3) 
One the other hand, a direct expansion gives  
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
ββββ
ββββ∑=⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−
−
− L
jr
L
rr
L
rr
L
ir
L
ir
L
rr
L
rr
L
jr
k1k21
L
L
ij
L
ji
1121kkk
kk1k211)r,r,r,r(A
D
D
L
L
L                     (6.4.4) 
Inserting (6.4.3) into (6.4.4), we have  
m2
j
i
i
j
L
ij
L
ji
M
M
D
D
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
α
α=                                                  (6.4.5)  
Substituting (6.4.5) into (3.3.1) and (3.3.8), the ratio between the fluxes of moving atoms of the two 
species can be derived [16][18] 
L5.0m2
j
i
i
j
L5.0
i
j
L
ij
L
ji
0
L
ki
0
L
kj
0
L
i
0
L
j
M
M
M
M
D
D
)E,E(G
)E,E(G
)E(
)E(
−
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
α
α=⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛⋅==ψ
ψ
             (6.4.6) 
Obviously, this relation is tenable for both scattering cross sections and only depends on the pair of 
elements related to in a multi-component medium, independent of others. In ref.[16], P. Sigmund et. 
had derived (6.4.6) only for a binary medium Later, H. M. Urbassek et. had demonstrated (6.4.6) can 
be applied to a ternary system with an arbitray third component[99][100]. Besides, P. Sigmund had 
shown that (6.4.6) is only approximately correct for a special case of a poly-isotopic 
target.[17][100]. 
6.4.2 ANISOTROPIC DIFFERETIAL PARTICLE FLUX   
By using (6.4.5), it’s easy to proof .MMAA ijij =  Formula (3.3.12) turned out to be 
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( )
⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡ ⋅⋅⋅+⋅=
⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡ ⋅⋅⋅+⋅=υυ
i
j
i
0
j0i
0
j
j0
ij0
i
j
i
0
j0ij
M
M
A
E
Enn3
E
EK
P
Pn
M
M
A3
E
EK),(G
vv
vvvr
                    (6.4.7) 
Here .)N(EK 0j
1m2
0j υΠ⋅= − Formula (6.4.7) is tenable for any multi-component medium. Even 
if Formula (3.3.13) was derived by Sigmund for a binary medium with nearly equal 
masses ( )21 MM ≈ [17][51], P. Sigmund himself, still worried about his analytical results of 
(3.3.13), he has written down in ref. [101]: "In transport theory, small effects may be analyzed by 
perturbation theory but systematic errors caused by the neglect of potentially significant features 
may limit the predictive power." 
 
6.5 HARD SPHERE SCATTERING CROSS-SECTION 
6.5.1 RANGE OF VALIDITY OF ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTIONS  
The validity of the asymptotic solutions for 0L = in Chapter 3 is directly related to the 
correction terms in the asymptotic expansions of solutions. These correction terms are determinedby 
the residues at subsequent poles of ),s(Hij i.e. zeros of ),s(D in most cases. For a binary 
medium ),1( 21 =α+α  
]1)s()s()[s()s(]1)s()[s(]1)s()[s(
)s()s(]1)s()[s()s()s(]1)s()[s()s(D
2112211222221111
1212222221211111
−εεββ+−εβ−εβ+
εβ−εβ+εβ−εβ=
      (6.5.1) 
For simplicity, only the case of 0m = is treated. Thus, substituting (6.3.8) into (3.1.11) and 
(3.1.12) respectively, we obtained, 
1s
jZij )1s()]s([
−+σγα=β                                             (6.5.2) 
1s
0jPij sC)]s([
−γα=β                                                (6.5.4) 
])1(1)1s[()]s([ 1s1sZij
+−− γ−+−γ+γ=ε                                 (6.5.3) 
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[
LLL +γ⋅−−−−++
γ⋅−−+γ⋅−+⋅γ=ε
−−
−−−−
1n1
2111s12
Pij
)!nn)(s1n()s2)(s1(
)!33)(s2)(s1()!22)(s1()!11(s)]s([
      (6.5.5) 
γ−γ−⋅−γ+γ=ε −− ln)1ln()1(][ 211Zij    
.])1n(n[ln2][
1n
2n
Pij ∑∞
=
+γ−γ−=ε   
Here .ijγ≡γ In particular, if ,1=γ we have    
,s)]s([ Zij =ε   
( ) .dxxlnd)x(),s(s1)]s([ Pij Γ≡ψψ+=ε  
1][][ ZijZ0 =ε≡Γ  and .6079.06][][ 2PijP0 ≈π=ε≡Γ −   
Substituting (6.5.2-5) into (6.5.1), except ,1s = the extra zero s0 of )s(D  is calculated and plotted 
in Fig. 6.5.1 as a function of the concentration )or( 21 αα for three typical binary systems HfN, 
ZrN and TiN in both Sigmund and Hard sphere theories. One can see P0 ]s[ ~0.5 and Z0 ]s[  <0 for 
TiN and ZrNThis fact shows that Sigmund’s asymptotic solutions may not be suitable for HfN and 
ZrN in Sigmund theory, but are acceptable in Hard sphere theory. Therefore, the Hard sphere theory 
has a much larger range of validity.  
For further simplicity, Let’s assume ,5.021 =α=α thus Eq.(6.5.1) can be factorized, i.e. 
)s(D)s(D)s()s(D 11 −+⋅β=  
Here ]1)s([1)s()s(D 12
s
11 ±εγ+−ε≡±  and .12γ≡γ  
[ ] ⎥⎦⎤⎢⎣⎡ ±β⋅υ= +−± )s(D 1)s(D 1)s(2 1EN 1)s(G~ 1100                          (6.5.6) 
Here ,GGG 2211 =≡+  ,GGG 2112 =≡− ].1)s([1)s()s(D 12s11 ±εγ+−ε≡±   
A simple calculation shows that )s(D− has one positive zero .1s = Therefore, the inverse 
Laplace transforms of the first term of (6.5.6) yields asymptotic solution, i.e. 
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Fig. 6.5.1 Additional positive zero of D(s), as a function of the chemical concentration for three 
typical systems TiN, ZrN and HfN. In Hard sphere theory, the highest additional zero is 0.174for 
HfN. No such zero exits for ZrN and TiN. In Sigmund theory, the highest additional zero is about 
0.5for ZrN and HfN [16].  
 
Fig. 6.5.2 Additional positive zero of D(s), as a function of educed atomic mass for a binary system 
with chemical concentration 0.5. Thick line: calculated by Hard sphere theory. Dash line: calculated 
by Sigmund theory. 
 
 
[ ]
))(1(2
1
EN
E)E(G
121111
2
00
AS0 γε+εβ⋅υ=±                            (6.5.7) 
which is just the special case of (3.3.1). In addition, )s(D+ has a γ  dependent zero ,s0 which is 
calculated and plotted in Fig. 6.5.2 as a function of γ  in both Sigmund and Hard sphere theories. 
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In Sigmund theory, see Fig. 6.5.2, if and only if 1~γ  or ,M~M 21 ,0~s0 thus the 
asymptotic solutions (6.5.7) are acceptable [51]. Taking account of the contribution of ,s0 the inverse 
Laplace transforms of (6.5.6) are given by     
[ ] ( )0s12
000
0
P0 Ax1)G(
G
ECN
E
)E(G −± ±⋅⋅υ
Γ=   ,                         (6.5.8) 
Here ( ) ( ) 112112 6)G(G −γε+ε⋅π= ,  
[ ] 1012110 )s(D)ss(sA −+′γ+=  and  
[ ] .ds)s(dD)(D s α=±± =α′   
For HfN and HfC, we have calculated 0s , )G(G and A by using Sigmund theory and given 
the relative discrepancy between (6.5.7) and (6.5.8) 
0s1
P xA][
−⋅=δ                                                     (6.5.9) 
which is calculated and plotted in Fig. 6.5.3 as a function of EEx 0≡  for the HfN and HfC 
systems respectively. 
In Hard sphere theory, [ ] .)1(1s2)s(D 1s1sZ ++± γ±γ−+−γ≡γ  Excepts the γ dependent 
zero ,s0  [ ]Z)s(D+ has an extra constant zero .0s =  
In particular, if 1γ satisfies 
,0ln)1ln()1(2 11111 =γγ+γ−γ−+γ  i.e. 
,3092493810.01 L=γ  i.e. ( ) ,84231365.10MM 121 L=±  
then, 0s = is the second order zero, i.e. [ ] .0~sfor,s~)s(D 2Z+ Thus 
)xlnAx1(
)G(
G
EN
E2)E(G 2
00
0 mσυ=±                                 (6.5.10) 
Here L5580026975.0)G/(G =  and .064765133.1A L=  
In general, if ,1γ≠γ  a simple calculation shows that )s(D+ has a non-vanishing 
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zero, 0s0 < for 01 γ>γ≥  and 0s0 > for 00 >γ≥γ . Taking account of the contributions of 
these three poles 1,0s = and ,s0 the inverse Laplace transforms of (6.5.6) are given by 
)BxAx1(
)G(
G
EN
E2)E(G 0s12
00
0 m−± ±συ=  ,                          (6.5.11)  
Here ,
)1(D)G(
G
−′
γ= .
)0(D
)1(D
2
1B    and     
)s(D
)1(D
2
)1s(
A
0
0
+
−
+
−
′
′−=′
′+= . 
For HfN and HfC, we have calculated 0s , )G(G and A by using using Hard sphere theory, 
written (6.5.10-11) together and given the relative discrepancy  
⎩⎨
⎧
−
=γ=δ − others        , BxAx
309.0for                 ,xlnAx
][
0s1Z
L
                           (6.5.12) 
which is calculated and plotted in Fig.(6.5.3) as a function of x for the HfN and HfC systems. 
Fig.(6.5.3) shows that Hard sphere theory generates a more accurate asymptotic solution (6.5.7) than 
the one given by Sigmund theory for the same system. For instance, if ,01.0EE0 = then 
%10~][ Zδ and %30~][ Pδ . Therefore, in Sigmund theory, the correction term in the asymptotic 
expansions of solution for 0L = not only could be as large as the leading term for ,1L = but could 
also disturb the isotropic leading term for ,0L = thus complicate the sputtering yield energy 
distribution in the case where γ  is very small [56].  
6.5.2 EXACT SOLUTIONS 
Another remarkable feature of hard sphere scattering cross section is that all of the transport 
equations can be solved analytically, even exactly. For a monatomic target bombarded by a self-atom, 
Eq. (3.1.3, 4) is reduced to  
( ) ( )     XPdXXXPdXX21E)s(F~)s(F~
)],s(F~)E2[(L)s(G~
1
0 L
s
11
0 L
s1
0
sLL
L1
0
1
00
L
∫∫ ⋅⎥⎦⎤⎢⎣⎡ −==
+υ=
−
−
−−
      (6.5.13)  
Taking account of the contributions of all poles, including complex variable poles of Eq. (6.5.13), 
the inverse Laplace transforms of Eq. (6.5.13) are given exactly as follows, 
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( )( ) ( )
LL
115.0tan,xln115.0sinx1115)x(f
xln35.0cosx)x(f
x)x(f
1)x(f
1
00
23
5.12
5.01
−=ΦΦ+⋅⋅=
=
=
=
       (6.5.14)  
Here ).x(fEE)E,E(F L200
L −= )x(f L has been plotted as a function of 10EEx −≡ respectively 
for 103,2,1,0L L= in Fig.(6.5.4). In addition, substituting (6.5.14) into Eq.(2.3.1), the 
numerical calculation has shown that Eq.(2.3.1) converges very well as L increases infinitely.  
 
Fig. 6.5.3 The relative errors calculated by using Sigmund theory and Hard sphere theory 
respectively. Obviously, Hard sphere theory can generate a more accurate asymptotic solution. 
 
Fig. 6.5.4 Exact solutions for recoil densities for a monatomic target bombarded by a self-atom in 
Hard sphere theory, for .10,,2,1,0L L=  
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6.6 DEPTH DISTRIBUTIONS OF DEPOSITED ENERGY AND MOMENTUM  
AND ION RANGE 
6.6.1 UNIFIED DIMENSIONLESS DEPTH DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS 
Considering the obvious scaling property, the depth distributions of deposited energy, 
momentum and ion range can be written, 
( ) ],UE),E(zL[f)E(LEU,,zF 11i)i(1i)i( η⋅⋅=υ −−−v                         (6.6.1) 
( ) ],UE),E(zL[p)E(LEM2U,,zP 11i)i(1ii)i( η⋅⋅=υ −−−v                   (6.6.2) 
( ) ]),E(zL[r)E(L,zR 1i)i(1i)i( η⋅=υ −−v                                    (6.6.3) 
Here 1i
m2
i ]NE[)E(L
−− β=  is the mean slowing down distance defined by (3.3.20) and 
∑β≡β
k
iki ).1( Therefore, ),,u,x(f )i( η ),u,x(p )i( η and ),x(r )i( η are unified dimensionless 
depth distribution functions. i
m21
i NzE)E(zLx β=≡ −−  is a dimensionless depth and 
EUu ≡ is a dimensionless threshold energy. Substituting 
ikn
k
kni
m211
i )]E(S[N)E(NSNE)E(LE ∑α==β=⋅ −−                   (6.6.4) 
into (6.6.1-3), we obtained 
( ) ),u,x(f)E(NSU,,zF )i(n)i( η⋅=υv                                    (6.6.5) 
( ) ),u,x(p)E(NSEM2U,,zP )i(ni)i( η⋅⋅=υv                          (6.6.6) 
( ) ),x(r)E(NSE,zR )i(n1)i( η⋅⋅=υ −v                                    (6.6.7) 
Here ).T,E(Td)1(E)]E(S[ m
T
0 ikik
m21
ikn ∫ σ=β= −  
By using SC theory [19] described in Chapter 4, )T,E(d ikσ can be considered as an 
arbitrary scattering cross section. Therefore, ikn )]E(S[  appeared in (6.6.4) can be replaced by 
(6.1.15) and one of (6.1.23-26). The next key problem is to determine the unified dimensionless 
depth distribution functions.  
Substituting (6.2.25) and (6.2.26) into all recursion relations (5.2.20-22), (5.2.40-42) for 
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energy deposition, (5.3.7-10), (5.3.18-21) for momentum deposition and (5.2.58) for ion range 
respectively, one can derived all moments:  
[ ] ⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ =
≠⋅β=
.25.0mfor,B
25.0mfor,A
f
n
iL
n
iLn
i
n
L)i(                                    (6.6.8) 
( ) [ ] ⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ =
≠⋅β= −
.25.0mfor,b
25.0mfor,a
M2p
n
iL
n
iLn
i
5.0
i
n
L)i(                           (6.6.9) 
[ ] niLnin L)i( qr ⋅β=                                                    (6.6.10) 
By using the approximation ijjiji MMZZ ρ≡=  giving in Ref. [37], we obtained 
νμνμμν ρρ==χχ iijiij )ZZ()ZZ( , and 
( ) ( )[ ] 1m3/23/2ij3/)2m5(jm3iij 11CC −μν−νμμν ρ+ρ+⋅ρ⋅ρ=   for the Thomas-Fermi potential,  
2/m
j
2/m5
iij CC νμμν ρ⋅ρ=                           for the Born-Mayer potential. Thus, 
we have 
∑ ηα+=ηα
L
L
n
L
n )(P)1L2()(                                         (6.6.11) 
Hereα stands for one of f, p and r. The subscript i has been dropped for simplicity. The next step is 
the reconstruction of unified dimensionless depth distribution function ),x( ηα by Padé 
approximant Method [ ]( )zνμ from the moments )(n ηα in (6.6.11).  
A small program has been written in BASIC for the calculation about 15 years ago. The 
program has been run for some momentum depositions depth distribution functions simulated by P. 
Sigmund et. al.[11]. The single power cross section (6.2.24) was used for the calculation. The 
calculated curves agree the computer simulations in [11] very well. The program was successful to 
be executed for various Ion-Target systems including Y-Ba-Cu-O compounds [103] under different 
conditions. This program now can be executed up to 980n = moments with 500-decimal-digits 
precision on any one of Laptops, see chapter 5. 
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6.6.2 NUMERICAL RESULTS 
About 15 years before, the calculations was down on the SHARP PC-1500 pocket calculator 
for a few typical Ion-Target systems at a perpendicular incidence for 2.0m = by using both single 
and double power scattering cross sections. In the case, (6.2.23) reduced to 
.1.796X1)X(Z 0.58202.0 +=                                           (6.6.12) 
For energy depth distribution [18][37], our calculated curves for three Ion-Target systems have 
been plotted in Fig.6.6.1. According to (6.6.5), the energy deposited in the target surface is 
).E(SN),E,0(F nD α=η                                              (6.6.13) 
Here ),u,0(f η≡α is a dimensionless function of all atomic mass ratios and the incident angle [1]. 
The remarkable finding points are: 
 i) Even though (6.6.12) shows a great discrepancy of )X(Zm from unity for ,2.0m =  
both double and single power cross section (6.2.23,24) generate almost the same value of ,α  the 
relative error being less then 10% [18], i.e.  
PZ ][][ α≈α                                                        (6.6.14) 
ii) All calculated curves of ),,u,x(f η corresponding to different u ),0u1.0here( ≥≥  
almost across at the same point near the target surface. This means that  
),0(f η≈α   
A similar conclusion has been obtained for 31m =  in literature [12], i.e. α  can be considered as 
a dimensionless function of atomic mass ratios and incident angle. Therefore, the energy deposited 
in the target surface (6.6.13), given by P. Sigmund [1], can be used for the sputtering of single 
element target bombarded by low energy heavy ion at least. 
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Fig. 6.6.1 Depth distribution of deposited energy for a target bombarded by a projectile at 
perpendicular incidence. The moments are evaluated by using (5.2.20-22) with of M = 0.2. The 
reconstruction of the depth distribution functions is done by Padé method. (a)Calculated by using 
Single power scattering cross section (6.2.24). (b)Calculated by using Double power scattering cross 
section (6.2.9) and (6.2.23).  
 
Fig. 6.6.2 Depth distribution of deposited momentum for Molybdenum target bombarded by Argon 
ion at perpendicular incidence. The moments are evaluated by using (5.3.7-10) with of M = 0.2. The 
reconstruction of the depth distribution functions is done by Padé method. 
 
Fig. 6.6.3 Unified ion range distribution function in a target bombarded by an incident ion 
perpendicularly. The moments are evaluated by using (5.2.58) with of M = 0.2. Thick line: 
Calculated by using Single power cross section (6.2.24). Dash line: Calculated by using Double 
power cross section (6.2.9,23). 
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 A similar conclusion has been obtained for 31m =  in literature [12], i.e. α  can be considered 
as a dimensionless function of atomic mass ratios and incident angle. Therefore, the energy 
deposited in the target surface (6.6.13), given by P. Sigmund [1], can be used for the sputtering of 
single element target bombarded by low energy heavy ion at least. 
For momentum depth distribution [39][40], our calculated curves for Molybdenum target 
bombarded by Argon ion have been plotted in Fig.6.6.2.Figures 6.6.1 and 6.6.2 are similar. Both 
analytical calculation and computer simulation showed that the parallel component of momentum 
deposited in the target surface is very sensitive to factor EUu = and could be positive as long as 
05.0EU > for 31m = [12] and 1.0EU > for 2.0m = [11]. In our calculation in Fig.6.6.2, 
one can come to a similar conclusion. For the low energy and heavy ion bombardment, according 
(6.6.6), we obtained the momentum deposited in target surface: 
( )(i) i nP 0,υ,U = 2M E NpS (E)⋅v                                     (6.6.15) 
Here p p(0,u,η)≡ is a dimensionless function, but related to u, all atomic mass ratios and the 
incident angle [1]. According to our basic asumption in Chapter 1, p could be a positive number for 
the low energy and heavy ion bombardment. 
For Ion range [38], our calculated curves for three Ion-Target systems have been plotted in 
Fig.6.6.3. We has also found that for the low energy ion (few hundreds eV) incidence, the depth of 
ion implantation must be smaller, the ion range distribution must be narrower than the results 
predicted theoretically by using the single power cross section [37]. This conclusion agrees with our 
work on the depth of sputtered atom [18] and Frenkel-Pair Production [21]. Nevertheless, as long as 
the characteristic length (3.3.20) is used as the depth unit, the unified ion range )x(r calculated by 
using both double and single cross section are about the same.  
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CHAPTER 7 
ISOTROPIC SPUTTERING 
7.1 ISOTROPIC SPUTTERING THEORY 
7.1.1 ISOTROPIC SPUTTERED PARTICLE SPECTRUM 
P. Sigmund divided a sputtering event into two steps: Primary stage-the creation of a primary 
recoil atom by an incident ion, which mainly determines the deposited energy and momentum depth 
distribution functions, and low energy stage-the subsequent development of a cascade of recoil, 
which are ejected through the target surface as sputtered atom flux [7]. According to this statement, 
completed solutions of all transport equations appeared in chapter-2 can be constructed as long as 
replacing the energy E and momentum P of incident particle by corresponding the space distribution 
functions of deposited energy and momentum respectively. In particular, replacing the energy E of 
incident particle in (3.3.1) by energy deposited in the target surface [1][7], Sigmund derived the 
outward particle current o
2
oj ddEJ Ω of target atoms of type j, 
o
)i(o
jo
m
j
j
ooj E
),E,0(F
4
cos
  
)dx/dE()G(
G
),E(J
θ⋅π
θ⋅Γ⋅=Ω                  (7.1.1) 
Where ),E,z(F),z(F )i()i( η=υv is the depth distribution function of deposited energy (6.6.5). In 
principal, (7.1.1) can be considered as a basis for isotropic theory of sputtering of any target 
[1][16][53]. Taking account of the refraction by the planar surface binding energy j0U , 
0
2
01
2
1
oj0
2
01
2
1
sinEsinE
UcosEcosE
θ=θ
−θ=θ
                                       (7.1.2) 
(7.1.1) turns out to be the isotropic flux of sputtered atom-j moving with energy 1E and along the 
emission direction ( )11 ,φθ through the target plane surface. 
i) Energy distribution of sputtered atoms-Thompson distribution 
( ) ;U
E,
1U
cos2
Y
ddE
Yd
oj
1
m23
oj
1
mj
1
2
1
j
3
≡ε+ε
ε⋅π
θ=Ω −                    (7.1.3) 
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ii) Cosine like angular distribution of sputtered atoms  
;
cos
Y
d
Yd 1
mj
1
2
j
2
π
θ=Ω                                                (7.1.4) 
iii) Total partial sputtering yield: ( )0BYY mjmjj Λ==                        (7.1.5) 
iv) Andersen Sigmund relation is the partial sputtering yield ratio between two components 
i and j [16][19], which is given by 
m21
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oj
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j
j
i
j
i
U
U
M
M
Y
Y
−
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
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⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
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α=                   (7.1.6) 
Here ),m21)(m1(B 1 −−=− )0(mjmj Λ=Λ  and 
( )
m21
oj
)i(
jj
jm
j
j
mj U
,E,zF
N8)G(
G
)z( −
η⋅β
αΓ⋅≡Λ  
Andersen Sigmund relation (7.1.6) predicts the isotropic preferential sputtering.  
7.1.2 ENERGY AND ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS OF SPUTTERED ATOMS 
The emission energy and angular distributions of atoms sputtered from elemental targets has 
been measured many times. Typical examples of energy distributions were given for elemental 
targets Al, Ca and Ag bombarded by 8,4 and 5 keV respectively [55]. The experimental data can be 
well approximated by Thompson distribution (7.1.3) with 0m = and the surface binding energies 
,eV4.1U0 =  eV5.1 and eV2.2 should be chosen respectively [55], see Fig.7.1.1.  
 
Fig.7.1.1 Energy distribution of neutral atoms sputtered from elemental surfaces under bombardment 
with indicated projectiles. Solid curves were calculated by Thompson distribution (7.1.3) with m = 0 
and the surface binding energies 1.4 eV, 1.5 eV and 2.2 eV should be chosen respectively  
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Fig.7.1.2 Emission energy distributions of Hf and C atoms sputtered from HfC target under 
bombardment with incident energy 6-keV. Solid curves were calculated by Thompson distribution 
(7.1.3) with m = 0 and the surface binding energies:4.8 eV for carbide atom and 6.7 eV for hafnium 
atom should be chosen. 
 
For multi-component targets, the phenomenon can be seen. Typical example published by M. 
Szymoński is sputtering binary compound target HfC bombarded by +Xe ion with incident energy 
keV6E = [56]. Again, Thompson distribution (7.1.3) with 0m = can reproduce the experimental 
results well, as long as the surface binding energies were chosen: eV8.4U0 = for carbide atom and 
eV7.6U0 = for hafnium atom see Fig. 7.1.2. Seeing the atomic mass of hafnium is almost 15 times 
heaver than carbon, the parameter m should be different between them. H. M Hrbasseck et. al. 
worked out the same system and assumed [13] ,12.0mHfHf =  17.0m CHf = and 
.13.0mHfC = But their calculated energy distribution mismatch the corresponding experiment 
curves badly, see the Fig.5 (smooth curves)on page 625 in reference [13].In addition, even if the 
transport theory of sputtering only studied a structureless medium, we still believe that “the caging 
of a small light species by a big and heavy species shields the light species some what from 
collision”[13], if the simple power scattering cross section ( )TdTCd =σ is used. Thompson 
distribution (7.1.3) derived based on the highest pole of (6.5.1), i.e. ,1s = transport theory. The range 
of validity of sputtering theory [16] id determined by the next highest pole .s0  Simple calculation 
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showed that the next highest pole 6.0]s[ P0 > for HfC target, the contribution from this pole 
could disturb the sputtering yield energy distribution to make the theory be failed [19]. But using 
hard sphere scattering cross section ( )EdTd σ=σ , the next highest pole 15.0]s[ Z0 < for 
HfC target, the pole only make minor effect [19]. Therefore, Szymoński’s experimental results [56] 
confirmed our hard sphere theory [19], even if the atomic mass ratio of the binary target is larger 
than ten. This fact indicates that the “caging” could be broken through by our hard sphere. 
Typical angular distribution was given for elemental target Ag bombarded by 5 keV +Ar ion 
[54]. The experimental data satisfies cosine-like angular distribution (7.1.4). 
  
 
Fig.7.1.3 Polar plot of the angular distribution of Ag sputtered from a polycrystaling silver sample 
by 5keV Argon ion. Solid curve is cosine curve. 
 
 
7.1.3 DEPTH DISTRIBUTION OF ORIGIN OF SPUTTERED ATOMS 
For a single element target, the recoil density, ),,E,z(F Ω′′  i.e.        
dzdEd),E,z(F),E,z(Fd 24 Ω′′Ω′′=Ω′′                               (7.1.7)  
is defined as the number of atom per incident ion (energy E) recoiling from depth layer )dz,z( at 
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energy )Ed,E( ′′  into sold angle ).d,( 2Ω′Ω′ Substituting (3.3.23) into (7.1.7) and replacing E by 
the depth distribution function of deposited energy, we obtained      
( ) ( )zdXdd2),E,z(Fd m224 ΛΩ′ε′ε′π=Ω′′ −                           (7.1.8)  
Here ;U/E o′=ε′ ;XLz m= ( ) ( ).NCUULL mm2mm ==  
On the one hand, according to Falcone-Sigmund theory [32][33], each recoil atom slows down 
continuously along a straight line, thus  
( ) ( ) m21mno ENC)E(NSdZdEcos −−=−=⋅θ                          (7.1.9) 
Solving Eq. (7.1.9) with initial energy E′and final energy oE yields  
m2/1
o
m2
o
o cos
mX21 ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
θε+ε=ε′     UE0o ≡ε                            (7.1.10)                   
which determines the energy oE of a recoil atom with initial energy E′  after having traveled from 
z to the surface. Substituting (7.1.10) into (7.1.8) yields the atom flux just under the surface, 
( ) ( )zdXdd
cos
mX212),E,z(Fd m0
2
0
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2
000
4 ΛΩε⎟⎟⎠
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−      (7.1.11)  
 Taking account of the refraction (7.1.2) and substituting  
,11o +ε=ε    
)1()1cos(cos 11
2
1o +ε+θε=θ   and 
5.0
1
2
11
11
1
2
0
2
)]1cos)(1[(
cosdd +θε+ε
θε⋅Ω=Ω   
into (7.1.11), we obtained the double differential sputtering yield originated from depth )dz,z( , 
( ) )X,,(gzdXdd
)1(
cos2),E,z(Fd 11m1
2
1)m23(
1
11
11
4 θεΛΩε+ε
θε
π=Ω −           (7.1.12) 
Here 
m2/11
5.02
)m25.0(
5.02
)m25.0(
)1cos(
)1mX21
)1cos(
)1()X,,(g
−−−−
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
+θε
+ε++θε
+ε≡θε                (7.1.13) 
Integrating (7.1.12) over X gives the double differential sputtering yield originated from all depth, 
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( )∫∞− θεΛΩε+ε θεπ=Ω 0 11m121)m23(1 11113 )X,,(gzdXdd)1(
cos2),E(Fd
r
          (7.1.14) 
Due to ∫ω =θε0 ,1)X,,(dXg the escape depth of sputtered atom with energy and 
orientation ),E( 11 θ is given by- 
)m25.0(
1
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1
0 1111
)1(
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X)X,,(dXg),(X
−
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θε=θε ∫
                               (7.1.15) 
Integrating (7.1.12) over )E,X( 1 gives the angular differential sputtering yield originated from all 
depth, 
∫∞ θΛΩθπ=Ω 0 1m12112 )X,(h)z(dXdcosB)(Fd
r
                        (7.1.16) 
Here 
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θ−+−⋅θ≡θ ∫     (7.1.17) 
Due to ∫ω =θ0 ,1)X,(dXh the escape depth of sputtered atom with orientation )( 1θ is given by 
m422
2
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cos)m21(4
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)cosy(
y)y1(dy
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)m1(4
X)X,(dXh)(X
θ−−⋅θ
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θ=θ
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                 (7.1.18) 
Integrating (7.1.16) over solid angle, we finally obtained the total sputtering yield,  
∫ω Λ= 0 mm )X(H)XL(dXBY                                         (7.1.19) 
Here 
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Since ∫∞ =0 1)X(dXH , the escape depth of sputtered atoms is given by 
0m25.0for,
)m41)(m85(
)m1(4
.X)X(dXHX
0
≥>−−
−=
= ∫∞
                        (7.1.21)  
On the other hand, by using (6.6.13), (7.1.5) or (7.1.19) reduced to 
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o
n
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Considering ZP ][][ α≈α given by (6.6.14) and adjusting zm ]C[  makes PZ ]Y[]Y[ = , thus, we 
came back to (6.3.10) and got 
ZmPmP0mZ0m ][][)]U(L[)]U(L[ ΓΓ=     0m25.0for ≥>          (7.1.23) 
In a particular case, 0m = ,  (7.1.13,15), (7.1.17,18) and (7.1.20,21) reduced to 
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)Xexp(~)X(E4)X(H 34344                                     (7.1.26) 
Here θ≡η cos  and )Zyexp(ydy)Z(E
1
n
n −⋅= ∫∞ is the fourth order expint function. Formula  
(7.1.25,26) were derived by P. Sigmund et. al.[32]. Thus, (7.1.22) and (7.1.23) turns out to be  
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2p UC8
)E(S6Y α⋅π=                                                  (7.1.27) 
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(7.1.27) is the famous Sigmund formula [1]. Sigmund estimated )NC(75.0]z[ 0P = [1]. One can 
clearly see that any adjustment of the constant 0C  influences not only the depth of sputtered atoms 
but also the total sputtering yield in Sigmund sputtering theory [57]. Our new theory very naturally 
gives a credible answer to the ‘depth of origin’ puzzle of ref. [28~31] [57~60], and means that hard 
sphere collisions dominant in the low energy cascade. Our new theory is obvious different from the 
traditional hard sphere model of sputtering [110][111], because the soft sphere )0m( > collisions 
dominant in the primary or high energy stage, which is same as Sigmund theory. Therefore, except 
some new explanations, entire Sigmund theory of sputtering remains unchanged.  
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7.2 SURFACE COMPOSITION CHANGE DUE TO SPUTTERING OF ALLOY 
7.2.1 STEADY STATE  
In sputter process at steady-state, as a consequence of preferential sputtering, the surface 
concentration of a virgin target is changed during ion bombardment until a surface concentration 
)1;10( sk
s
k
s
k =α∑≤α≤α reached the steady-state, from which the atoms are sputtered with 
partial yield proportional to the bulk concentration )1C;0C1(C kkk =∑≥≥ , i.e.,  
nn2211 CYCYCY === L                                      (7.2.1) 
Here the partial sputtering yield is given by .YY sj
c
jj α= Andersen Sigmund relation (7.1.6) 
gives the sputtering yield ratio between component i and j, 
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Substituting (7.2.2) into (7.2.1) yields  
( ) ( ),CC jiijsjsi η=αα                                               (7.2.3)  
Here ( ) ( ) m21i0j0m2ijcjciij UUMMYY −⋅=≡η , ijji 1 η=η , kjikij ηη=η  and 
2nfor11n342312 >=ηηηη L .                              (7.2.4) 
If the surface binding energy ratio ( )i0j0 UU  between two elements i and j is independent of alloy 
composition, ijη are constants and then, (7.2.3) can be solved easily 
1
n
1j
jjii
s
i ]C[C
−
=
∑η=α                                                 (7.2.5) 
This relation has been proved approximately by Betz’s experimental measurements for a numerous 
binary alloy [104], such as Ag-Cu, Ag-Au, Cu-Pd, etc. For our purpose in this work, only three 
alloys Ag-Pd, Ag-Au and Cu-Pd need to be analyzed, because these alloys are directly related to a 
ternary alloy system Ag-Pd-Au, which usually is used for the comparison between different 
theoretical models [105][62]. 
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(a)                       (b)                         (c) 
Fig.7.2.1 Ratio of measured Auger peak heights versus ratio of bulk concentrations Horizontal 
coordinate represents the ratio of bulk concentrations; Vertical coordinate represents the ratio of 
measured Auger heights. Dot line is the ratio of Auger peak heights before sputtering. Thin line is 
the ratio of Auger peak heights in steady state. Thick line represents the calculated results of (7.2.3).  
(a) Ag-Pd alloy; (b) Pd- Au alloy (c). Au-Ag alloy.  
 
i) Binary alloy systems 
Several alloys of different bulk composition of the Ag-Pd system were sputtered by 2-keV Ar 
ions by Betz at. al. [104].They observed the surface enrichment of Pd. Experimental 
data ( )sPdsAg αα  have been plotted in Fig.7.2.1(a) as a function of ( )PdAg αα . If choosing 
54.21PdAg =η − , one can see that (7.2.3) fits experimental results reasonably well. For Pd-Au 
system, results have been plotted in Fig.7.2.1(b). The surface enrichment of Pd was observed. If 
choosing 49.1AuPd =η − , (7.2.3) fits experimental results qualitatively except in the region near 
.3~cc AuPd For Ag-Au system, results have been plotted in Fig.7.2.1(c). The surface enrichment 
of Pd was observed. If choosing 70.1AgAu =η − ,  (7.2.3) fits experimental results very well. 
ii) Ternary alloy system 
As to a ternary alloy system Ag-Pd-Au (I = 1-Ag; 2-Pd; 3-Au) under 2-keV Ar+ ion 
bombardment, the experimental results [104] are summarized in Table 7.2.1. Since 
,1997.0)70.1()49.1()54.21(
AgAuAuPdPdAg
≈=⋅⋅=
η⋅η⋅η −−−  
thus, (7.2.4) approximately holds, substituting ,PdAg12 −η=η  AuPd23 −η=η  and AgAu31 −η=η  
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into (7.2.5) yielded the surface  composition siα in the steady state [63]. The calculated data are 
collected in Table 7.2.1 (New) and expressed by arrowheads in Fig. 7.2.2 respectively. The 
experimental data are expressed by small squares in Fig. 7.2.2 for the comparison. The agreement 
between calculated values and experimental data is much better than the results given in [105] at the 
point numbers: ,33 ′→  ,55 ′→  ,66 ′→  ,77 ′→  88 ′→ and .99 ′→ This is not surprised 
conclusion, the previous authors neglected the nonstoichiometry factor [7][105] in sputtering of 
multi-component target, because the authors only used sputtering yield data of single element targets 
in their theory [105]. However the phenomena of bombardment-induced Gibssian Segregation 
during Alloy Sputtering [28][125] is ignored in the analysis.   
 
 
Table 7.2.1 The surface composition change of ternary system Ag-Au-Pd under 2 keV argon ion 
bombardment 
100sAu ∗α  100sAg ∗α  100sPd ∗α  
Theory Theory Theory 
 
Exp. 
New A B 
Exp.
New A B 
Exp.
New A B 
1′  56.4 54.3 58.0 53.2 37.4 5.3 7.2 6.4 37.4 40.4 34.8 40.4
2′  36.6 33.2 37.2 31.9 57.2 4.9 7.0 7.0 57.2 61.9 55.8 61.1
3′  78.8 79.4 80.4 79.2 15.0 5.8 7.5 5.9 15.0 14.8 12.1 14.9
4′  28.0 25.8 28.6 24.8 60.5 10.1 14.3 14.3 60.5 64.1 57.1 60.9
5′  40.0 39.1 40.6 38.5 42.8 17.2 22.8 20.7 42.8 43.7 36.6 40.8
6′  63.8 64.8 63.5 65.7 16.3 19.1 23.8 19.0 16.3 16.1 12.7 15.3
7′  31.6 30.5 31.3 30.3 44.4 24.0 31.3 28.7 44.4 45.5 37.5 41.0
8′  37.7 37.4 34.5 40.2 20.0 44.0 51.7 43.7 20.0 18.6 13.8 16.1
9′  56.5 56.5 54.4 58.0 17.3 26.6 32.6 26.4 17.3 16.9 13.0 15.6
Note: “Exp.” stands for the experimental results given in [104]. “New” stands for theoretical data 
calculated by (7.2.5) in this work. A and B stand for theoretical data calculated by using the 
methods provided in [105] and [62] respectively. 
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Fig.7.2.2  Concentration change during sputtering and the steady state established for the ternary 
system Ag- Au – Pd . The dark points stand for the bulk concentration. The target surface 
concentrations of the steady state are calculated by (7.2.5) and expressed by arrowheads. The 
experimental data are expressed by small squares for comparisons. 
 
 
It’s contrary to Andersen Sigmund relation (7.1.6), if the partial sputtering yield ratio of 
two elements is related to another third element in the target, this phenomenon is called “matrix 
effect” proposed by Galdikas et. el [62]. Galdikas et. el introduced a matrix ( )ijY which satisfied 
  ∑ α=
j
s
jij
c
i YY                                                      (7.2.6) 
Besides, the mass conservation (7.2.1) gives 
s
i
s
j
j
i
c
j
c
i
C
C
Y
Y
α
α⋅=                                                       (7.2.7)  
Thus, the matrix elements yield ijY  for a given energy of bombarding ion can be computed 
and are independent to the composition of target. Specifically for Ag-Pd-Au alloys under 
2-keV Ar+ ion bombardment, by using the matrix ijY  given by Galdikas et. el. in [62], solving Eqs. 
(7.2.6) and (7.2.7) simultaneously yields the surface composition siα in the steady state. The 
calculated data are collected in Table 7.2.1, one can see that Andersen Sigmund relation (7.1.6) 
provided calculated values much better than the results given here at the point numbers: ,22 ′→  
,44 ′→  ,66 ′→  ,77 ′→  88 ′→ and .99 ′→  
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Besides, seeing the experimental results showed that ijη  are approximately independent 
of the bulk concentration ratio ( )ji CC  in many alloy sputtering [104], ijη  defined in (7.2.3) 
can be considered as constants. Thus, solving Eqs. (7.2.6) and (7.2.7) yields matrix elements  
jijjij YY η= , 0Yjj > .                                            (7.2.8) 
and (7.2.6) reduced to .YY nini η= The target surface concentration sjα  in the steady state turned 
out to be (7.2.5) . For Ag-Pd-Au alloys under 2-keV Ar+ ion bombardment, the matrix elements can 
be written as 
( )
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
=
332233
112211
222211
ij
YY49.170.1Y
49.1YY54.2Y
Y70.1Y54.2Y
Y , 0Yjj >  
which reproduce the calculated data collected in Table 7.2.1 (New). Therefore, the “Matrix effect” 
(7.2.5) is nothing but an illusive effect.  
In addition, does the “Matrix effect” theory can really describe “non-linear effect” appears in 
Pd-Au alloy sputtering [104]? The answer is negative. The “non-linear effect” means that ijη  is 
related to the bulk concentration ratio non-linearly. For simplicity, only a binary alloy is concerned, 
based on (7.2.6,7), it is easy to derive 
y
x
YyY
YyY
2221
1211 =+
+
                                                   (7.2.9) 
Here ( )21x αα≡ ; ( )s2s1y αα≡ . For Pd-Au (Pd-1; Au-2) alloy, experimental results [104] 
yieled  
 
0.3y 0.2; x :2Point  
2.33 y   x :1Point  
 ⎩⎨
⎧
==
==
                                        (7.2.10) 
Substituting (7.2.10), 90.3Y11 = and 90.4Y22 = [62] into (7.2.9), one obtained the matrix element 
of sputtering yields     
( ) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛=
90.495.2
68.290.3
Yij                                                (7.2.11)  
Solving Eqs. (7.2.6,7) yielded,    
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( ) ( ) xYY4xYYxYY
xY2y
2211
2
21122112
22
+−+−
=                        (7.2.12) 
For ,10x = (7.2.12) gives y = 8.37 which means the surface enrichment of Au. But, the experiment 
measurements [104] showed the surface enrichment of Pd. Therefore, the “matrix effect” theory can 
not predict the “non-linear effect” appears in Pd-Au alloy sputtering [104]. 
7.2.2 TRANSIENT STATE  
A model for the evolution of the surface composition proposed by J. M. Mayer et. al. for a 
binary target [65]. Mayer’s model predicted the surface chemical composition change of PtSi target 
surface bombarded by energetic ion as a function of the ion flux until the steady state established. 
We are now developing the model to a multi-component target and find exact solution. By using the 
mass conservation  
n,,2,1i),(YY]d)z,(d[dzN ii0 i L=φ−=φφα∫∞                  (7.2.13) 
Hereφ is the incident ion dose per unit area ).cm( 2 )(Yi φ is the partial sputtering yield of i-atoms as 
a function of ,φ  and .Y)(Y ii =∞ )z,(N i φα stands for the density of i-atoms per unit volume as 
a function of the depth z, 1)z,(
j
j =φα∑ . Specially, we have ii C)z,0( =α  and 
.)z,( sii α=∞α By using the steady-state condition (7.2.1), we have derived  
[ ] )(YC)(YC)z,(C)z,(Cdz
d
dN i
1
ij
1
j0 j
1
ji
1
i φ−φ=φα−φαφ
−−∞ −−∫   or        (7.2.14) 
[ ] φ′φ′−φ′φ′=φα−φα ∫∫∫ φφ −−∞ −− d)(YCd)(YC)z,(C)z,(CdzN 0 i0 1ij1j0 j1ji1i    (7.2.15) 
Mayer’s equation (Eq.(1a) on page 5302 in Ref. [65]) is obviously is a special case of Eqs. (7.2.15). 
Mayer et. al. further approximated the profiles )z,(i φα by simple linear functions with a depth 
parameter W. The depth parameter W plays a role of the thickness of the altered layer [131], 
)()0z,( ii φα≡=φα and .C)Wz,( ii =≥φα By using the formula of area of triangle, we got 
[ ] ],1)(C[W5.01)z,(Cdz i1i0 i1i −φα=−φα −∞ −∫                           (7.2.16) 
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Substituting (7.2.16) into the left-hand side of Eqs. (7.2.14), we obtained  
[ ] )(YC)(YC)(C)(C
d
d
i
1
ij
1
jj
1
ji
1
i
1 φ−φ=φα−φαφβ
−−−−−                    (7.2.17) 
Here .WN5.01 ≡β− Further substituting )(Y)(Y jcjj φα=φ into Eqs. (7.2.17), we finally derived a 
set of equations,  
[ ] )(YC)(YC)(C)(C
d
d
i
c
i
1
ij
c
j
1
jj
1
ji
1
i
1 φα−φα=φα−φαφβ
−−−−−              (7.2.16) 
which can be solved exactly with initial condition ii C)0( =α or .)( sii α=∞α Here, siα also stats 
for the surface concentration of steady-state and is given by (7.2.5). 
i) Binary alloy systems  
The exact solution of Eqs. (7.2.16) turns out to be  
( ) ( )[ ]
( ) ( )[ ]⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ φβ−−−⋅=φα+
φβ−−+⋅=φα+
AYexpYYCYC)(]YCYC[
AYexpYYCYC)(]YCYC[
c
2
c
11
c
122
c
12
c
21
c
2
c
12
c
211
c
12
c
21         (7.2.17) 
Here ( ) ( )c22c11c12c21 YCYCYCYCA ++≡  and .YCYCY c22c11 +≡  J. M. Mayer et. al. 
presumed the total sputtering yield 
c
21
c
2
c
1
c
22
c
11 Y)()YY(Y)(Y)()(Y +φα−=φα+φα≡φ  
as a constant, so couldn’t give analytical expressions for their final results [65]. Although a similar 
solution was given by Harrid et. al. long time ago [127], however, (7.2.17) is much easier to use in 
practice. In particular, the surface concentration ratio, as a function of ,φ can be easily derived, 
( )
( ) )AYexp(1rC1
)AYexp(1rCr
C
C
)(
)(
1
2
2
1
2
1
φβ−−+
φβ−−−⋅=φα
φα
                              (7.2.18) 
Here c1
c
2 YYr ≡ and ( ) ( ).rCCCrCA 2121 ++=  
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Fig.7.2.3 Increase of the surface Pt/Si concentration ratio with argon ion dose in 80-keV argon ion 
sputtering of PtSi. The measured values were taken from literature [65].The solid curve was 
calculated by using our formula (7.2.19). The theoretical curve of Mayer’s model [65] is also plotted 
for the comparison. 
 
Comparing with experiment I: The sputtering of PtSi by +Ar ions of 80-keV was carried 
out by J. M. Mayer et. al. [65] and increase of the surface SiPt concentration ratio  
( )SiPtSiPt NN αα=  was plotted in Fig.7.2.3 as a function of .φ The theoretical curve of 
Mayer’s model [65] was also plotted in Fig.7.2.3 for the comparison. In our theory, substituting 
,5.0CC SiPt == )nm75~W(cm105.4NW 217 −×= [65], ,1A = 4Y = [65] and 
94.1YYr cPt
c
Si == into (7.2.18), we got 
217
Si
Pt cm10F;
]F)916(exp[4700.01
]F)916(exp[2423.0194.1
)(
)( −×≡φ
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧
−+
−−×=φα
φα
        (7.2.19) 
which was plotted in Fig.7.2.3 which demonstrates both theoretical curve agree with experimental 
measurement very well.  
Comparing with experiment II: The sputtering of AgAu alloy by +Ar ions of 100-keV was 
carried out by H. H. Andersen et. al. [130] and decrease of the surface AuAg concentration ratio 
( )AuAgAuAg NN αα=  was plotted in Fig.7.2.4 as a function of .φ  In our theory, 
substituting ,427.0CAg = ,573.0CAu = ),nm85~W(layers224NW = 912.0A = and 
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92.1YYr cAu
c
Ag ==  into (7.2.18), we got 
.layers8F;
]F)4.151(exp[275.01
]F)4.151(exp[393.01388.0
)(
)(
Au
Ag ×≡φ
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧
−−
−+×=φα
φα
        (7.2.20) 
which was plotted in Fig.7.2.4 which demonstrats our theoretical curve agrees with experimental 
measurement very well.  
 
 
Fig.7.2.4 Decrease of the surface Ag/Au concentration ratio with argon ion dose in 100-keV argon 
ion sputtering of AgAu alloy. The measured values were taken from literature [130].The solid curve 
was calculated by using our formula (7.2.20) . 
 
 
ii)Ternary alloy system 
Eqs. (7.2.16) turns out to be  
( )[ ] ( )
( ) ( )[ ]⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ φα−+−φα−+=φφαβ
φα−+φα−+−=φφαβ
−
−
)(YYCY)(YYCYCd)(d
)(YYC)(YYCYYCd)(d
2
c
2
c
32
c
21
c
3
c
12
c
322
1
2
c
3
c
211
c
1
c
31
c
1
c
311
1
 (7.2.21) 
Let ,YX φβ≡   siii )()X( α−φα≡α ,  1 1 2 2 3 3c c cY C Y C Y C Y≡ + + , 
Eqs. (7.2.21) reduced to 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
α
α
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−−−−
−−−−−=⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
α
α
)X(
)X(
rrCr,rrC
rrC,rrCr
)X(
)X(
dX
d
2
1
3222312
3213111
2
1            (7.2.22) 
Here YYr cii ≡ or ( ) ,CCCr 131321211 −η+η+= ( ) 132321211 CCCr −η++η=  and 
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( ) .CCCr 133223111 −+η+η=  Eqs. (7.2.22) can be solved exactly with initial condition 
s
iii C)0( α−=α and .0)(i =∞α  Substituting  
)Xexp(
v
u
)X(
)X(
2
1 λ−⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛=⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
α
α
                                          (7.2.23) 
into Eqs. (7.2.22), we obtained  
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) 0v
u
rrCr,rrC
rrC,rrCr
3222312
3213111 =⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−+−λ−
−−+−λ
                    (7.2.24) 
Solving the characteristic equation of Eq.(7.2.24) 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) 0rrCr,rrC
rrC,rrCr
3222312
3213111 =−+−λ−
−−+−λ
                         (7.2.25) 
we got both eigenvalues 1λ  and .2λ Solving Eq. (7.2.24) for each eigenvalue, iλ  yields a 
normalized eigenvector .)v,u( Tii The linear combination of (7.2.23) gives the general solution of 
Eqs. (7.2.22), finally we have 
)Yexp(
v
u
y)Yexp(
v
u
x
)(
)(
2
2
2
1
1
1
s
2
s
1
2
1 φβλ−⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛+φβλ−⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛+⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
α
α=⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
φα
φα
         (7.2.26) 
The initial condition   
⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ α−=+
α−=+
s
1121
s
1121
cyuxu
cyuxu
                                              (7.2.27) 
determines coefficients x and y in (7.2.26).  
The entire procedure can be easily generalized to any multi-component medium ).3n( >  
Comparing with experiment Ⅲ: The sputtering a ternary alloy system Ni-Cu-Pt (i=1-Ni; 2-Cu; 
3-Pt by +Ar ions of 2-keV was carried out by G. Betz [104] and explained by Q. Zhe theoretically 
[105]. In the case, %7.33C%,8.34C 21 == and, %.0.32C3 = In our theory, using the date of 
corresponding binary alloy [104], we obtained ,5.123 =η  39.131 =η and 
.09.221 =η Immediately, we have %,0.42s1 =α  %8.26s2 =α  and %.3.31s3 =α  In the 
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literature, we got that sputtering 40 layers target material off needs 3.574 minutes time [104]. 
Substituting ,ijη iC  and layers40NW = into Eqs. (7.2.22-25), solving them, we got 
117.11 =λ  and .897.02 =λ finally, we obtained the following exact solution [132], 
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
−+−−=α
−+−+=α
−−−−=α
)55.1texp(1386.0)25.1texp(1173.09789.0%)0.32()t(
)55.1texp(0449.0)25.1texp(1592.07958.0%)7.33()t(
)55.1texp(2103.0)25.1texp(01602.02263.1%)3.34()t(
Pt
Cu
Ni
 (7.2.26) 
Here, the time t is in minute. The solution (7.2.26) was plotted in Fig. 7.2.5. The figure demonstrates 
our theoretical curve agrees with experimental measurement very well. The remarkable point is that 
two exponential terms appeared in the expression of Ptα seem to be cancel each other, therefore, 
Ptα couldn’t change much in the entire sputtering process.  
 
 
Fig.7.2.5 The surface composition change process of the triplet target Ni-Cu-Pd sputtered by 2-keV 
argon bombardment. The measured values were taken from literature [104].Three solid curves were 
calculated by using our formula (7.2.26).  
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CHAPTER 8 
ANISOTROPIC SPUTTERING 
8.1 ANISOTROPIC SPUTTERING THEORY 
8.1.1 ANISOTROPIC SPUTTERED PARTICLE SPECTRUM 
According to Sigmund “two steps” theory [7][19][24], replacing the energy E and momentum 
P of incident particle in (6.4.7) by energy and momentum deposited in the target surface, we derived 
the outward particle current o
2
oj ddEJ Ω  of target atoms of type j [1][7],  
( )
( ) ( )
.
EM2
,E,0Pn
M
M
A3
E
,E,0F
4
cos
dxdE)G(
G
),E(J
0j
)i(j0
i
j
i
0
)i(0
j0
m
j
j
00j
⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡ η⋅⋅⋅+η⋅π
θ⋅Γ⋅
=Ω
vv     (8.1.1) 
The energy deposited in the target surface was given by (6.6.13), i.e. 
( ) ).E(SN,E,0F n)i( α=η                                             (8.1.1a) 
α  is a dimensionless functions of atomic mass ratios and incident angle. For low energy and heavy 
ion bombardment, according to (6.6.15) and the basic assumption of the momentum deposited in 
target surface in Chapter 2, we have 
( ) υυ⋅α⋅=υ vvr )E(SNEM2U,,0P ni)i(  and 0>α                    (8.1.1b)  
α  is not only a dimensionless functions of atomic mass ratios and incident angle, but also relates 
to .EU Obviously, we have ( )1,u,0p=α for the perpendicular incidence. In principal, (8.1.1) can 
be considered as a basis for anisotropic theory of sputtering of multi-component target [7][19][24]. 
Substituting (8.1.1a) and (8.1.1b) into (8.1.1), we have 
,
EM
EM
Aˆcos31
4
cos
E
)E(S
)G(
G
),E(J
i
0j
i
0
m22
0jj
nm
j
j
00j ⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
α
α⋅θ−⋅π
θ⋅β
αΓ⋅=Ω −  (8.1.2) 
Here .ossinsincoscosˆcos 000 φθθ−θθ=θ   
(1) Primary sputter process 
For a perpendicular incidence, taking account of the refraction by the planar surface (7.1.2),  
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(8.1.2) turned out to be the anisotropic flux of sputtered atom-j moving with energy 1E and along the 
emission direction ( )11 ,φθ through the target plane surface. 
i) Energy distribution of sputtered atoms  
( ) [ ]1os)E(H21UcosYddE Yd 12jm23oj1mj121 j
3
+θε−+ε
ε⋅π
θ=Ω −            (8.1.3)  
Here ( )2ii0T AU36E αα≡ is just a parameter and does not play the role of sputtering threshold 
energy thE in literatures [4~6] and [12], 
( ),EUMEUM)E(H i0iTj0jj ≡                                     (8.1.4) 
ii) Under-cosine like angular distribution of sputtered atoms [54] Integrating (8.1.3) over 
energy 1E  and considering a natural boundary condition 
0),EE(J 00j =Ωγ< ,                                               (8.1.5) 
we obtained the angular spectrum of sputtered atoms, 
[ ])E(H)(4A
4
cos
Y
d
Yd
j1mj
1
mj
1
2
j
2
θγ−⋅π
θ=Ω                             (8.1.6) 
Here .UE,0 j0ijj121 γ≡ξ≥θ≥π  
∫ −ξ −
−−
+θε+ε
ε⋅≡θγ
ξ−−−ξ−−≡
)1(
0 1
2
m23
j
1m
2m2
j
1m2
jj
j 1cos
)1(
dx
A
4)(
)1(
)m1(
1)1(
)m21(
2A
 
iii) Total partial sputtering yield   
Further integrating (8.1.5) over 1Ω  gave the total sputtering yield 
)]E(HB1[AYY jjjmjj −=                                            (8.1.7)  
Here ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ξ−−−ξ−−≡
−− )1(
)m1(
1)1(
)m25.0(
2
A3
1B 2m2j
5.0m2
j
j
j  
(2) Sputter process at steady state 
If total partial sputtering yields (8.1.7) are not proportion to the corresponding concentrations 
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on the target surface, preferential sputtering happen. As a consequence, the surface concentration of 
a virgin target is changed during ion bombardment until a surface concentration kα reached the 
steady-state, from which the atoms are sputtered with partial yields proportional to the relative 
atomic concentration kC  in the bulk, i.e. (7.2.1). By using (7.1.6), solving (7.2.1) in conjunction 
with (8.1.7) yielded, 
m21
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⎛
−
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which can be solved by using an iteration method with initial condition: kk C=α .Then, 
substituting jα into (8.1.3) and (8.1.6,7), we can obtain the energy and angular distributions of 
sputtered atoms, as well as the partial sputtering yield at the steady-state.  
8.1.2 COMPARING WITH COMPUTER SIMULATIONS: 
ISOTOPE PUZZLE OF SPUTTERING 
If the target is isotopic mixture medium, the surface binding energy for different components 
is the same, i.e. .UU 0j0 = Therefore, the isotopic medium provides the simplest model systems for 
the study of the sputtering of multi-component materials. In this case, only kinematics effects due to 
mass differences between the isotopes contribute to their preferential emission during sputtering. 
Besides, up to now, Sigmund conventional (isotropic or 0L = ) sputtering theory [17] seems 
couldn’t describe the unusual isotopic medium sputtering effect. A critical problem is the very large 
isotope enrichments (the isotopic puzzle) observed by Wehner et al.[85][86] and Gnaser et al. [106] 
at very low ion energy )ev300(≤ . In order to solve this problem, a variety of numerical simulations 
have been down by Shulga et al.[101][107] and Eckstein et al [108] to study the unusual behaviors 
of isotope sputtering.  
(1) Primary sputter process 
Taking the ratio of the sputtering yields of the two species, by the use of the general relation 
(7.1.6), we obtained 
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The sputtering yield ratio and enrichment exponent effm for a 50/50% isotope mixture of 
polycrystalline ,MoMo 92100 − have been simulated by Shulga et al. [101][107], as functions of 
+Ar - ion energy. In our analytic theory, substituting the parameters 
eV82.6U,100M),Ar(40M],15[m 01i61 ====                 (8.1.11) 
and eV32E,98M,5.0 T221 ===α=α  into (8.1.10), 21 YY and effm were calculated 
and plotted the results in Fig.8.1.1(a), one can see that our analytic results agree with the simulations 
very well. In addition, eff21 m,YY  and dependence of sputter yield ratio on ejection angle for 
different ion energies, also have been simulated for a 50/50% isotope mixture of 
polycrystalline MoMo 50100 − [101][107]. In this case, substituting (8.1.11) and ,5.021 =α=α  
50M 2 = , eV36ET = into (8.1.9,10), we calculated them and plotted the results in Fig. 8.1.1 (a) 
and (b). Again, one can see that our analytic results agree with the correspondent simulations very 
well. A remarkable feature of our analytic theory is that, using only one common parameter 
eV36ET = , (8.1.9,10) can reproduce both simulation curves in Fig.8.1.1 (a) and (b), particularly 
in low energy region ( eV100~E ). In addition, for the fixed reference mass, ,100M1 =  TE  
seems insensitive to 2M  within the region 50M100 2 ≥≥ .The nonstoichiometric emission of 
sputtered atoms different from the target composition can be described by the fractionation δ  [108]. 
By using (8.1.9), we obtained 
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Owing to the fixed reference mass, ,100M1 =  the fractionation Yδ  has been simulated by 
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Eckstein et al.[108] versus the isotope mass 2M  ( 92M100 2 ≥≥  ) for the bombardment of Mo 
with +Ar at different incident energies and normal incidence. In our analytic theory, substituting the 
parameters (8.1.11) and eV6.29ET =  into  (8.1.12), Yδ  was calculated and plotted in 
Fig.8.1.2 (a), one can see that our analytic results agree with the simulations well in low energy 
region. Eckstein et al.[108] also simulated the fractionation versus the incident energy for four 
different isotope mass 2M  ( 92M 2 = , 94, 96, and 98). In our analytic theory, substituting the same 
group of parameters, the formulae (8.1.10) once again reproduces the simulations, as shown in 
Fig.8.1.2 (b). The reason for choosing two different energy parameters TE  for a same ion-target 
combination in Ref. [101], [107] and [108] obviously is that two simulations may use two different 
inter-atomic potentials. By using (8.1.3), we can derive the fractionation Eδ of the energy distribution 
of sputtered atoms,  
1
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⎛=δ                         (8.1.13) 
Eδ  has been simulated by Eckstein et al [108] for E = 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, and +ArkeV5  normally 
incident on Mo consisting of 50% mass 100 and mass 92, the results were plotted in Fig.8.1.2 (c). 
On the other hand, inserting the parameters (8.1.11), 92M 2 = , eV6.29ET =  and 01 =θ  into 
(8.1.13), the simulation results have been reproduced reasonably well in Fig.8.1.2 (c). 
 
Fig. 8.1.1 Comparison of anisotropic (L = 0,1) sputtering theory (AST) with simulations given by 
Shulga and Sigmund [101][107]. (a): The sputtering yield ratio and enrichment effective exponent 
mfor a 50/50% isotope mixture of a polycrystalline target as a function of argon ion energy. (b): 
Dependence of the sputter yield ratio on ejection angle for different ion energies. 
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(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
Fig. 8.1.2 Comparison of AST with simulation results given by Eckstein and Dohmen [108]. 
(a),(b),(c): Fractionation of sputtering yield versus the isotope for the bombardment with argon ion at 
different incident energies.(d): Differential sputtering yield and fraction versus the cosine of the 
polar emission angle at the steady-state. 
 
 
 (2) Surface concentration at the steady state 
For the isotope sputtering, (8.1.8) reduced to 
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The influence dependence of the relative surface concentration has been simulated by Eckstein et al 
[108] for += AreV100E  incident on Mo target consisting of 50% mass 100 and mass 92. In our 
analytic theory, substituting (8.1.11) and 92M,5.0CC 221 ===  and ,eV6.29ET =  
eV100E =  into (8.1.14), immediately we obtained 526.01 =α and 474.02 =α . The results 
agree with the simulations very well, as shown in Fig.18 of [108]. Another example is the 
fractionation of the relative surface concentration versus the incidence for a natural Mo target [108] 
bombarded with +AreV100 at normal incidence. The simulation results have been plotted in 
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Fig.19 of [108]. In our analytic theory, substituting ,C,M kk  the parameters describing the target 
given in Table 8.1.1, and 61m = [101][107], ),Ar(40Mi = ,eV82.6U0 =  ,eV6.29ET =  
and eV100E =  into (8.1.14), by using the iteration method, we obtained the surface 
concentrations kα  at the steady state. Then, inserting kα  into  
( ) ( ) 1CC k77kk −αα=δ , 7,,2,1k L= , 
one obtained the fractionation of the relative surface concentration kδ , The calculated data for kα , 
and kδ  are collected in Table 8.1.1,  the simulation results for kδ  given in [108] are also listed 
in Table 8.1.1 for comparison, one can see that our analytic results agree with the simulations 
reasonably well.  
In addition, the sputtering yield angular distributions at the steady state have been simulated 
for the same ion-target system in [108]. Inserting (8.1.11) and 526.01 =α , 474.02 =α , 
92M 2 =  into (8.1.6) and (8.1.9), plotting the results in Fig.8.1.2 (d), one can see that our analytic 
results agree with the simulations very well and the present theory predicts “under-cosine” angular 
distribution. Anisotropic (L= 0,1) sputtering formula (8.1.1) predicted that the ratio of the anisotropic 
term and the isotropic term must be negative, and proportional to EEMcos 0j0θ  in magnitude 
for a normal incidence. This is the intrinsic reason why isotopic mixtures are characterized by higher 
erosion rates for lower isotopic masses and vice versa [101][107] for a low energy ion bombardment. 
In particular, the anisotropic term could be comparable with the isotropic term in magnitude for the 
near threshold energy ion incidence. The former may cancel the most part of the latter. Thus, the 
isotopic effect could be magnified and become even more pronounced in some ratios. Therefore, the 
anisotropic (L= 0,1) sputtering formula (8.1.1) successfully solved the isotope puzzle in low energy 
sputtering. 
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Table 8.1.1 Calculated values of kα , kδ and Simulation data of kδ  
k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
kM  
92 94 95 96 97 98 100 
kC (%) 
14.83 9.25 15.92 16.68 9.56 24.13 9.63 
kα (%) 14.06 9.00 15.70 16.67 9.68 24.8 10.14 
kδ (%) -9.951 - 7.546 - 6.323 -5.087 - 3.836 - 2.572 0 
kδ (%) 
in [108] 
- (8.2. ~ 
- 8.2 
- 5.5 ~ 
- 6.0 
- 4.6 ~ 
- 5.3 
- 3.5 ~ 
- 3.9 
- 2.8 ~ 
- 3.4 
- 1.7 ~ 
- 2.0 
0 
 
 
8.2 ANISOTROPIC SPUTTERING THEORY AND EXPERIMENTS OF  
MONO-ATOMC TARGET 
8.2.1 MODIFIED SIGMUND’S FORMULAE 
Since the anisotropic )1,0L( = sputtering formula (8.1.1) provided a unique successful 
solution for the isotope puzzle in simulation results of low energy ion sputtering, it hints broadly that 
the theory can be used to explain the experimental results of anisotropic sputtering induced by low 
energy heavy ion bombardment. The most remarkable feature of this theory is that, only one free 
energy parameter, ,E Z can determine both differential and total sputtering yields.  
i) Energy distribution of sputtered atoms [67][68] 
For elemental targets, only the primary sputter process needs to be considered. As we 
mentioned previously, in order to explain experimental data [55] of sputtering yield energy 
distribution, we have to choose .0m = Thus, (8.1.2) reduced to 
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Here ( ) ( ) ( )2i2i02iTth MMAU36MMEE αα=⋅≡ . Taking account of the refraction by 
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the planar surface (7.1.2), formula (8.2.1) turns out to be the differential recoil flux of sputtered 
atoms moving with energy 1E and along the emission direction ( )11 ,φθ  through the target plane 
surface, 
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ii) Angular distribution of sputtered atoms [69~73] 
Neglecting (8.1.5), integrating (8.2.2) over energy 1E  from zero to infinite, we obtained, 
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Specially, we have ( ) 31601 ==θγ  and ( ) .221 =π=θγ   
iii) Total sputtering yield [69,70]:  
Further integrating (8.2.3) over 1Ω  gave the total sputtering yield 
( ).EEcos1YY thP ⋅θ−=                                         (8.2.4)  
Here ( ) 0n12P U)E(S,MM042.0Y θα≡ is Sigmund sputtering formula [1]. thE  appeared in 
(8.2.2-4) is not only a free energy parameter but also plays the role of sputtering threshold energy 
[69~73]. Even if formulae (8.3.2) is called as Zhang’s expression by A. P. Yalin in literatures 
[74][75], but the formulae was derived by Y. Yamamura [69][70] and H. E. Roosendaal et. al.[71][72] 
first. For a perpendicular incidence ( ),0=θ  (8.2.4) reduced to Matsunami’s expression, [69], 
( ).EE1YY thP −=                                               (8.2.5) 
Different from other works [71][72], the contribution of this work is finding the intrinsic relation 
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among (8.2.1-3), i.e. a parameter thE couple (8.2.1-3) together. This intrinsic relation has been used 
to calculate the sputtering yield angular and energy distribution. Good agreement between theory 
and the most of experimental results has been reached [73].  
8.2.2 EFFECT OF ADSORBED IMPURITY LAYER 
If the target surface covered by a very thin layer with the thickness h, such as adsorbed 
impurity layer in a poor vacuum [109], (8.2.1) reduced to,  
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for a perpendicular incidence. A is the adsorption coefficient and 1A − can considered as “mean free 
path” in Falcone’s ejection theory [34].i) Angular distribution of sputtered atomsTaking account of 
the refraction by the planar surface (7.1.2), (8.2.6) turns out to be the differential recoil flux of 
sputtered target atoms moving with energy 1E and along the emission direction ( )11 ,φθ , Integrating 
it over energy 1E  from zero to infinite, we obtained, 
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ii) Total sputtering yield 
Further integrating (8.2.7) over 1Ω  gave the sputtering yield 
( ) [ ].)Ah(E4EE1YY 5thP ⋅−=                                     (8.2.8) 
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(See Appendix ⅧA). If ,0h = we have ( ) 1)Ah(E4 51 ==θφ  and ( ) ( )111 θγ=θφ .Then, 
(8.2.7) and (8.2.8) are reduced to (8.2.3) and (8.2.5) respectively. 
The most remarkable results is (8.2.8), even if the target surface covered by a very thin 
adsorbed impurity layer, Matsunami’s expression (8.2.5), or the threshold energy thE  remains 
unchanged, as long as the value ofα  is modified to  
[ ] .)Ah(E4 5eff α≤⋅α≡α                                             (8.2.9) 
On the other hand, if we use 
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to match (8.2.7), the threshold energy will reduce to ,EE th
eff
th ≤ thus, the intrinsic relation between 
the total sputtering yield and the sputtering yield angular distribution will become more complicated. 
8.2.3 MODIFIED ZHANG’S EXPRESSIONS  
If the natural boundary condition (8.1.5) is taken into account, (8.2.2-4) will be modified toi) 
Energy distribution of sputtered atoms [76][77] 
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ii) Angular distribution of sputtered atoms [78] 
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iii) Total sputtering yields: ( ).EEAcos1BYY ZP ⋅θ−=                 (8.2.12) 
Here ( ) ,D1B 2−=  ,EUD 0=  and 
( ) ( ),B3DD43A 2+−=  
( ) ( ) 1cosX1X
XdX
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ZE appeared in (8.2.10~12) is no longer the sputtering threshold energy. (8.2.11) is called as 
Modified Zhang expressions by A. P. Yalin [74][75] . For perpendicular incidence: 0=θ , (8.2.8) 
reduced 
]EEA1[B)E(Y)E(Y ZP −=                                       (8.2.13)  
8.2.4 COMPARING ZHANG AND M-ZHANG’S EXPRESSIONS WITH OTHER 
THEORIES  
i) Sigmund theory 
If the incident energy ,EorEE Zth>> the Anisotropic term can be neglected, Zhang and 
MZ expressions turn out to be Sigmund’s sputtering expressions. In particular, the energy 
distribution of sputtered atoms reduced to the Thompson formula (7.1.3) with .0m =  
( )301
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+∞Ω                                             (8.2.14) 
ii) Huang’s expressions [109]Neglecting the Anisotropic term, (8.2.7,8) reduced to Huang’s 
expressions [109], 
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[ ].)Ah(E4YY 5P ⋅=                                                 (8.2.16) 
which does not effect the relative sputtering yields for 22 different ions at 45 keV for Si, Cu, Ag and 
Au targets [81]. W. Huang used (8.2.15) to explain the over-cosine like sputtering yield angular 
distribution [109], unfortunately, (8.2.16) was completely ignored. If both sputtering yieldangular 
distribution 1
22 dYd Ω and total sputtering yield incident energy dependence )E(Y had been 
measured under the same vacuum condition, the experimental measurement would have come to a 
definite conclusion and therefore would have been more meaningful in physics 
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iii) Falcone’s formula [35][79][80] The sputtering yield energy distribution formulated by 
Falcone is of the form, 
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ddE
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However, if the energy E of incident ion is very large ( )1EE >> , Falcone’s formula will not 
approach to the Thompson distribution (7.1.14).  
8.2.5 COMPARING ZHANG AND M-ZHANG’S EXPRESSIONS WITH 
EXPERIMENTS  
i) Incident ion energy dependence of total sputtering yields [81~83] 
Both Matsunami’s expression (8.2.5) and Eq. (8.2.13) were used for used to compute the ion 
incident energy dependence of total sputtering yield [81~83] for 15 ion-target systems. These 
ion-target systems were chosen for the further research on the differential sputtering yield. The 
values of α  and 0U were cited from the literature [7] and collected in the Table 8.2.1. The 
sputtering yield calculation needs the nuclear stopping cross section, formula (6.1.26) was used 
for three ion-target systems: ,CuAr →+ WAr →+ and ;AlAr →+  for other ion-target 
systems, formula (6.1.23) was used with replacing ( ) 2132k32i ZZZ += by 23.0k23.0i ZZZ +=  in 
(6.1.22). For ,TiAr →+  ,FeHg →+  UHg →+  and ,GeHg →+  we have to consider the 
effect of adsorbed impurity layer on the target surface to match the corresponding experiment results 
[82], the specific values of (Ah) for each system are collected in the Table 8.2.1. Specifically for 
,GeHg →+ if neglected Yamamura’s new experiment results [82], the values of (Ah) will be 
vanish, but, eV130E th = and eV190ET = are too high to be used for the calculation of 
sputtering yield angular distributions. On the other hand, if considered Yamamura’s new experiment 
results [82], 23.0Ah =  can not be vanish, but, eV90E th = and eV140ET = are excellent for 
the calculation of sputtering yield angular distributions. 
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Table 8.2.1 Parameters for computing total sputtering yields 
Ion Target )(Sn ε  
( )eV
U0  
α  
[7] eff
α  (Ah) 
( )eV
E th  ( )eV
E Z  
Fig.  
(8.2.1)
Hg Mo (6.1.23) 6.82 0.21 0.21 0 114 188 (a) 
Hg Ni (6.1.23) 4.45 0.19 0.19 0 86 138 (b) 
Hg Pt (6.1.23) 5.77 0.27 0.27 0 75 130 (c) 
Hg Ge (6.1.23) 3.85 0.20 0.20 0 130 190 (d) 
Hg Cu (6.1.23) 3.51 0.19 0.19 0 60 105 (e) 
Hg W (6.1.23) 8.82 0.26 0.26 0 100 180 (f) 
Xe Mo (6.1.23) 6.82 0.23 0.23 0 96 162 (g) 
Xe Al (6.1.23) 3.38 0.18 0.18 0 80 135 (h) 
Ar Cu (6.1.26) 3.51 0.35 0.35 0 50 82 (i) 
Ar W (6.1.26) 8.82 0.51 0.51 0 80 149 (j) 
Ar Al (6.1.26) 3.38 0.23 0.23 0 80 124 (k) 
+Ar  Ti (6.1.23) 4.90 30.0  0.21 0.23 60 95 (l) 
Hg Fe (6.1.23) 4.31 0.194 0.146 0.18 100 160 (m) 
Hg U (6.1.23) 5.55 0.306 0.214 0.23 70 120 (n) 
Hg Ge (6.1.23) 3.85 0.20 0.14 0.23 90 140 (o) 
 
 
 
(a) (b) 
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(c) (d) 
(e) (f) 
(g) (h) 
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(i) (j) 
(k) (l) 
 
 
(m) 
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(n) (o) 
Fig. 8.2.1 Ion-energy dependence of total sputtering yields from single element target by normal 
incident heavy ion bombardment. The calculated results of Sigmund formula (7.1.27) were given for 
comparison. The solid lines were calculated by formulae (8.2.5) and (8.2.12), these calculated curves 
show good agreement with the experimental measurements [82]. (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f) 
demonstrated Mo, Ni, Pt, Ge, Cu and W targets bombarded by mercury ion respectively; (g) and (h) 
demonstrated Mo and Al targets bombarded by Xenon ion respectively; (i), (j), (k) and (l) 
demonstrated Cu, W, Al and Ti targets bombarded by argon ion respectively; (m), (n) and (o) 
demonstrated Fe, U and Ge targets bombarded by mercury ion respectively, .0Ah >  
 
Recently, many authors are interesting in the sputtering data for molybdenum target 
bombarded by low energy xenon ions for their own purpose [114][115][117][118][121]. We found 
that formulae (8.2.5) and (8.2.13) fit the experiment data published by Yalin et. al.[117] and 
Weijsenfeld et. al.[113] very well, but the experiment data published by Wehner et.al.[82] seams 
little too higher. On the contrary, instead of (6.1.23), if the nuclear stopping cross-section (6.1.26) 
is used for the same calculation, both formulae (8.2.5) and (8.2.13) will fit Wehne’s experiment 
data [82] very well as long as eV80E th = and .eV140E Z = In this case, the experiment data 
published by Yalin et. al.[117] and Weijsenfeld et. al.[113] seams little too low. This example 
demonstrated that the nuclear stopping cross-section must play a crucial role in the sputtering 
calculation. In other word, both theoretical and experimental research on the low energy sputtering 
could provide important information of the nuclear stopping cross-section in low energy region [55].  
The best fitting values of thE and ZE  were determined by matching experimental results of 
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ion energy dependence of total sputtering yield to Eq. (8.2.5) and Eq. (8.2.13) respectively. The 
parameters for the computing are collected in Table 8.2.1. The calculated curves were plotted in Fig. 
8.2.1. The calculated curves of both (8.2.5) and (8.2.13) agree with the corresponding experiment 
Data well and our formula (8.2.13) fits experiment Data better than Matsunami’s expression (8.2.5).  
ii) Sputtering yield angular distributions  
Substituting the parameters thE and ZE in Table 8.2.1 into Zhang and M-Zhang expressions 
(8.2.3) and (8.2.11) respectively, we obtained the corresponding angular distributions of sputtered 
atoms[73][78]. The related parameters were collected in Table 8.2.2 and the calculated curves were 
plotted in Fig.8.2.2 (a)-(q) respectively. It’s surprise that both calculated curves of Eq. (8.2.3) and 
(8.2.11) agree each other very well for all of the ion-target systems. For the angular distributions of 
sputtered material from Mo, Hi, Pt, Fe and Ge targets by normally and obliquely incident 
eV300,250E =  mercury ion bombardments, the calculated curves show the excellent 
agreement with the correspondent Wehner’s experimental results ( )01 50<θ given in Ref.[84], see 
Fig. 8.2.2 (a)-(f) and Fig. 8.2.2 (g) and (h). For Pt and Fe targets bombarded by normally incident 
eV1000,750,500,250E =  mercury ion, the calculated curves show a good agreement with the 
correspondent Wehner’s experimental results ( )01 50<θ given in Ref.[84], see Fig. 8.2.2 (l) and 
(m). The same calculation for Ge target, only reasonably good, see Fig. 8.2.2 (q). For Mo target, if 
eV114E th = and eV188E Z = are used, the calculated curves fit Wehner’s experimental results 
( )01 50<θ very well only for eV250E = as mentioned previously, but for 
,eV1000,750,500E =  we have to use eV210E th = and ,eV300E Z =  see Fig. 8.2.2 (0). A 
similar phenomenon can be seen for MoXe →+ system. Substituting eV60E th = and 
,eV105E Z = Zhang and M-Zhang expressions (8.2.3) and (8.2.11) can describe the sputtering 
yield angular distribution for incident energy ,eV200E = see Fig. 8.2.2 (i). For higher incident 
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energies ,eV500,350E =  we have to chose much high thE  and ,E Z see Table 8.2.2 and Fig. 
8.2.2 (j), (k). Unfortunately, Zhang and M-Zhang expressions (8.2.3) and (8.2.11) couldn’t give any 
reasonable descriptions for the angular distributions of sputtered material from Ni target by normally 
incident += HgeV1000,750,500E  ion. 
 
Table 8.2.2 Parameters for computing sputtering yield angular distributions 
Ion Target Incident 
Energy  
(eV) 
Incident 
Angle 
(Deg) 
Experimental 
Data Source 
Fig. 
(8.2.1) 
Hg Mo 250 0 Wehner [84] (a) 
Hg Ni 250 0 Wehner [84] (b) 
Hg Ni 300 0 Wehner [84] (c) 
Hg Pt 250 0 Wehner [84] (d) 
Hg Fe 250 0 Wehner [84] (e) 
Hg Ge 250 0 Wehner [84] (f) 
Xe Mo 200 0 Shutthanandan 
[114][121] 
(g) 
Xe Mo 350 0 Yalin [118] (h) 
Xe Mo 500 0 Shutthanandan 
[114][121] 
(i) 
Hg Mo 250 25 Wehner [84] (j) 
Hg Ni 250 21 Wehner [84] (k) 
Hg Pt 250-1000 0 Wehner [84] (l) 
Hg Fe 250-1000 0 Wehner [84] (m) 
Hg Mo 250-1000 0 Wehner [84] (n) 
Hg Mo 250-1000 0 Wehner [84] (o) 
Hg Ni 250-1000 0 Wehner [84] (p) 
Hg Ge 250-1000 0 Wehner [84] (q) 
 
(a) (b) 
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 (c) (d) 
  
 (e) (f) 
 
(g) (h) 
          
(i)   (j) 
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 (k) 
 (l) 
 
 (m) 
 
 (n)  
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 (o)  
 
 (p) 
 
 (q) 
Fig. 8.2.2 Polar diagram of material sputtered from mono-atomic target. Both Zhang and M-Zhang 
expressions (8.2.3,11) were used for the calculations. The calculated curves show the excellent 
agreement with the correspondent Wehner’s experimental results given in Ref.[84]. Mo, Ni, Pt, Fe 
and Ge targets bombarded by normally incident 250eV mercury ion in (a), (b), (d), (e) and (f). Ni 
target bombarded by normally incident 300eV mercury ion in (c), Mo and Ni targets bombarded by 
obliquely incident 250eV mercury ion in (g) and (h). The ion incident angles are 21 degree and 
degree respectively in (g) and (h). Mo target bombarded by normally incident 200eV, 350eV and 
500eV Xenon ion respectively in (i), (j) and (k). Pt, Fe, Mo, Ni, and Ge targets bombarded by 
normally incident 250eV, 500eV, 750eV and 1000eV mercury ion respectively in (l), (m), (n), (o), (p) 
and (q) 
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iii) Sputtering yield energy distributions [67][76][77] 
Seeing the most of the experimental results cited here published by Goehlich et. al [79][80], 
it’s necessary to make clear that the relation between the orientation angles ( )11 and, φθθ in this 
work and the ones ( )ΦΨ and  in [79][80] is Ψ=θ , Φ=θ1  and ,1cos 1 −=φ  0if ≥Φ  
or .0if,1cos 1 <Φ+=φ       
For the normal incidence and perpendicular emission 0=Φ=Ψ , Eq.(8.2.10) gave     the 
normalized energy distribution of sputtered atoms is 
( ) ( ) ⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡ +⋅−⋅+=φθθ 0
01Z
3
01
1
111 U
UE
E
E
2
11
UE
CE,,E;,ES               (8.2.18) 
If TE here is replaced by ,E th  Eq. (8.2.18) will become the old formula (8.2.1). As we mentioned 
previously, substituting TE and thE into (8.2.3) & (8.2.11) and (8.2.5)&(8.2.12) respectively, both 
theories predict almost the same results for the total sputtering yield and the yield angular 
distribution. But, the situation could be different in sputtering yield energy distribution. For copper 
target bombarded by normal incident argon ion, substituting ,eV51.3U0 = eV82E Z = (new 
theory) eV50or  (old theory) and eV200E = or eV400E =  into Eqs.(8.2.18), we obtained 
the sputtering yield energy distribution and plotted in Fig.8.2.3(A). The calculated curve shows 
good agreement with the corresponding experimental results [67][116]. No cut off has been found 
Falcone in Ref. [68] in sputtering yield energy distribution. There is no distinct difference between 
new theory and old theory has been seen, but the new theory fits experimental results slightly better 
[67][76][77].Therefore, only new theory Eq.(8.2.10) will be used for the further calculations.  
For tungsten and aluminum targets bombarded by normal incident argon ion, 
substituting ,eV149E,eV82.8U Z0 == eV5000,500,300,225E = respectively for tungsten 
target and ,eV135E,eV38.3U Z0 == eV500,200E = respectively for aluminum target, into 
Eqs.(8.2.18), we obtained the sputtering yield energy distribution and plotted in Fig.8.2.3 (B) and 
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in Fig.8.2.3 (C) respectively. The calculated curves show good agreement with the corresponding 
experimental results [79][80]. 
The sputtering yield energy distribution formulated by Falcone (8.2.17) was shown to yield a 
good approximation to Goehlich’s experimental results for tungsten target bombarded by normally 
incident argon ion (in Figures.6 (b~d)) [79][80]. However, Falcone theory (8.2.17) can not predict 
correct experimental results (in Figures.6 (a))[79][80]. It is not surprised, if the energy E of incident 
ion is very large ( )EE1 << , Eq. (8.2.17) will approach to 
( ) ( ) 2501
1
11 UE
CE,0,EE;0,ES +=φ<<  
which is not Thompson distribution (7.1.3). In particular, for copper target bombarded by normally 
incident argon ion, Eq. (8.2.17) couldn’t predict correct experimental results in (8.2.3)(A). Besides, 
the relation between Falcone theory (8.2.17) and Sigmund formula (7.1.27) is unclear.   
For the normal incidence, i.e. ,0=Ψ  Eq.(8.2.10) gave the normalized energy distribution of 
sputtered atoms is  
( ) ( ) ⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡ +θ⋅−⋅+=φθθ 01
2
1
0
Z
3
01
1
111 UcosEEU
E
2
11
UE
CE
,,E;,ES       (8.2.19) 
For Titanium target bombarded by normal incident ,Ar+ substituting two groups of parameters: 
,eV90.4U0 =  ,eV160E Z = eV300E = and 0000 80,60,40,0=Φ ; 
,eV90.4U0 =  ,eV160E Z = eV5000,eV300,eV225E = and 00 60,0=Φ   
into Eqs. (8.2.19), the theoretical energy distribution are plotted in Fig.8.2.3 (D) and (E) 
respectively. The calculated curves show good agreement with the corresponding experimental 
results [79][80]. The problem is that the parameter eV95E Z = in the Table 8.2.1 seems too low. 
For the oblique incidence, i.e. ,0≠Ψ the normalized energy distribution of sputtered atoms 
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( ) ( )
[ ]⎪⎭⎪⎬⎫⎪⎩⎪⎨⎧ φθθ++θθ−
⋅+=φθθ
111s1
2
1
0
Z
3
01
1
111
cossinsinEUcosEcos
EU
E
2
11
UE
CE,,E;,ES
v
   (8.2.20) 
For oblique incidence of argon ion, Z0 EandU in Eqs.(8.2.20) have been given by Table 
8.2.1: eV82.8U0 =  and eV149E Z =  for W target; eV38.3U0 = and eV124E Z =  for Al 
target, ,eV90.4U0 = ,eV160E Z = eV95E Z = in table 8.2.1 for Titanium target . The other 
parameters in Eqs.(8.2.20) are 
,500=Ψ 000000 70,50,30,10,10,50 −−=Φ  and eV200E =  for W target ,  
,500=Ψ 000000 70,50,30,10,10,30 −−=Φ  and eV200E =  for Al target , 
,500=Ψ 0000 70,30,10,30−=Φ  and eV300E =  for W target ,  
,700=Ψ 00000 70,50,30,10,50−=Φ  and eV500E =  for W target , 
,500=Ψ 000000 50,30,10,10,30,50 −−−=Φ  and eV500E =  for Ti  target. 
The calculated energy distributions of sputtered atoms are plotted in Fig. 8.2.3(F), Fig. 8.2.3(G), 
Fig. 8.2.3(H), Fig. 8.2.3(I) and Fig. 8.2.3(J) respectively. For the oblique incidence of Xenon ion, 
Z0 EandU in Eqs.(8.2.20) have been given by Table 8.2.1: eV38.3U0 =  and eV135E Z = for 
Al target. The other parameters in Eqs.(8.2.20) are ,500=Ψ ,10,30,70 000 −−−=Φ  
000 70,50,30 and eV250E = The calculated energy distribution of sputtered atoms are plotted 
in Fig. 8.2.3(K).The calculated curves show a good agreement with the corresponding experimental 
results [79][80]: (e) in Fig. 8.2.3 (F); (d) and (e) in Fig.8.2.3(G); (c) and (d) in Fig. 8.2.3(H); (c) 
and (d) in Fig. 8.2.3(I); (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f) in Fig. 8.2.3(J); 30,700 −−=Φ  in Fig. 
8.2.3(K). The calculated curves show a reasonable agreement with experimental results [79][80]: (d) 
in Fig. 8.2.3(F); (a), (c) and (f) in Fig. 8.2.3(G); (b) in Fig. 8.2.3(H); (e) in Fig. 8.2.3(I); (a) in 
Fig. 8.2.3(J); 010−=Φ  in Fig. 8.2.3(K). However, a great discrepancy exists between the 
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predictions of new theory and experimental results [79][80]: (a), (b) and (c) in Fig. 8.2.3(F); (b) in 
Fig. 8.2.3(G); (a) in Fig. 8.2.3(H); (a) and (b) in Fig. 8.2.3(I); 000 70,50,30=Φ  in Fig. 
8.2.3(K). The great discrepancy probably may be due to the influence of direct recoil atoms on the 
energy spectrum.  
Finally, we feel it necessary to make mention of Prof. A. Goehlich’ contributions in sputtering 
research [79][80]. In order to understand the anisotropic sputtering behavior, Goehlich et. al. used a 
similar form of (8.2.19),  
( ) ( ) [ ]0121301 1111 UcosE1UE E,,E;,ES +θ⋅λ+⋅+∞φθθ               (8.2.21) 
to describe the angular variation of the energy distributions.λ  in  (8.2.21) is treated by them an 
empirical fitting parameter, considered as meaningful only parameter. But, for low energy 
bombardment, they realized that the fitting parameter λ  turns out to become negative to 
approximate their experimental distributions. The negative value of λ  indicates a negative 
correction term to the isotropic flux. But, they still deny any relation between the correction term and 
the deposited momentum density. 
8.2.6 CONCLUSION 
At least for the flux of sputtered atoms induced by low energy and heavy particle 
bombardment, the momentum term in (8.1.1) could cause a negative anisotropy 
correction to Sigmund’s isotropic differential sputtering yield by broadening the angular 
distribution and narrowing the energy spectrum of sputtered particle increases in importance with 
decreasing energy E  and increasing surface binding energy. 
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Table 8.2.3 Parameters for computing sputtering yield energy distributions 
Ion Target Ion incident  
Energy (eV) 
Ion incident 
Angle (Deg) 
Sputtered atoms 
Out Angle (Deg) 
Experimental 
 Data Source 
Fig. 
8.2.3
Ar Cu 200, 400 0 0 [67][116] (A) 
Ar W 225,300, 
500,5000 
0 0 Goehlich [80] (B) 
Ar Al 200, 500 0 0 Goehlich [80] (C) 
Ar Ti 300 0 0, 40, 60, 80 Goehlich [80] (D) 
Ar Ti 225,300, 5000 0 0, 60 Goehlich [80] (E) 
Ar Al 200 50 -10, 10, 30, 50,70 Goehlich [80] (F) 
Ar W 200 50 -50, -10, 10, 30, 
50,70 
Goehlich [80] (G) 
Ar W 300 50 -30, 10, 30, 70 Goehlich [80] (H) 
Ar W 500 70 -50, 10, 30, 50,70 Goehlich [80] (I) 
Ar Ti 500 50 -50, -30, -10, 10, 
30,50,  
Goehlich [80] (J) 
Xe Al 250 50 -70, -30, -10, 30, 
50, 70 
Goehlich [80]  (K) 
 
 
 (A) 
 
 (B)  (C) 
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  (D)  (E) 
 
   (F) (G) 
 
(H)    (I)   
 
  (J)  (K) 
Fig.8.2.3 Normalized energy distribution of sputtered neutral atoms. Small squares and triangles 
stand for experimental measurement results [67][116]. The solid thin lines are theoretical curves 
calculated by using parameters listed in Table (8.2.1). New: calculated by (8.2.10). Old: calculated 
by (8.2.2) [67]. Fal : calculated by Falcone’s formula (8.2.17) [79]. Cu, W, Al and Ti targets 
bombarded by normally incident Argon ion in (A), (B), (C), (D) and (E). W, Al and Ti targets 
bombarded by obliquely incident Argon ion in (F), (G), (H), (I) and (J). Al target bombarded by 
obliquely incident Xenon ion in (k)  
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8.3 ANISOTROPIC SPUTTERING THEORY AND EXPERIMENTS OF 
 MULTI-COMPONENT TARGET 
8.3.1 ISOTOPIC ATOMIC MASS EFFECT 
Isotopic mixtures sputtering preferentially under ion bombardment has attracted considerable 
interest for many years [61]. First, isotopic medium provides the simplest model systems for the 
study of the sputtering of multi-component materials. In this case, only kinematic effects due to mass 
differences between the isotopes contribute to their preferential emission during sputtering. Second, 
isotopic medium provides more dimensions to look into the elemental target sputtering. Actually, 
most of natural elemental materials consist of several isotopes. Thus, this system can offer a chance 
to reveal the possible errors concealed in the elemental target sputtering theory [1]. The last is the 
most important one. Up to now, Sigmund conventional (isotropy) sputtering theory [1][7] seems 
couldn’t describe the unusual isotopic medium sputtering effect. 
In the primary sputter process, considering a perpendicular incidence ,0  0=θ  and using 
,0m = 0j0 UU =  and ,MCMM
k
kkj ∑=≈  taking account of the refraction by the planar 
surface binding energy, (8.1.2) turned out to be the sputtered atom flux. Then, taking the boundary 
conditions 0),EE(J 00j =Ωγ< into account, integrating over energy and solid angle, we obtained 
the partial sputtering yield of component j, 
)],E(AH1[BYY jPjj −α=                                           (8.3.1) 
Here ( )( )EEMM)E(H Zjj ≡                                           (8.3.2) 
In sputter process at steady-state, as a consequence of preferential sputtering, the surface 
concentration of a virgin target is changed during ion bombardment until a surface concentration 
)1;10( kkk =α∑≤α≤α  reached the steady-state, from which the atoms are sputtered with 
partial yields proportional to the bulk concentration. Solving (7.2.1) with (8.3.1) yielded, 
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)]E(AH1[B
)]E(AH1[BC
j
k
k
kjj −
−α⋅=α ∑                                       (8.3.3)  
which can be solved by an iteration method with initial condition: kk C=α .Thus, we obtained the 
angular distribution of the relative abundance of component j, 
∑ θΓ−α
θΓ−α=θ
k
k1k
j1j
1j )]E(H)(4[B
)]E(H)(4[B
)(]Abumdance[                        (8.3.4) 
)90(]Abumdance[
)0(]Abumdance[
obliqueabumdance
normalAbumdance
0
1j
0
1j
j =θ
=θ≡⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
                   (8.3.5) 
(8.3.5) has been measured experimentally by G. K. Wehner et. al [85][86] for Cu, Mo, W and U 
targets bombarded by mercury ion with incident energy eV300,200,100,60E =  respectively. 
The experimental results have been collected in Table 8.3.1. In present theory, substituting ,C,M kk  
the parameters describing the target given Table 8.3.1. By using the iteration method, we obtained 
the surface concentrations kα  at the steady state. Then, inserting kα  into (8.3.4,5) yields the 
theoretical results are also collected in Table 8.3.1 for comparing with experimental data. Again, one 
can see that the present theory predicts experimental data as long as a suitable energy parameter ZE  
is chosen for each ion-target combination. In addition, the present theory naturally predicts 
"under-cosine" angular distribution of material ejected from target bombarded at low ion energies 
[73][78]. (8.1.1) and (8.1.2) predict a negative asymmetric term for a normal incidence. This is the 
intrinsic reason why isotopic mixtures are characterized by higher erosion rates for lower isotopic 
masses and vice versa [61] for a low energy ion bombardment. In particular, the asymmetric term 
could be comparable with the isotropic term in magnitude for the near threshold energy ion 
incidence. The former may cancel the most part of the latter. Thus, this effect could be magnified and 
become even more pronounced. Therefore, the present theory successfully solved the isotope puzzle 
in low energy sputtering. However, non of parameters ZE chosen here is equivalent to the 
corresponding one given in the Table 8.3.1. In the case, we may have to consider the contribution of 
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pronounced composition gradients [136]. 
More recently, a few papers [122-124] (SZR works) published by a research group from the 
Tuskegee University describe the mass spectrometer measurements of the secondary ions or neutral 
atoms ejected from the surface under the energetic xenon ion bombardment. One of the interesting 
results is that at low energies (below 350 eV for BN), heavy isotope of boron ( B11 ) is preferentially 
sputtered, while at higher energies light isotope ( B10 ) is preferentially sputtered. Similar results 
were observed for copper and silver. The conclusion in SZR works seems contradict to our theory. 
The key point to solve the problem is the geometry of the experimental setup in SZR works. The ion 
incident angle is 50 degree and the emission angle of sputtered atoms is 40 degree. The emission line 
of sputtered atoms is perpendicular to the ion incident line exactly in SZR works. Therefore, it’s not 
very strange to see that heavy isotope of boron ( B11 ) is preferentially sputtered, the detail calculated 
curves are expressed Part (b) of Fig.8.3.1. We are interesting in the preferentially sputtered isotope in 
the case the ion incidence line is almost parallel to emission line of sputtered atoms. Fortunately, by 
using QCM system, Yalin et. al. have measured differential sputter yields of HBC grade BN target 
bombarded by +Xe  ion with different energies and incident angles [88]. Considering that the 
QCM only measures the angular distribution of sputtered boron atoms, following the same procedure 
(8.3.1-5) and using the parameters ( ≡thE E*) published by Yalin et. al. [88], we have calculated the 
fractionation of relative surface concentration and the angular distribution of the relative 
concentration relative of isotopes B10 and B11 sputtered from BN target bombarded by +Xe ion, the 
calculated results collected in Table 8.3.2. The angular distributions of sputtering yield 
( ) ( ) ⎪⎭⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ φθθπ+θθγ−⋅θ−
θ=θ 111th
th
1 cossinsin
2
3cos
E
E
4
11
EEcos1
cos2
Y
)(Y
   (8.3.6) 
and the relative concentration relative of isotopes    
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] 1CYCY 1221 −θθ=θδ ,                                          (8.3.7) 
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have been plotted in Part (a) and Part (b) of Fig.8.3.1 respectively, here, 1j =  stands for B10  and 
2j =  stands for .B11 )(YY 1 θ− determined by (8.3.6) for sputtered Boron have been measured by 
Yalin et. al. by using QCM [88], therefore measuring ( )θδ determined by (8.3.7)  turns out to be 
very urgent. We hope we could measure ( )θδ by using NRA or NAA in near future. 
Table 8.3.1 Theoretical and experimental results of sputtered isotopes. 
Isotope abundance 
On target surface obliqueAbundance
normalAbundance
 
 
Target 
 
E (eV) 
for Hg+  
Isoto
pes 
Natural
(%) 
Theory
(%) 
Experiment Theory 
TE  thE  
100 63  
65 
69.1 
30.9 
68.77 
31.23 
1.010± 0.004 
0.976± 0.009 
1.0056
0.9876
60 63  
65 
69.1 
30.9 
68.59 
31.14 
1.008± 0.003 
0.979± 0.007 
1.0091
0.9798
 
 
Cu 
300 63  
65 
69.1 
30.9 
68.95 
31.05 
1.003± 0.004 
0.994± 0.010 
1.0023
0.9948
 
 
40 
(eV) 
 
 
30 
(eV) 
 
 
 
100 
92  
94  
95  
96  
97  
98  
100  
15.9 
9.1 
15.7 
16.5 
9.5 
23.7 
9.6 
15.42 
8.96 
15.58 
16.50 
9.57 
24.07 
9.90 
1.044± 0.013 
1.022± 0.017 
1.006± 0.013 
1.000± 0.013 
0.979± 0.017 
0.979± 0.009 
0.958± 0.017 
1.0498
1.0250
1.0125
1.0001
0.9876
0.9751
0.9502
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mo 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
200 
92  
94  
95  
96  
97  
98  
100  
15.9 
9.1 
15.7 
16.5 
9.5 
23.7 
9.6 
15.63 
9.02 
15.63 
16.50 
9.54 
23.91 
9.77 
1.019± 0.017 
1.010± 0.013 
1.006± 0.013 
1.000± 0.013 
1.000± 0.017 
0.991± 0.009 
0.964± 0.017 
1.0219
1.0109
1.0054
0.9946
0.9945
0.9890
0.9781
 
 
 
 
 
 
65 
(eV) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
30 
(eV) 
 
 
W 
 
 
 
 
200 
180  
182  
183 
184  
186 
0.2 
26.4 
14.4 
30.6 
28.4 
0.197 
26.23 
14.36 
30.61 
28.61 
K  
1.015± 0.008 
1.000± 0.013 
1.000± 0.007 
0.982± 0.007 
1.0364
1.0177
1.0084
0.9990
0.9803
 
100 
(eV) 
 
60 
(eV) 
 
U 
 
 
100 
234  
235  
238  
0.006 
0.7 
99.3 
0.0059 
0.692 
99.302
1.06± 0.02 
1.025± 0.001 
0.9999± 0.0001
1.0442
1.0331
0.9998
72 
(eV) 
40 
(eV) 
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Table 8.3.2 Theoretical results of relative surface concentration and its angular 
distribution of isotopes B10 and B11 sputtered from BN target bombarded by +Xe ion.  
Ion  
Energy 
(eV) 
Incident 
Angle 
(Deg) 
.CondY  
( Cmm3 ) 
.Max.etargMY  
( Cmm3 ) 
thE  
(eV) 
Theoretical 
results of δ  
on the target 
surface 
Figs. 
(8.3.1) 
0 0.0123 0.0283 19.0 0.965 
15 0.0122 0.0283 18.1 0.969 
30 0.0130 0.0299 17.7 0.974 
100 45 0.0153 0.0351 14.3 0.983 
 
0 0.0283 0.0651 104 0.920 
15 0.0234 0.0539 65.2 0.958 
30 0.0287 0.0660 96.1 0.948 
250 
45 0.0258 0.0594 86.4 0.967 
 
0 0.0251 0.0578 88.1 0.954 
15 0.0200 0.0459 97.0 0.953 
30 0.0243 0.0559 148 0.942 
350 
45 0.0308 0.0707 163 0.958 
 
0 0.0423 0.0973 123 0.955 
15 0.0473 0.0109 150 0.949 
30 0.0485 0.0112 207 0.944 
500 
45 0.0545 0.0125 231 0.958 
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Fig.8.3.1 Calculated results for sputtered Boron from BN target by normally incident xenon ion with 
incident energy E = 100, 250, 350 and 500 eV respectively. (a) Angular distributions of sputtered 
Boron determined by (8.3.6); (b) Relative concentration of isotopes B10 and B11  determined by 
(8.3.7). 
 
 
8.3.2 SURFACE BINDING EFFECT  
For convenience, let’s consider a binary target )2,1j( = and ,MM 21 ≈ thus, the 
nonstoichiometric factors ( ) .GG jjj α=  Neglecting condition (8.1.5), formulae (8.1.7) and 
(8.1.6) give the partial sputtering yield and it’s angular distribution respectively, 
⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡ −⋅α=
E
E
1
U
UY
Y thj
j0
0P
jj                                          (8.3.8) 
⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡ θγ−θ⋅α=Ωπ≡θ E
E
)(4cos
U8
UY
d
Yd
2)(Y thj11
j0
0P
j
1
2
j
2
1j                 (8.3.9) 
Here 0nP U)E(S042.0Y α=  and .)]E(H[EE 2jthj ≡  Using (8.1.4) gave  
011
022
1th
2th
UM
UM
E
E =                                                     (8.3.10) 
At the steady-state, the condition (8.1.8) reduced to 
]EE1[U
]EE1[U
Y
Y
C
C
2th012
1th021
2
1
2
1
−α
−α== ,                                    (8.3.11) 
A
]EE1[C
]EE1[C
U
U
1th2
2th1
012
021 ≡−
−=α
α
   and                                 (8.3.12) 
( )020121 UUA ⋅=αα                                              (8.3.13) 
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By using (8.3.8), the total sputtering yield is given 
⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡ −⋅α+=+=
E
E
1
U
UY
)1A(YYY th
02
0P2
21                           (8.3.14) 
Here 2th1thth E)1A(
1E
)1A(
AE +++=                                 (8.3.15) 
By using (8.3.9), the angular distributions of the total sputtering yield and the ratio of partial 
sputtering yield,  
⋅⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡ θγ−θ⋅α+=
θ+θ=θ
E
E
)(4cos
U8
UY
)1A(
)(Y)(Y)(Y
th
11
02
0P2
12111
                    (8.3.16) 
( )
( ) ]EE4[
]EE4[
A
)(Y
)(Y
2th1
1th1
12
11
θγ−
θγ−⋅=θ
θ
                                    (8.3.17) 
i) Fe-Ni alloy  
Let’s consider Fe-Ni target (18-82%) bombarded by 1 keV +Hg ion perpendicularly [121], 
,847.55M1 =  7.58M 2 =  and 2195.0CC 21 =                      (8.3.18)  
Here Fe1 =  and .Ni2 =  
Let’s assume 1381.2UU 0201 =  and eV11.323E 1th =   
then (8.3.10) gives    
eV84.158E
UM
UM
E 1th
011
022
2th =⋅⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛=                                   (8.3.19) 
Substituting eV1000E = and (8.3.18,19) into (8.3.12,13) and (8.3.15), one obtained  
3064.0A = , eV18.192E th =  and 6540.021 =αα                    (8.3.20) 
which predicts that Ni is preferentially sputtered and the surface enrichment of Fe for the 
steady-state. Then (8.3.16) and (8.3.17) yield the total sputtering yield angular distribution 
( )[ ];1097.01cos)(Y 111 θγ−θ∞θ                                       (8.3.21) 
and the angular distribution of the ratio of partial sputtering yield, 
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( )[ ]
( )[ ] ⋅θγ−
θγ−⋅=θ
θ
1
1
121
112
3985.04
5689.043959.1
)(YC
)(YC
                               (8.3.22) 
which’s normalized with respect to the bulk composition ratio. The analytical results ,C)(Y j1j θ  
)(Y)(Y)(Y 12111 θ+θ=θ  and [ ])(YC)(YC 121112 θθ  have been plotted in Fig. 8.3.2 (a), (b) 
and (c) respectively. The calculated curves of (8.3.21,22) agree Wehner’s experimental results well. 
Once again, we ignored the bombardment-induced Gibssian Segregation [125] in the analysis. Such 
Gibssian Segregation would cause a great change of the angular distribution of partial sputtering 
yield ratio, if it exists.   
 
(a) (b) 
(c) 
Fig.8.3.2 Angular distribution of sputtered Fe and Ni from FeNi target by normally incident 
mercury ion with energy 1000eV. Experimental data are cited from R.R. Olson and G.K. Wehner 
[121]. The calculated curves show good agreement with experimental data. (a) Calculated angular 
distributions of sputtered Fe and Ni respectively by using (8.3.19); (b) Deposited film thickness 
(Fe+Ni) Solid line stands for theoretical results (8.3.21). (c) Angular distribution of the ratio of 
sputtered Fe and Ni. The ratio here refers to the Auger-peaks normalized to the identical ratio in the 
target value. Solid line stands for theoretical results (8.3.22).  
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ii) Boron nitride (BN)  
Some of more complicate systems, such as 2BNSiO and BNAlN [137], may not fit our 
theoretical model described in Chapter 2. In these systems, the binding energies between B and N, Si 
and O, Al and N may be significant higher than ones between BN and 2SiO , BN and AlN, therefore 
the majority of sputtered particles are clusters and molecules. In another word, assumming if 
BN, 2SiO and AlN are “element” particles respectively, systems 2BNSiO and BNAlN will be 
cosidered binaries and fit our theoretical model. In the cases 2BNSiO target irradiated, BN 
molecule are sputtered preferentially due to lighter molecul mass and lower surface binding energy. 
The sputtering of these targets may provide an excellent opportunity to study emission of clusters 
and molecules. However, Boron nitride target couldn’t be considered as single “element” (BN block) 
material due to it’s structure. Yalin et. al. have measured the total sputtering yields and sputtering 
yield angular distribution by using weight loss and QCM [117][118], see Table 8.3.2 here, or the 
Table 1 on page 7 of [88]. One can see .Cond.Max.etargM Y2Y ≈  rather than .Cond.Max.etargM YY ≈ . 
Yalin’s experiments showed that most of B atoms and N (may be 2N  molecules) sputtered 
individually, rather than BN block at least in the low energy ion bombardment [127]. The most of 
BN must be separated into B and N atoms and amorphous layer should be established in the target 
surface during the sputtering process [138]. Therefore, Boron nitride (BN) target can be treated as a 
binary in our theoretical model. 
Boron nitride is of high interest due to its remarkable characters and tremendous applications 
[88][119]. As far as the sputtering mechanism research is concerned, boron nitride is a typical kind 
of nitrides, because the atomic mass difference between the two components is small, Yalin et. al. 
have measured the ion-energy dependence of total sputtering yields of BN target bombarded at 
normal incidence with +Xe  ion by using weight loss and QCM [117][118] and obtained two 
groups of data. They found that the weight loss measurements are lower, by a factor of 
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approximately 2 to 3, but they are very confident of the QCM measurements. Yalin’s both two 
groups of Data (QCM and weight loss) have been plotted in Fig.8.3.3 with computer simulation 
results. Seeing the computer simulation results agree with QCM measurements (E = 100 eV to 350 
eV), we used Formula (8.3.14), i.e. 
{ } ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −+∞
E
E
1)]E(S[C)]E(S[C)E(Y thNnNBnBB                       (8.3.23) 
to match the data of QCM measurements and simulations, see Fig.8.3.3, one can see that 
eV65E th ≈                                                        (8.3.24) 
On the other hand, by using QCM system, Yalin et. al. have measured differential sputter yields of 
HBC grade BN target bombarded by normal incidence +Xe  ion with energy of 100, 250, 350, and 
500 eV [88]. As mentioned previously, Yalin et. al. only measured the condensable fraction of 
sputter products, Boron. Thus, using Zhang expression (8.2.3), i.e. 
( ) ( ) ⋅⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡ θγ−θ∞θ
E
E
4
1cos)(Y thB111B                                   (8.3.25) 
to match their measured differential sputter yields of boron [88]. Yalin et. al. obtained 
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
==
==
==
eV500EforeV123E
eV350EforeV1.88E
eV250EforeV104E
thB
thB
thB
                                    (8.3.26)  
for boron, see the Table 1 on page 7 of [88]. In principle, a set of equations (8.3.10), (8.3.11), (8.3.12) 
and (8.3.15) determines 2101022th ,UU,E αα or A, as long as E, thE and 1thE are given. 
Substituting (8.3.23, 25), the set of equations can be easily solved by using the iteration method. 
Thus, we obtained  
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
===
===
===
eV500Efor,eV91.78Eand73.1A
eV350Efor,eV71.39Eand33.1A
eV250Efor,eV91.10Eand23.2A
thN
thN
thN
                    (8.3.27) 
Polar plot of the analytical results of (8.3.6) have been plotted in Fig. 8.3.4 for )(Y 1B θ and 
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)(Y 1N θ respectively, if the nitrogen yield is atomic. Since )(Y 1B θ has already been measured by 
Yalin et. al.[88], therefore, measuring the angular distribution of sputtered nitrogen atoms is also 
very urgent. It’s different from other’s conclusion [146] that our theory predicted N is preferentially 
sputtered and the surface enrichment of B for the steady-state in the energy region. It is interesting to 
notice that )(Y 1N θ  is closed to a cosine function even if )(Y 1B θ  still is “under-cosine” like. 
Thus, although the energy distribution of sputtered Boron predicted by (8.2.10) or (8.2.19) should be 
significantly narrower than Thompson-Sigmund distribution (8.2.14). If our theory is tenable in the 
future, I will never forget the encouragement from Prof. A.P. Yalin due to his intensive discussion 
with me.  
 
 
APPENDIX ⅧA: DERIVATION OF (8.2.9) 
Integrating (8.2.7) over ε  and 1Ω , we obtained the total sputtering yield, 
( ) ( ) ⎥⎥⎦
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Changing the integration variables in (ⅧA.2) and (ⅧA.3), 
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Substituting (ⅧA.4) and (ⅧA.5) into (ⅧA.1), one obtained  
( ) [ ].)Ah(E4EE1YY 5thP ⋅−=                                     (ⅧA.6) 
which is (8.2.9). The end of proof. 
 
DEDUCTION 
Since directly integrating (8.2.8) over 1Ω  gave (8.2.9), we have the following two 
mathematical identities  
)Ah(E2dcossin)( 5
2
0 1111
=θθθθφ∫π                                  (ⅧA.7)  
)Ah(E8dcossin)( 5
2
0 11111
=θθθθφ∫π                                 (ⅧA.8)  
If ,0h = (ⅧA.7) and (ⅧA.8) reduced to   
21dcossin
2
0 111
=θθθ∫π                                            (ⅧA.9)  
2dcossin)(
2
0 1111
=θθθθγ∫π                                         (ⅧA.10)  
(ⅧA.9) and (ⅧA.10) played the critical role in our work [73]. 
 
 
 
Fig.8.3.3 Ion-energy dependence of total sputtering yields of BN target bombarded at normal 
incidence with Xenon ion. The solid curves were calculated by using Formulae (8.3.23,24). 
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Fig.8.3.4 Polar plot angular distribution of sputtered B and N from BN target by normally incident 
Xenon ion with energy 250eV, 350eV and 500eV respectively. The solid curves were calculated by 
using Formulae (8.3.6, 26 and 27). It is remarkable that the angular distribution of atomic nitrogen 
seems “cosine-like” even if the one of boron still is “under-cosine” like.  
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CHAPTER 9 
SPUTTERING YIELD ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION 
MEASURED BY RBS AND NRA 
9.1 SPUTTERING TITANIUM NITRIDE 
Angular distribution of sputtered atoms from a stoichiometric TiN target had been measured 
by using Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS) for Ti and ( ) C,dN 1214 α Nuclear Reaction 
Analysis (NRA) for nitrogen. A tantalium foil was used to collect nitrogen yield. Unfortunatly, NRA 
technique couln’t provide meaningful nitrogen signal, because sputtered nitrogen atoms are not 
condensable.[117][118]. Cabon discs were used for collecting sputtered titanium atoms. After 
sputtering, RBS technique was used to determine atom number density on the collector surfaces. It 
was successful to use RBS to measure the angular distribution of condensable.sputtered Ti atoms. 
Therefore, only sputtering yield of Ti conponent will be discussed more detail in thin section. 
As well known [114][120], a necessary condition for obtaining reproducible sputtering yield 
data is the irradiation is performed with a well-defined ion beam both with regard to ion species and 
energy. Such kind of Xenon ion beam is obtained from ion implantation (100 KV Varian Extrion) 
facilities (100 keV ion-implanter in Department of physics and astronomy of W.S.U.), and focused 
onto the target with a well-defined direction of incidence for sputtering experiment. At least as 
important as a precise characterization of the incoming beam are parameters describing the target 
conditions This condition should be satisfied by using a high quality commercial target. However, 
the target properties may change during irradiation due to contamination by background gas in the 
vacuum. For example, N atom could be replaced by O atom on the target surface of TiN absorption 
of back-ground gas due to poor vacuum may cause a great change of sputtering yield angular 
distribution [6]. In our experiment, the vacuum in Sputtering Chamber was .103 6 τ× −   
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Fig. 9.1 Schematic diagram of the target-collector assembly. Semicircular cylinder is machined from 
aluminium, and Carbon discs are mounted behind the cylinder uniformly to allow sputtered particles 
to impact on the polished surface of them. 
 
The experiment setup shown in Fig.9.1 is mounted in a vacuum chamber connected to ion 
implantation (100 kV Varian Extrion) facilities (100 keV ion implanter in the Department of physics 
and astronomy, WSU). Xenon ions created from the 100 keV accelerator pass through a 2mm 
diameter defining aperture and a central hole in a semi-cylindrical collector to impinge on the target. 
In view of the beam dosimeter is of primary importance in Sputtering yield measurement, the target 
and yield collector system are mounted in a secondary–electron– suppressor i.e. Faraday cup, see Fig. 
9.1. The beam influence is measured by integrating the target current. The electrical insulation of the 
target from ground is better then .M100 Ω  Therefore, the target current measurement should be 
accurate enough. 
The experimental procedures: 
(1) Cut a carbon bar as 1 mm thick, 5mm diameter, Carbon disc, and polish each carbon disc 
with sand paper. 
(2) Mount those polished carbon discs behind the collector, Fig. 9.1, and mount the collector 
into the Faraday Cup, Fig. 9.1. 
(3) Close the Implanter beam line valve, close the mean valve of the target room and vent it. 
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(4) Put the Faraday cup into the target chamber, close the shutter and connect wires of shutter, 
target, secondary-electro-suppressor to each correspond electrical feed-through. 
(5) Close the target chamber and pump down. 
(6) Open the ion beam line valve, and adjust the ion Implanter (ion source pressure, focus, 
etc.) to get the highest shutter current. 
(7) Apply a secondary-electron-suppressor voltage .keV5.2−  
(8) Set up target current integrator, each count corresponds 610− coulombs, i.e. 
121024.6 × ions. 
(9) Open the shutter, then Sputtering begins to run. The Sputtering conditions are 
a) 100 keV +Xe ion beam impinges on TiN target perpendicularly 
b) Target current: 12108.3~A6.0 ×μ atoms/second 
c) Vacuum in the Implanter: .106.4 7 τ× − ;  
Beam line: .106.4 7 τ× − ;  
Target chamber: .103 6 τ× − . 
(10) Running about 1h, the counter number of target current integrator reaches 2517, then 
close the shutter, close the beam line and vent the target chamber. 
 
9.2 RUTHERFORD BACKSCATTERING SPECTROMETRY (RBS) 
A 4.75 MV Van de Graaff accelerator (in the Department of physics and astronomy, W.S.U.) 
had been used for the surface analysis to determine the number density of sputtered atom deposited 
on carbon discs [128]. Charged particles are generated in an ion source. Their energy is then raised 
to several mega electron volts by the accelerator. The high-energy beam and filter it for a selected 
type of particle and energy. The beam then enters the scattering chamber and impinges on the sample 
to be analyzed. Some of the backscattered particles impinge on the detector, where they generate an 
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electrical signal. This signal is amplified and processed with fast analog and digital electronics. The 
final stage of the data usually has the form of a (digitized) spectrum. 
9.2.1 BASIC PHYSICAL CONCEPTS  
When a projectile of atomic mass ,M1 atomic number 1Z and energy E, collides elastically 
with a stationary target atom of 2M and ,Z2  the energy will be transferred from 1M to .M 2 This 
simple elastic collision problem had been solved by applying the principles of conservation of 
energy and momentum. Finally, one obtained the Kinematic factor [128], 
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and the differential cross section in the laboratory frame of reference, 
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9.2.2 SYSTEM CALIBRATION  
RBS can be used to detect surface impurities on a light-element substrate [128]. For example, 
a carbon substrate is often used as a control sample to check the quality of a vacuum-deposited layer. 
Any surface impurity with an atomic mass greater than that of carbon will be visible in a RBS 
spectrum. These samples can also be used to determine the channel width ε of the multi-channel 
analyzer. In our experiment, a RBS spectrum for 2-MeV +He4 ions backscattering was at an 
angleθ of 0160 from a carbon target on which, aluminum, cobalt and gold are present as surface 
depositions. Three peaks for the depositions at channel number 276, 396.5 and 489. The right-hand 
scale gives Kinematic values for scattering, with 5600.0k = for Al, 0.7683 for Co, and 0.9242 for 
Au. (Kinematic values are given by (9.2.1)). By using the least-squares fit, one can find the best fit 
straight line of Data in TABLE (9.2.1) as following, 
( ) .keV17.177.No.Ch4219.3E1 +×=                                 (9.2.3) 
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Table 9.2.1 Calibration data for RBS. 
Element Atomic Mass (amu) iK  )keV(EK 1i Ch. No. 
Al 27 0.5600 1120 276 
Co 58.9 0.7683 1537 396.5 
Au 197 0.9242 1848 489 
 
 
Table 9.2.2 Channel number of Carbon, Nitrogen and Titanium 
Element Atomic Mass (amu) iK  )keV(EK 1i Ch. No. 
C 12 0.2600 520 100 
N 14 0.3192 638.4 135 
Ti 47.9 0.7231 1446.2 370 
 
 
9.2.3 NUMBER DENSITY OF SPUTTERED ATOMS DEPOSITED ON CARBON 
DISC 
The calibration formula (9.2.3) can be used to determine the Ch. No. for any element. 
Specially, the Ch. NO of Carbon, Nitrogen and Titanium had been calculated and collected in 
TABLE (9.2.2).  
In our experimental measurement, a uniform 2-MeV +He4 beam impinges at normal incidence 
on a uniform target that is larger than the area of beam cross section (Diameter. 2mm). The RBS 
spectrum is obtained from a thick carbon disc target. The sputtered material deposited on the carbon 
disc is about a mono-atomic layer ( ).cmatoms10~ 215 −⋅ It then follows from Eq.(3.70) in  
literature [128] that the spectrum high for scattering from the top surface layer can be written in the 
surface energy approximation as  
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][Q)E(H 000 εεΩσ=                                              (9.2.4) 
Where Q is the total number of particles hit the target, ε  is energy width of one channel, ][ 0ε  is 
the stopping cross section and Ω  is very small detector solid angle.  
On the other hand, the number density iS of impurities can be calculated directly from the area 
of the signals iA given by the total number of counts integrated over the region of interest. For a 
given impurity denoted by the subscript i, iA can be expressed by Eq.(5.1) in [128], 
i0ii QS)E(A Ωσ=                                                  (9.2.5) 
for normal incidence. One way to determine iS  is to use the thick-target signal of the substrate as a 
reference. The yield o,cH for scattering from the carbon surface is given by (9.2.4). By combining 
(9.2.4) and (9.2.5), one obtained. 
c
c00i
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i ][)E(
)E(
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ε⋅σ
σ⋅=                                           (9.2.6) 
where the subscripts c,o refer to the carbon substrate and surface energy approximation. Substituting 
(9.2.2) into (9.2.6), one got  
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⎛⋅=                                            (9.2.7) 
Further substituting 214cc0 cmev10597.2][ ⋅×=ε − (see p.363 in [128]) and keV4219.3=ε  
(see (9.2.3)) into (9.2.7), obtained,  
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H
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⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛⋅=                         (9.2.8) 
For Nitrogen and Titanium, substituting 7ZN = and 22Zti =  into (9.2.8) respectively, we got, 
117
o,c
N
N ]cm[atom10 9680.0H
A
S −⋅××=   and 
116
o,c
Ti
Ti ]cm[atom10 9800.0H
AS −⋅××=  
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Our experimental conditions for RBS are: 
(1) 2-MeV +He4 beam incidents on carbon disc sample perpendicularly.  
(2) Beam Current: 220 nA 
(3) F. S. Ampers: C106 7−×  
(4) Pulse Number:1000. Thus,  
.1075.7H 4o,c ×=                                                   (9.2.9) 
Substituting (9.2.9) and measurement results in TABLE 9.2.3 into (9.2.8), we obtained 
sputtered material densities on each carbon disc sample. The calculated results are collected in 
TABLE 9.2.4. One can see that, the number density of sputtered atom is about 
,cmatoms10~ 215 −⋅  i.e. a mono-atomic layer. 
 
Table 9.2.3 Results measured from RBS spectrums 
TiA  NA  Angle from 
normal (Deg) 
Right Left Right Left 
5 14285.7 12890.8  489.5 
15 13317.8 9818.3 854.5 315.3 
25 10141.2 9836.5 825.8  
35 9366.3    
45 8021.5 6916.8 296.0  
55 6933.8 5786.8  53 
65 5490.5 5170.0  214 
75 3767.5 3166.0   
85  1224.3   
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Table 9.2.4 Number density of sputtered atom on carbon discs 
TiS   ]cmatoms0[
214 −⋅  NS    ]cmatoms0[ 214 −⋅  Angle from 
normal (Deg) 
Right Left Right Left 
5 18.06 16.3  6.11 
15 16.84 12.42 7.30 3.94 
25 12.82 12.44 10.31  
35 11.84    
45 10.14 8.75 3.70  
55 8.77 7.32  0.66 
65 6.94 6.54  2.67 
75 4.76 4.00   
85  1.55   
 
 
9.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF DIFFERENTAL SPUTTERING YIELD  
The differential sputtered yield relates to the sputtered material density on carbon disc through 
the following relation, 
0
i2
1
2
i
2
N
Sr
d
Yd ⋅=Ω                                                    (9.3.1) 
where, r is the radius of the sputtering yield collector, 0N is the number of incident atom. For our 
experiments,  
;cm3r =  ( ) .1057.1C10602.1C251710N 161960 ×=××= −−  
Substituting r and 0N  into (9.3.1), one obtained the total sputtering yield of titanium 
67.2YTi =                                                        (9.3.2) 
and the corresponding differential sputtering yield in Table 9.3.1.Due to the perpendicular incidence 
of Xenon ion beam, in consideration of the obvious symmetric property, let's define the average 
differential sputtering yield as  
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and plotted the results in Fig.9.2. One can see that (9.3.3) satisfies cosine-like angular distribution:  
11
22 cos85.0dYd θ=Ω .                                            (9.3.4) 
Besides, the sputtering yield of TiN bombarded by −keV5.0  +Cd  had been given [133]. 
The experimental result is 0.7. Considering the steady state, it's natural to take, 
35.0YTi =   for .TiNCdkeV5.0 →− +                               (9.3.5)  
let's define the ratio, 
)TiNXekeV100(Y
)TiNCdkeV5.0(YR
Ti
Ti
→−
→−≡ +
+
                                    (9.3.6) 
Thus, the experimental results (9.3.2) and (9.3.5) give 
.131.0
67.2
35.0R exp ==  
On the other hand, by using Sigmund's theory, R in (9.3.6) can be calculated, 
.149.0
5493179.02457166.0
1.764205.03.393166.0
)]keV100(S[][)]keV100(S[][
)]keV5.0(S[][)]keV5.0(S[][
R
n
Xe
Ti
Xe
Nn
Xe
N
Cd
Tin
Cd
Ti
Cd
Nn
Cd
N
sig
=×+×
×+×=
⋅α+⋅α
⋅α+⋅α= +++
++++
 
Therefore, expR agrees with sigR  reasonably well. But expR is smaller than sigR about 20% is 
probable due to ignoring the an-isotropic correction discussed intensively in the previous Chapter. 
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Table 9.3.1 Differential Sputtering Yields (Atoms/ion x sterad) 
1
2
Ti
2
d
Yd
Ω  12
N
2
d
Yd
Ω  
Angle from 
normal (Deg)
Right Left Right Left 
5 1.04 0.93  0.35 
15 0.97 0.71 0.42 0.23 
25 0.73 0.71 0.59  
35 0.68    
45 0.58 0.50 0.21  
55 0.50 0.42  0.038 
65 0.40 0.37  0.15 
75 0.27 0.23   
85  0.089   
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9.2 Polar diagram of Titanium sputtered from TiN target by normally incident Xenon with 
energies 100keV. The solid stands for .cos85.0 θ  
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CHAPTER 10 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
10.1 CONCLUSIONS  
10.1.1 SIGMUND THEORY IS THE LIGHTHOUSE 
 Sputtering was discovered experimentally more than 150 years ago. Both experimental and 
theoretical interest in this phenomenon has increased constantly for many years, due to remarkable 
applications in different fields. In 1969, by the aid of the Lindhard power cross-section (6.2.24), 
Sigmund developed the well-known modern sputtering theory. The theory has been found to agree 
reasonably well with corresponding experimental data. Because Sigmund directly writes his basic 
equations in a backward form, therefore he can give analytical results. Since then, a lot of analytical 
works on sputtering and related phenomena have been published. These works mainly focused on 
two aspects. The first aspect is dealing with a monatomic target. In this case, a number of atomic 
distribution functions, such as the slowing-down, recoil, scattering and collision densities, etc., are 
introduced and derived to describe particle flux in a linear atomic collision cascade. Furthermore, 
taking the anisotropic (or momentum) term ( )1L =  into account, these distribution functions have 
been derived asymptotically in order to explaine the energy and angular distributions of sputtered 
atoms. The second aspect is dealt with multi-component targets. In the latter case, almost only 
isotropic term ( )0L = has been taken cared of, and the anisotropic correct term ( )1L =  has never 
been discussed in detail. Thus, it is tured out to be mandatory to develop a new anisotropic 
sputtering theory in multi-component case. Since we understood that any new sputtering theory must 
automatically reduce to Sigmund theory, if the necessary conditions are satisfied, terefore, Sigmund 
theory can be considered as a Guiding line, or lighthouse. 
10.1.2 MY CONTRIBUTIONS IN SPUTTERING THEORY  
The first part of research comprising my dissertation has focused on the transport theory of 
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sputtering. In Chapter 2, we have derived all Linear Transport Equations appeared in Sputtering 
theory based on the standard Botzmann equation in classical Statistics Mechanics. The relations 
among these Linear Transport Equations have been discussed in detail. In Chapter 3, substituting 
separable scattering cross-sections, we have solved these equations by using Laplace Transformation 
for both isotropic term ( )0L = and anisotropic term ( )1L = . The accuracy of these analytical 
solutions is demonstrated by comparison with Monte Carlo simulations published by Urbassek et 
al.[23]. In Chapter 4, we proposed a new method (“SC” theory) to build up approximate asymptotic 
solutions for arbitrary cross sections. We have showed that “VCU” theory [13] even could generate 
non-physics negative sputtered particle flux in some cases simulated by by the author themselves 
and found the reasons of the mistake. In Chapter 5, by using Laplace Transformation, we have 
derived a pool of recursion relations for asymptotic moments of deposited energy, momentum depth 
distribution and ion range. We also have given the Glazov’s paradox an exact explanation.  
The second part of research comprising my dissertation has focused on the two major 
problems appeared in sputtering theory: one is the depth of origin of sputtered atoms ( )0L =  and 
another one is the anisotropic sputtering theory ( )1,0L = .  
Based on the transport theory, we confirmed the atom ejection theory proposed by Falcone 
and Sigmund [32], denied the theory proposed by Falcone [34] and derived an explicit expression for 
the distribution of the depth of origin of sputtered atoms. Thus, the mean sputter depth was estimated 
about twice longer than the experiment measurement. In Chapter 6 and 7, we introduced (6.2.9) into 
Sigmund sputtering theory. Compared with (6.2.24), (6.2.9) can give a much better approximation to 
the Born-Mayer scattering in the low energy region ( )1.0~m . By using both power cross-sections, 
we have solved the linear transport equations describing the sputtering problem asymptotically. In 
the Chapter 3, it has further been proved that Falcone’s theory of the atom ejection process 
contradicts the transport theory. In the Chapter 6, the Andersen-Sigmund relation for partial 
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sputtering yield ratios between two elements in an arbitrary multi-component target has been derived 
by both cross-sections. The energy deposited in the target surface layers has been computed for a 
few typical ion-target combinations. The numerical curves show that both cross-sections generate 
almost the same results (error<10%) for 2.0m = . In the Chapter 7, it is also shown that, if the 
sputtering yield equals the corresponding one in Sigmund’s theory, the depth of origin of sputtered 
atoms may be only about one half of the latter as long as ,0m = because the hard sphere collision 
is dominant in this low energy cascade. Therefore, the entire Sigmund sputtering theory has been 
rebuilt and the problem on the depth origin of sputtered atoms has been solved.  In Chapter 8, 
taking the momentum deposition into account, a new modified Sigmund Sputtering Theory has been 
developed to describe anisotropic sputtering phenomena induced by low energy and heavy ion 
bombardment, including sputtering yield energy and angular distributions as well as isotopic effect. 
The momentum deposition usually ignored [1], but could play an important role in the atom 
collisions in solid, such as the anisotropic transport in the ion mixing [151~152]. We have clearly 
demonstrated the intrinsic relation between the ion energy dependence of total sputtering yields and 
the angular distribution of sputtered atoms induced by low-energy heavy ion bombardment. The 
sputtering yield angular distributions have calculated based on the intrinsic relation for many 
ion-target combinations. The calculated curves show excellent agreement with the corresponding 
Wehner’s experimental results of sputtering yield angular distribution. The fact clearly confirmed the 
intrinsic relation. This intrinsic relation had been ignored in Yamamura’s papers (1981, 1982) due to 
some obvious mistakes. Our new anisotropy sputtering theory has been used to calculate the 
sputtering yield energy distributions and showed to fit the corresponding experimental results except 
the cases where the larger ion incident angle and larger sputtering emission angles were considered. 
The larger discrepancy between the new theory and experiment result in the latter cases probably is 
due to the influence of direct recoil atoms on the energy spectrum. The fact clearly demonstrated the 
great importance of momentum deposited on the target surface in the physical sputtering 
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Our new anisotropic sputtering theory predicted that the ratio of the asymmetric term 
( )1L = and the isotropic term ( )0L = must be negative, and proportional to EEMcos 0j0θ  in 
magnitude for a normal incidence. This is the intrinsic reason why isotopic mixtures are 
characterized by higher erosion rates for lower isotopic masses and vice versa for a low energy ion 
bombardment. In particular, the asymmetric term ( )1L = could be comparable with the isotropic 
term ( )0L = in magnitude for the near threshold energy ion incidence. The former may cancel the 
most part of the latter. Thus, this effect could be magnified and become even more pronounced in 
some ratios. Therefore, our theory successfully solved the isotope puzzle in low energy sputtering. 
For BN target bombarded by low energies +Xe ion, the experiment measurements [122-124] 
showed that heavy isotope of boron ( B11 ) is preferentially sputtered. Similar results were observed 
for copper and silver. The key point to solve the problem is the geometry of the experimental setup. 
The ion incident angle is 50 degree and the emission angle of sputtered atoms is 40 degree. The 
emission line of sputtered atoms is perpendicular to the ion incident line exactly. Due to the same 
reason, they found boron, rather Nitrogen, sputtered preferentially [148]. 
It’s different from other’s conclusion [122-124][146][148], our new theory predicted N is 
preferentially sputtered and the surface enrichment of B; light isotope of boron B10 , rather than 
heavy isotope of boron B11 , preferentially sputtered for the steady state in the energy region.  
The third part of research comprising my dissertation is one experiment. It has been down for 
the measurement of sputtering yield and yield angular distribution. In Chapter 9, by using RBS for 
determing titanium (Ti) and NRA for nitrogen (N), we have measured the angular differential 
sputtering yield of Ti and N sputtered from stoichiometric TiN target bombarded by 100keV xenon 
ion perpendicularly. We have found that the angular differential sputtering yield of Ti can be 
approximately expressed by  
11
22 cos85.0dYd θ=Ω .                                                                     
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10.2 FUTURE WORK  
10.2.1 EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH 
Sputtering Boron nitride target by low heavy ion bombardment provided excellent opportunity 
to study the basic mechanism of collisional sputtering. The angular distributions of sputtered B10  
and B11  atoms can be measured by using NRA [143] [144]. It may be a rather challenging work to 
measure the sputtering yield angular distribution of atom N or molecular .N2 The reference [145] 
showed that “the sticking probability is almost unity up to coverage equivalent to 3 to 5 mono-layers 
for 2O  and to about one monolayer for 2N ….”. This result can be used to determine the angular 
distribution of sputtered oxygen or nitrogen collected on tantalum films. The key point for collecting 
nitrogen on tantalum film is the temperature, i.e. 77 degree kelvin (liquid nitrogen). In addition, an 
ultra high vacuum (UHV) system for measureing sputtered N or O atoms is also necessary.  
10.2.2 THEORRETICAL RESEARCH  
Future theoretical work should involve computer simulation.  
The real situation of sputtering is not as clear if multi-component materials are bombarded. In 
the case, the surface composition is often changed due to preferential sputtering, bombardment 
induced mixing, surface segregation, etc. Moreover, the phase structures of the bombarded material 
will excert a large influence on the development of ion induced surface topography [149]. As a 
consequence, the actual system will in general be much different from what is assumed in theoretical 
approaches. Experimentally, much less data exist on sputtering yields of this kind of materials, and 
no tool has been published which allows an accurate estimate of unknown yield values. However, we 
could use computer simulation to make some predictions. 
Computer simulation of ion channeling is another interest and important project in Ion Beam 
Science, because it allows a straightforward control of the physics involved in the motion of ions in 
the crystal [150].  
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ABSTRACT 
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Based on the standard Botzmann equation in Classical Statistics Mechanics, we have 
derived a variety of Linear Transport Equations appeared in Sputtering Theory for a random, 
infinite multi-components medium. The pertinent relations among these Linear Transport 
Equations have been studied in detail. We have introduced exact classical scattering 
cross-sections for power potential interaction collision into these Transport Equations and 
solved them asymptotically by using Laplace Transformation for both isotropic term and 
anisotropic term. A pool of analytical asymptotic solutions has been given for both Lindhard 
power cross-section and our exact cross-section, such as slowing-down, recoil, scattering 
and collision densities, etc. The accuracy of these analytical solutions is demonstrated by 
comparison with Monte Carlo simulations. For the sputtered atom ejection process, based 
on the intrinsic relation between recoil density and sputtering calculations, we have 
proved that the Falcone “mean free path” theory directly contradicts the transport theory, 
and confirmed Falcone-Sigmund “slow down straight” theory in mono-atomic medium case. 
After the exact classical scattering cross-section, instead of Lindhard power cross-section, 
was introduced into the linear transport theory, only one singnificant different between them 
has been found: the depth of origin of sputtered atoms must be shorter about one half due to 
the hard sphere collision is dominant in the low energy cascade. Therefore, the entire 
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Sigmund sputtering theory can be rebuilt and the problem on the depth origin of sputtered 
atoms has been solved in a natural way. In addition, we have found that a theory proposed 
by Urbassek et al. (1993) could generate non-physics negative sputtered particle flux in 
some cases simulated by the author themselves. We also have given the Glazov’s paradox 
(1994, 1995) an exact explanation.  
We have derived an expression for the anisotropic sputtered particle flux at first time 
for multi-components target. Taking the momentum deposition into account, a new modified 
Sigmund Sputtering Theory has been developed to describe anisotropic sputtering 
phenomena induced by low energy and heavy ion bombardment, including sputtering yield 
energy and angular distributions as well as isotopic effect. The momentum deposition has 
been showed to be important in the atom collisions in solid, even if usually ignored in 
literetures. We have clearly demonstrated the intrinsic relation between the ion energy 
dependence of total sputtering yields and the angular distribution of sputtered atoms 
induced by low-energy heavy ion bombardment. The sputtering yields energy and angular 
distributions have calculated based on the intrinsic relation for many ion-target combinations. 
Our new theory has been shown to fit the corresponding experimental results of sputtering 
yield energy distributions well except the cases where the larger ion incident angle and 
larger sputtering emission angles were considered.  
Our new anisotropic sputtering theory predicted that the ratio of the asymmetric term 
and the isotropic term must be negative, and proportional to EEMcos 0j0θ  in 
magnitude for a normal incidence. This is the intrinsic reason why isotopic mixtures are 
characterized by higher erosion rates for lower isotopic masses and vice versa for a low 
energy and heavy ion bombardment. In particular, the asymmetric term could be 
comparable with the isotropic term in magnitude for the near threshold energy ion incidence. 
The former may cancel the most part of the latter. Thus, this effect could be magnified and 
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become even more pronounced in some ratios. Therefore, the present theory successfully 
solved the isotope puzzle in low energy sputtering. 
It’s different from other authors, our new theory predicted N is preferentially sputtered 
and the surface enrichment of B; light isotope of boron B10 , rather than heavy isotope of 
boron B11 , preferentially sputtered and the surface enrichment of B11  in the steady-state 
for BN target sputtered by low energy xenon ion bombardment. Nuclear reaction analysis 
(NRA) has been proposed to do the experimental measurements to prove the statememts. 
By using RBS for determing titanium (Ti) and NRA for nitrogen (N), we have measured 
the angular differential sputtering yield of Ti and N sputtered from stoichiometric TiN target 
bombarded by 100keV xenon ion perpendicularly. We have found that the angular 
differential sputtering yield of Ti can be approximately expressed by  
11
22 cos85.0dYd θ=Ω .   
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